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(54) Data retrieval system and method 

(57) Various problems arise in accessing the Inter - 
n t. For example, Internet files have complex file ad¬ 
dresses which are prone to incorrect entry by a user, 
giving nse to access of unwanted files In one aspect 
the invention solves this problem by encoding the file 
address in a bar code symbol, decoding the bar code 
symbol and accessing the relevant file automatically 
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Description 

BACKGROUND Of THE 'NVENTION 

s Potd ot the Inv ntoi 

The invention relates to improvements in data retrieval 

Description of th Related Art 
to 

Various readers and optical scanning systems have been developed tor readng prnted ndice such as bar code 
jywbQis appearrg on a label or the surface of an article and providing information concerning the article such as the 
prfce r nature of the article The bar code syntml itself is a coded pattern of indicia comprised of. tor example, a series 
of bars ot various widths spaced apart from one another to form spaces of various widths, the bars and spaces having 

is (iterant light reflectng characteristics. The readers electro optically transform the graphic indicia into electrical signals 
which are decoded Mo alpha-numeric characters that are intended to be descriptive of the article or a characteristic 
Bweot. Such characters typeafy are represented in digital form, and utilized as an input to a data processing system 
lor applications in point of sale processing, inventory control and the Bte 

Known scanning systems comprise a light source for generating a light beam incident on a bar cede symbol and 
20 a light receiver lor receiving the reflected light and decoding the inlormation contained in the bar code symbol accord¬ 

ingly. The readers may comprise a flying spot scanning system wherein the light beam is scanned rapidly across a bar 
Pori* symbol to be read or a fixed field of view reading system wherem the bar code symbol to be read is illuminated 
as a whole and a CCO (Charge Coupled Devee) array is provided lor delecting the light reflected from the bar code 
syrnooi. 

as Known hand-held optical readers are often in the shape of a gun having a handle portion and a barrel portion. The 
reading wridow through whtoh the Sght beam passes m generally located at the end lace ot the barrel portion, and the 
reader is aimed at the indicia to be read by the operator holding the harxfle portion. A trigger is situated in the region 
of the junction between the handle portion and the barrel portion for operation by the user to actuate tie optical reader 

In addition there are known portable hand-held computers lor collecting data and down-loading the data to a central 
30 ot peripheral device. The down-loaded data may be raw data or data that has been processed within the hand-held 

computer. Data collection can be carried out by entering information to the hand-held computer via a keypad, or by 
incorporating in the computer an optical reader lor example for reading bar code symbols, or meorporatng a reader 
for r ading a magnetic card strip. For example when information about various products is required Airing inventorying, 
thoee products may bear bar code symbols cr magnetic strips, or have associated magnetic strip cards which are read 

3$ by the hand-held computer. The data collected can be transferred from the hand-held computer to a central or peripheral 
device by known means such as radio frequency radio links, wired connections, inlra-red communications or other 
known transmission arrangements 

Often, more than one data capture system ts required lor a given application. The manufacture of a customized 
system for a specific application is expensive and difficult to modify if t s subsequently desired to ncorporate further 

40 data capture options than those originally provided in the customized device 
In addition, traditional electronic mail or message delivery services provided on conventional operating environ¬ 

ments (tor exan^le BSD Una. SCO Unix) have employed a simple mail box scheme where each user receives mes¬ 
sages in a specific mai box or directory Each machine or host runs its own copy of the mail delivery service and each 
user therefore receives messages on a particular machine as a result of which each macheie is required to provide 

*5 local storage and data duplications occur frequently. To mitigate the problem a proposed solutnn within computer 
networks having a static configuration has been to offer network file systems providing a unified access mechanism 
to storage space across the network regardless of a particular machne Because the relevant files are retained at a 
angle location, the system provides users a unified access to mail boxes and prevents user data duplication on indi¬ 
vidual machines. 

to With the advent of portable hand-held computer devices which communcate with a central computer, or ho6t by 
wireless commun eat on a problem has arisen Generally the device commurcates with an access point which is m 
direct communication with the host. As the device is physically moved, it must re-associate with access points to the 
host as it moves outside the range of one access point and into the range of another The problem s further exacerbated 
when the device is moved from one basic serves area to another in which case a permanent network mail system 

ts cannot be guaranteed erther physically or logcaDy. 
Currently known electronic mail delivery services include at most two independent "tasks': mail user agent and 

mai transfer agent. Mail user agent provides user interlace to the seme and mail transfer agent deals with the re¬ 
ception and storage of messages in user mail boxes. The tasks generally operat independently, mai user agent being 
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unaware o! ma.i transfer ageni status and simply having access to mformaton aboutmaUbn Mada I'o'*** «»•' 
As dMu sed above atlhoutfi the scheme a appropret when matt boxes are permanent* placed or mounted r a 

areaandmov a from one base servce area (die system) to another base serves area, th scheme does not operate 

^voical xamples of known mail delivery systems ar discussed r. for example Sun xpert Magazre ol April 1994 

article ntitled’Sendmai’by Pet rCotlnson Arne sage is aput to mail user agent and dealt with by mail transfer 

anrJ Siteroe networks the various tasks are earned out by a ma.i hub machre to which all mail on a network is sent 
f«T«o^sfro The system can be enhanced by introducing the possibility ol expanding mailing lists, running mail 

and automatic transler of mail between csrtar users A system becomes progressive* more com- 

■« (naves from local mad to mail on the Internet to mail between networks. 
Flirtations are imposed because of the Smiled storage capability of hand-held computer, (often known as 

personal digital assistants) a. a result of which srmpte-store-and-forward. mult,-user electronic message systems are 

9*T«erS^'wireless network, mobile unrts (MUs) must have a domar r order tor them to associate w«t the 

accent, (APS) in an access point group (APG) An APG is a group of one or r£ 
the same router on the same network Ail access points n the same APG are identified by the same domaun. This 
atbws the access points in one APG to communicate over the network without conflicting with other APGs on the same 

n*t*The disadvantage of pror art domain assignment pretexts «that some MUs may be used on multiple APGs. and 
__ on multiple networks Use of a mobile unit on multiple APGs would require changing the domain of the kAJ 

to aflow it to concur cate via the appropriate APG at the appropriate time. Use of a mobile unit onmurtipte networks 
also reauire chanqrg the domain, since the APGs on the new network might be m a different domar. 

^Further^hen a TCP/IP stack is used (transmission control protocol/intemet protocol), each network node must 

hav a unique IP address for that network. The set of TCP/IP protocols typically encompasses media access packet 
tnmeport Session communeations. file transfer, electronic mail, and termral emulation IP addresses for parent 

networks need not be unique. II multiple networks are connected and nodes communicate across all networks, then 

«tw rmrlAa reauire IP addresses that are unique across the expanded network 
In summary, each access point on a network must have a unique IP address for that network. Each mobile unit 

on a network despite the domar it is using, must have a unique IP address tor that network. Mobie units can be used , 

on multiple networks. Use on multiple networks generally requires changing the 'P £ 
address currently in use by the MU might be r use by another MU on the new network or might not conform to the IP , 

aridfflca convent ions usod by th6 new nctwocK. . . 
Consequently a system s required for assigning domains and IP addresses to mobile un** a var*ty °J 

configurattons and many different types of mobie units Specfically. a system is required to altowtor the 

Stains and IP addresses to mobie units in ways that are sufficiently flexible to 
ar fixed to specific APGs on specific networks and where MUs travel among different APGs. and Pfss***"on9 
efferent networks, such as Spectrum One and Spectrum24 (Trademarks of Symbol Technologies Inc) networks 

According to another aspect * has previously been proposed to implement a bar code scanner resdent on a contra 
machre running a COMPONENT OBJECT MOOEL (COM) ob,ect It .* desired to increase the scope of such app*r .. 

cations to be compatible with a wtoe range of models and m particular to introduce a bar code scanner remote from 

iKa machine and cootrotiod Ihrouoh 3 ww©l6S3 irt0fl3C8 
Pendrg European patent application 485.996 disetoses, rter alia a system for the fopt^ement <* depleted in- 

v^oTusrg a ^tomto whiTthe replacement inventory items are labelled with bar coded ultimate*®*,natron 

information and packed rto a container tor shipment to a recervmg/d.stnbution centre 
It is known ^general to make use of a twoO.mens.onal bar code symbol, on the extenor of a contarerjord«ate 

what is inside see Material Handling Engineering October 1992. article entrtled 'New Dense Code Symbology Trans- 

530,1 The'internet computer network s gaming ever .ncreasing significance in the world of science, technology, infor¬ 
mation and commerce amongst many others The internet will be well known to the skilled reader butjn brief summary 
comprises a network of computers practically worldwide and accessible trom any access point su^t^hnKed to retrieve 

^tarnation contained in the internet Various sub-networks exist within the internet, one of the best known of wheh is 

”’* «.« on ... w.™. a ft. <o«" a •(»<)..• am co«p**g.■*** peg.'..wasjo 

a General site and providing guidance and access to the contents at that site, the contents being contacted r sub- 

pages* A site includes a unique Internet Protocol address or Universe Resource L°Mlw (URU The s«e can Ihus be 
from any access port to the mt met by entering the relevant address and displayrg toe sie held at that 

address. Th us r acc sses the Internet via a client comput r. tor xample a PC linked to the Internet. The irk will 

SO 



typcaly be via a modwn and telephone tin and as rvice provider or server acts as intermediary, the client aecessng 
the internet via the server m add it on. the s«rv r allows the user to sat up an internet sit It wilbe appreciated fiat 
the server generally congress a fixed station Such an arrangement can give roe to an unnecessary level of inflexibility 
in parteutar It e Often t«ne consuming and unnec ssanly compi x to havet access the fixed station s rver to set up 

s or access an Internet sue 
various developments to intern t r lated syst ms hav be r disclosed m US patents Por xampie US 5.S50.984 

relates to a security system lor connecting computer networks. US 5.544.162 retales t a bridge tor connecting paralel 
processors to the xtemai environment. US 5.517.494 relates to a routing protocol for multicast messages across th 
internet. US 5.416.842 relates to messag transmission between firewall servers. US 5.410.754 r lates to an interface 

>e between a wire line carrier a* a remote host on a Local Area Network (LAN). US S.400.335 r tales to an Integrated 
Services Oigital Network (ISDN) - LAN connection terminal. US 5.353.283 relates to packet transmission across a 
senes of modes n a network, US S.3S1.237 relates to a network of LAN's connected to an ISON incfcding a plurality 
of routers/ sub-routers US 5.309.437 relates to a bridge-type device for coupling segments of an extended LAN. US 
5.289.468 relates to a terminal adapter tor connecting a LAN and a Wide Area Network (WAN) using an Internet 

is Stwdard Protocol, US 5,276.789 relates to graphically displaying computer network topology. US 5.229.968 relates 
to a system for classfying duplicate source address rspiee. US 5.185.860 relates to a system for determining the 
nodes connected to a computer network and US 5,166.931 relates to a system tor an inter-network arranged to simplify 
the network addresstog system. US 5.442.633 relates to a method tor routing a data packet between a mobile host 
and a destination host via a wireless link between the mobile host and a base station. The base station acts as a 

go physical location ot the mcbfe host and is linked to the network via a LAN subnetwork 
The mechanism of file name translation across a distnbuted network are known, tor example, from US 5.483.652. 

incorporated herewith by reference. 
A range of products have been developed by Spyglass Inc enhancing the Internet connectivity of existing devices. 

In particular these products are designed to connect electronic products to the worldwide web such as cellular phenes. 
gs i-ahf T V set-top boxes, televisions, personal digital assistants and pagers, providing the infrastructure, applications 

and services to allow these devices browsing capability across the Internet. One such product is available under the 
trade mark REMOTE MOSAIC which converts browsing into a client service operation in which lightweight Viewers* 
are custom-integrated hto devees which connect to a 'proxy browser* on a remote server. The proxy browser handles 
appBeations demanding excessive process or memory capabilities such as caching and connects the device to other 

30 s rvers. 
In another aspect there are numerous situations in which an instantaneous image of a scene or object is of con¬ 

siderable use and importance, lor example in insurance claims documentation where it is vital to document as accurately 
anO completely as possible the circumstances aganst which the insurance claim is made. Conventionally details are 
documented either n wring or by taking photographs using a film camera. This information is then subsequently 

U entered with an other information relating to the insurance clam Such a system w time consuming and error-prone, 
in particular because of the subsequent re-entry of information and transfer of the physical photograph to the relevant 
file Similar problems arise, tor example, in news coverage of an incident, police or other authorities' incident reports 

and so forth 
US 5.S83.994 relates to a muBmedia information delivery network system. A wide area transmitter transmits the 

to mult media programs which are received by a plurality of network servers tor re-transmission to downstream network 
servers or a user The programs are cached at the network servers as determined by a scheduler tor eficient delivery 
of the multimedia program to each user. 

In another aspect data terminals connected to the Internet are conventionally required to download applets in an 
appropriate agent implementation language from a host which is a complex and stow process. 

*5 There are several different types of bar code readers A First type, a wand 8, contains an emitter 10 and a detector 
12, and the user manually moves the wand across the bar code. The detector 12 senses the light reflected from a spot 
scanned by the wand 8 across 'he bar code 2. and produces an electrical signal representing the encoded information 
to processor means 14 Wands have been disclosed, for example in U S. Patent Nos. 4.654.482. 4, 907,264 and 

4.937.853. 
so A document ot particular relevance is US Patent No 4 471.218 which discloses a data wand and a data well, and 

i ncorporated herein by reference. According to the specification a wand-type data entry termnal is entirely self- 
contained and cordless, and includes reading and storage circuitry. The termnal further allows down-loading of the 
mt rface using an optically coupled link. Preferably the stored data a output using a pulsed beam from the reading 
beam light source. The output beam is detected by an optical detector and decoded appropriately. 

55 The discloses of the above mentioned references are incorporated herein by reference. The general features of 
construction and operation of a wand type reader wii be apparent to the skilled reader. 

According to another system described in US Application Serial No. 06/691,263, filed August 2.1996, commonly 
assisted h r with, a hand-held optical reader t rmmal is provided havng an ergonomic design. According to that 
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•o, - id ootcal read r arranged to (it «n the hand of a user and including a 

system th re « provided.mW -w, conwonent The dew* can include a display screen and a daplay screen lor 
reader component and a pftH 1<x control or other data and a wireless communication 
displaying control messages or video mages. *VP*^ xtemai device The system can further mciude a 

^^wn-toading data read o« the *vic each module fulfilling 

plurality olmt rChangeabiedataco^lecto« avK£capture and so lorth As a resu« a simple muit.-nedra module 
a differ nt tunction such as imageAndeo caplur . auoio cap 

is provided a waiQh. hand+l w data read r having a yet wider range d capabilities 
It is desired, how ver. to amve * JJJ adaptabdity ol inlormation systems including bar code eymboldata 
In view ol the relative simplicity. avatebmty‘ 7 (or consumer applications A wand-type optical 

storage capability, it is desirable . The arrangement, generally designated as 680 
reader which has many consumer.*pp .cabons ^ ^ J9 ^ jcannef element tigw emitter and detector 

competes a pen-shaped ^ a# 683 The pen may also include actual writing capability 

682 tor reading a bar code symbol “fJjTj^^^ement 682 or. indeed, having the writing element and the 
tor example by having the wrung nib ^(acw^ op ^ ^ ^ge ol applications lor such a product The data 

optical element 682 at opposing endsjt ***jjjj phyJSuize and power supply potential consequently 

processing capabilities o. such a ous problems arise in actual operatton ol such a 

lining the range d appleat«ns - at SSch^nsum^s scan a given bar code symbol 683. 

system, in particular ti regulating ^ T^Lnorise a data display, data mput means such as a keyboard and data 
Conventional portable data now available on such term,nab including word- 

putt, leading to KM*««• eonml «**. to. totora©l*>w«h a P*»al«y* 
In another aspect. US 5410326 rotates toa control a variety of devices and carries pictorial 

remotely controlled devices. by the device is further configured to receive and 

icons representing the dffl®f®n!’^^1e <**,,lotions such as electronic mail and order out meal delivery, 

display advertise messa9®*o^f°^ rr^)ereorie and of limited adaptability. . 
The system «. however. C“"^bte ^ ^*0 terminal tor example lor warehousing, wtnch « mount- 

US 5.521.370 relates to a hand-held portab* computer andtor battery recharging. The specification « 

able in a terminal mount lor data ccmmunica ion terminal mount comprising abutting electrical contact pads, 

directed to a data wtertaca ^ letn,M) mount when it is docked therein. The terminal carries 
The terminal is arranged only to communica e ______ and can be arranged to act as network con- 

a processor and memory syste™ “rv'j* * . is that a considerable processing and memory capabilty is included 

troSers when docked downl^ded when the terminal is docked m terminal mount 
in the hand-held terminal and that Otai«, computer In conventtonal personal computers a system 

US 5.280.621 relates to a control ****** J'** crocessor and penpheral such as a keyboard System per- - 
control processor provided an interface b®*® , between the system controi processor and the keyboard, 
lormance was limited because olthe (Jailed additional control burdens such as battery power... 
and was further degraded when the system con P According to US 5,280.621 it is proposed to introduce 

management, external bus expdevices and the system control processor. < 

microcontrollers to provide co™nnunca ,a0[, t^Ling the overaB system performance, 
freeing the system control processor to do «her tas impr y addrassed in various manners conventionally 

The question of power managements ££^£*1 * which the user is issued warnings 
US5.027.294 (elates to mcnrtormg the vottageAwha 9« ^ c70Ter-deplet.on and so forth US 5,504 413 recites 

at various depletion levels allowing r"ef^ ^ Pa|to^ minimisation o« overhead voltage levels, and connection 
a batwy chafing systam wwtoding t«©dbac p rachatga. US S.a07.l8i .ale.* to powe. minimisalion 
o( a .©tfwrgtog dawca to a p.hpb.,.1 d««. « » to. mn ptoc^o, to -.Mp- -M" 

providing a main processor and a lower po ** manor functions allowing the main processor to sleep as far 

raqudad TP© low©. pow«f ptoeeaso. caffi©* M us S Su 20S .©tote* pow«f managantonl n a podabto pen* 

^SSSi'“toT^to'- aatoto.«r»~w «•« — 

to (he power management (unction. 

40 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Obiecti of the Inv ntion 

5 It i an object ol th pres ft invention to provide an arrang rrent compnsng a further improvement over the prior 

art. 

Features o> the Present tnventcn 

re In one aspect a reader« provded having a housing and an information display may be situated on the upper face 

of the housing. 
A keypad may be provided on the upper face of the housing, allowing informatcn concerning the operator's identity 

mode of operation and so forth to be entered. An acoustic modem may be provided for up-loscftng and/or down-toadmg 
information read by the reader, and/or an interface connector may be provided tor connecting the reader to a central 

is eorryxjter for up-toad rig or down-loading information, andtor a radio transmitter may be provided for transmitting in* 
formation to a remote receiver, and/or a radio receiver may be provided for receiving information from a remote trans¬ 
mitter. In any case, intormatton may be transferred to a central storage device altowng space reductions on the reader 

iteel. 
The reacfrig arrangement may be a flying spot* optical scanner or a field of view* optical reader. 

30 The reader may be configured tor connection with the Internet In particular, the reader may be arranged to read 
and decode a bar code symbol representing a network site address, for example a worldwide web URL. Access to 
such sites is thus simplified tor the user. 

According to the invention there is further provided a portable computer device comprising a main body and at 
least one data eoieetionfcommumcations module connectable to the main body, the main body including an interface 

iS for connection with the module, a processor for processing information received from the module and a communication 
link for exchanging information with a host. Because of the modular arrangement the device may be easily adapted to 
diff rent appl cat ions without the requirement to manufacture costly customized systems or to modify such systems 
which would prove expensive and complex. 

The main body may include a visual display, for example an LCO display The main body may also comprise a 
so k ypad The modules may comprise an image capture module, a laser scanner module and/or a multi-media module. 

Th modules preferably include digital signal processing sub-systems which may be of a single design and program¬ 
mable as appropriate The modules may comprise pre-processors for pre-processing information prior to transfer to 
the man body to reduce the burden on the processor in the main body The module may be movabfy mounted on or 
r tatrve to the man body, and in particular to the display on the man body - for example # may be hnged pivotally or 

9* rotatably mounted 
The devce may be configured for connection with the Internet. 
According to the invention there is further provided an electronic mail delivery system comprising a server portion 

and a client portion, the client port on comprising at least one user nterface terminal wherein the client portion is 
arranged, on receipt ol a query by a specific user, to interrogate the server portion tor messages stored by the user 

40 portion addressed to the specific user. The system is thus suitable for use even ri systems where the client portion is 
moved physically between basic service areas 

The client portion and the server portion may communicate by wireless communication. The client portion may 
comprise one or more portable computer devices. 

The client portion may be arranged to receive messages input by a spectic user and to communicate those mes- 
*s sages to the server portion for storage at the server portion. 

The client porton may be arranged to play-back a message and to determine whether the message is a visual 
message or an audio message and to play back the message accordingly The system may form part of, or be configured 
for connection with the Internet. 

Preferably the server portion and the client portion are provided on a local network arranged to communicate with 
so other local networks including a server portion and a client portion via server-server communication, the mail delivery 

system being distributed between the toeal networks 
According to the invention there s further provided a method of operation of an electronic marl delivery system 

including a server porter and a client portion, the client portion and server portion being in communication, in which 
a user inputs a query to the client portion, the client portion interrogates the server port on, the server portion transmits 

ss t the client portion any messages stored it the server portion specific to the user and the client portion plays back the 

massages. 
The user may input a message t th client portion for storage by the serv r portion, the client portion may corrv- 

municat the message to the serv r portion and th serv r portion may store th message. 
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Th« client portion may display user options lor s toction by the user including toe options of storing a message, 
retneving a message, s lecting the mann r ol display ol the options and selecting the manner ol ptoytack. The options 

may be retrieved from the server porton by the client portion upon insulation o( the client portion 
According loth invention Iher is provided a communication system for a bar code scann r compnsng a control 

host a scaring control object working there.n and a r mete client assooat d with the bar code fanner wh rein the 
•cannina control object communcates with th remote cieni :o control the bar cod scann r and the scannng control 

o^eem implemented as an OLE control Accordingly mer e orevided a system capable d seamless communication 

between the scannng control and the remote client. _ . 
The host and the scanning object control may common cate and integrate via interfaces. The scanning control 

obiect may create separate threads ol execution tor controflng common cat on with the remote client The separate 

threads ol execution may include send, receive and synchrony bar code scanner transacton commands. 
The scannng control object may be arranged to oommuncate with the remote client over an Internet or Intranet 

Irik and/or by wireless communication. 
According to the invention there is further provided. 

1 A method oI reading a high density bar code symbol containing information comprising data and data interpreting 
information, com*>nsng the steps ol receiving a signal representative ol the ^formation contained o the bar code 
symbol, identifying the data and the data interpreting information, processing the data interpreting in formation and 

interpreting the data according to the processed interpreting nlormatton. 
2. A method as rt 1 n which the data interpreting mkxmaton comprises a program script wherein the method 

comprises the steps ol processing the programmed serpt to create an interface for interpreting the data. 

3. An information retrieval system comprising a high density bar code symbol and a bar code symbol reader 
wherein Ihe bar code symbol contains information ccmprsmg data and data interpreting information and the reader 

includes means tor reading Ihe bar code symbol, means lor identifying the data interpreting information, means 

tor processing the data interpreting information and means tor interpreting the data according to the processed 

interpreting information. ... _ .. 
4 A communication system for a bar code scanner composing a control host, a scanning control object working 
thereto and a remote client associated with the bar code scanner whereto the scanning control object communicates 
with the remote client to control Ihe bar code scanner and the scanning object control is implemented as an OLE 

control. . . . . 
5. A system as to 4 to which the host and the scanning object control communicate and nlegrate via interfaces. 
6. A system as in 4 to which the scanning control object creates separate threads of execution for controlling 

communication with the remote client 
7. A system as in 6 to which the separate threads of execution include send, receive and synchronize bar code 

l scanner transaction commands 
8. A system as in claim 4 to which the scanning control object is arranged to communcate with the remote client 

over an Internet or Intranet link and/or by wireless communication. 

According to the present invention there is provtoed a data terminal connectable to. and remote from, toe Internet 
40 comprising a data toput and an internal server for creating an internet site representing toe input data and having an 

Internet Protocol address, the terminal further comprising a -etwork link cooperating with the server to provide access 

to the site to users elsewhere on the Internet. The system thus provides substantial benefits as regards speed, efficiency 

and access tbfl ity. 
The Internet site may be a web site The data input may comprise one or more of the group of mage records l 

«s means sound recording means, or text recordal means The network link may be a wireless network link comprising 
one of the group of a radio frequency Itok, an infrared IRDA standard link or a microwave link over a private wireless 

' local area network, or a cellular telephone network 
According to the present nventen there is provided a data terminal connectable to. and remote from, a data 

n twork centre mg a data toput. means for creatng a user accessible data site representing the input data and having 

so a site address and a network link arranged to receive access requests from users elsewhere on the network addressed 

to the site and provide access to the addressed site 
The network may comprise one of the group of the internet an intranet or a Local Area Network (LAN), for example 

the network comprising the Internet and the site address comprs.ng an internet Protocol address The site may com¬ 

prise a Web site 
5* The data toput may comprise one of the group ol image recordal means, sound record* means or text recordal 

means, or even a chemical ‘sniffer* which detects the presence of certain chemicals to toe air (e g. natural gas. or 
other corrtousltbJe or hazardous fumes). The data site creation and access means may comprise a server tot mal to 
the terminal. The n twork link may be a wir less link composing on of the group of a radio frequency link, an nfrared 



IRDA standard fork or a merowave ink 
According to tha nvsntion there ts provided a mobrte image recordng unit connectable to the Internet via a wireless 

ink comprising image recordal meant, a s rver tor creating an internet site having an internet Protocol address and 
representing th recorded image and a wireless link arranged I provide sit acc ss to requests directed to th site 

5 address 
Th s rver tray create respective sub-pag s for respective recorded images and includes a menu s ting out the 

sub-pages on a home page at the s<t address 
According t th# nventcn ther >$ provided an Internet site creation and access system comprising a mobile unit 

including a serv r arranged to record mages at a grv n geographical location and creat a site representing th image 
>o internal to the terminal. wh rein the mobile unit communicates with th internet via a wireless link and u rs access 

the sit at the mobile unit via ihe internet 
According to the invention there « provided a method of creating a web site in which a mobile unit records data 

retting to its nvnediate environment, a server within the mobile unit creates a web site page representing the data 
and having an Internet Protocol address, and Internet users access the web site at the Internet Protocol address via 

i* e wireless fink between the mobile unit and the Internet. 
According to the invention (here is provided an image capture and relay system comprising a remote stifl image 

capture device including an encoder (or encoding the captured image as an mage data signal and a transmitter for 
transmitting the image data signal, (he system further comprising a base station for receiving the image data signal 
and providing access to the image data. As a result, prompt access to the image is allowed at the base station. 

so The image capture device may comprise a digital camera and many further include a bar code reader andfer a 
microphone arxVor a user data input device and/or include a printer, preferably arranged to print bar code symbols or 
a hard copy version of the captured image 

The image capture device may include a visual display screen and. advantageously means for akering an image 
displayed on the visual display screen. 

ZS The invention further relates to in preferred form: 

9. A system further comprising global positioning system capability 
10. A system in which the image capture device includes a body portion and a user grip portion projecting from 
the body portion. 

30 11. A system as in 10 in which a trigger is provided associated with the grip portion and arranged to actuate image 

capture. 
12. A system as in 10 in which a variable control is provided associated with the grip portion tor controlling image 
zoom. 
13. A system as in 12 n which the varable control comprises a thumb wheel. 

M 14 A system in which the image capture device further includes hazard detector means tor location in a hazard 

zone. 
15. A system as in 14 in which the hazard detector means comprises one of the group of a smoke detector, heat 
detector, fume detector, motion detector 
16. A system as in 14 in whch on detection of a hazard an mage of the hazard zone * captured and transmitted 

*o to the relevant hazard control authority for review. 
17. A system in which the image data signal is transmitted along a cost-optimised transmission route 
18. A system as in 17 in whch the communication route « determined selecting the lowest cost communcation 

links. 
19. A data network including a first transmission point, a second reception point a plurality of intermediate transfer 

4S points, communications link having an associated cost factor linking respective pairs of points, in which the trans¬ 
mission is routed from the first point to the second point via one or more transfer points selected to minimise the 
cost of the associated communcation links 
20. A data termnal comprscg a reader tor reading machne reacable indicia, wherein the reader is arranged to 
read indicia encoding machine-executable instructions and a data processor arranged to decode and execute the 

to instructions 
21 A terminal as in 20 cornectve to a computer network va a -etwork interface 
22. A terminal as in 20 in whch the machine readable indicia comprises a bar code symbol 
23. A terminal as in 20 in whch the machne readable instructions are expressed n an agent implementation 
language. 

ss 24. A terminal as in 20 in whch the terminal includes a terminal housing and an Internet interface, data processor 
and reader are provided wiSic the terminal housing. 
25. A data termrial ae in 20 in which the reader« connected to the termnal via a physical link. 
26. A terminal as in 25 in which the read r comprises one of th group of a ffying spot* optical scam r or a field 
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network via a wireless link. 

J ^ „„,,on mere is tunh r provided a still mage capture devic comprising a digital camera, an 

—•*- - 5— • - —*•—^ 
by wireless transmeson toaremo'e ^ * tu and r laying an mage compnsng the 

According to tn mven„on Nn^ ™*,ve6 encoding the captured mage as an image data 

steps ct captunngthe txStor and transmitter bang provOed in the remote mage capture 
#igna, and transmmmg the ^ ^ta^Uhe ano p^nbuttg the mage The mage captured 

“ c^u,,^ m.,»l». ccMitlo,« 9«* P"» “ *<"*l***" 

T'**““ ESSE?. *»». «a W «r« «<— 

as - - rrrz 

According to the oroduct inlormaton relating to a selected product is accessible at an Internet site 

the ite a<«fe3^ ^ pfinted in association therewith. Alternatively the commercial prod- 

P“kSr^c^.-.a*tebl. PMSO Md. comp.*, a bat ado Sytnb=- Th. l-amum* ™y «=»**• • 

"■*122*^0 M nvontioh **. . lubbo. p.ov*»d . W lyp. bobiboW opldal oaPa. godndrgtadinp 
*'* . . ,ar)-i Ha«a storaoe means lor storing the data represented by the printed ndice. 

£££.£££ «. «™d data.« a cHM p-aoaa. to ..thov. aWhOboC data tolaan, to th. ptodoct. 

In its preferred form the invention further ncludes 

40 S i reS!r mer^^v^^s the stored data to an access point to the client processor. 

£. £SS £’£££ ita represented by the printed r<*ca relate, to a selected product and the retrieved 
data cormrises additional information concerning the product. 

31 A reader to which the access point comprises an interlace to a personal computer 

« 32 A 1ST, ,.7£ » »b«b th. potnt cord-ioa • ***** *~n**»* pod 

s: zz: rh^r rrx'i—r—rxrodao« «, r 
S; 'ZZ ^7.Z«“a.*™««».<*.. «««..«- *»—«— 
mation is uansferred together with the stored data to the client processor 

so 36. A reader in which the prnted indicia accompanies a representation ol a commercial product 

The client processor may be linked to the internet computer network and the printed indicia may contain 
pJS^rie aSdT^or^iding to an ,«e containing adoitona. ^formation renting to the product itoordrgty 

the system reouires no more than standard address protocols The reader may comprise a bar code reader 

ss y^cordin^lo the mventcn there is lurlher provided a method ol retrieving product mformatKXi 

information ^stored at an Internet consoler network site having an Internet Protocol site address. and th**^“*** 
i r^eeented to the form of a machine-readable pmted torfca. compristog fhe steps of reading th pnntod rtfca 

using a hand-held reader, storing the site address data represented by the todcta n the storage means n the hand- 

as 
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held reader, down-loading the sit address data trom th hand-* id reader! a client processor Inked to th Int met 
end accessing the intern t site identified by the site address. 

The product may be a commercial product. The printed mdcia may accompany a representation of the product n 
printed matter or the product may be displayed at a retail outlet, the rndcia being pmted on the product or ts packaging 

S According to the nv ntion there <s further provided a product information retrieval system tor use n conjunction 
with a doeed .computer network vrttereby product information relating to a selected prefect a accessfcie at a sit on 
the network havng a sit address, wh rein th sit addr ss is represented by a printed indicia, a hand-held reader a 
provided for reading th ndtoa. storrg the address data r pres nted th reby and down-loading the addr ss data to 
a client processor on the network lor accessing th product information at th site address. The network may oompris 

to an LAN. The network may comprise an Intranet system. The client processor may comprise a network computer. 
According to the nvention there is further provided a product information retrieval system for use in conjunction 

with a oomputer network, whereby product information relating to a selected product is accesses at a network site 
havtog a site address, wherein the site address is represented as a printed indicia, a hand-hskf readera provided for 
reading the wdicia. storng the site address data represented thereby and down-loading the si# address data to a 

is terminal inked to the network, wherein the terminal comprises data input output and cfisptay means and outputs to 
the site address data to a host computer, and the host computer accesses ths network site tor input to and display at 
the terminal. 

The terminal may comprise a network computer. The network may comprise the Internet or the network may com¬ 
prise an intranet or the network may comprise an LAN. 

20 According to the invention there is further provided a method of retrieving product information stored at a site on 
a computer network having a site address, wherein the site address is represented as a printed indicia, the printed 
indicia is read by a hOTd-held reader, the site address data represented thereby is stored in the hand-held reader and 
down-loaded to a terminal linked to (he computer network, the terminal comprising data input, output and display 
means, and wherein the site address data is output from the terminal to a host computer; and the host computer 

a* and inputs to the terminal the corresponding network site, the terminal displaying the product information 
contained at the site address. 

The dee* terminal may comprise only a display means, data nput/output means and data transfer means. The 
n twork may comprise an Intranet network. The network may comprise a local area network. 

According to the invention there is furiher provided a method of retrieving data comprising reading identification 
so information stored as printed indicia using a stand-alone reader, storing the identification information in a data storage 

device provided in the reader, transferring the stored identification information from the data storage device to an 
access point to a data storage and retrieval system, and retrieving stored data from the system identified by the iden¬ 
tification information. 

In the preferred embodiments the identification reformation ts used to access an Internet site relating to the product. 
x In that case, for example, a product in a magazine carries an accompanying bar code symbol, the bar code symbol 

con taring the Internet Protocol site address at which further information concerning the product can be found. The 
Int met site can be a web site. The user stores the site address and dcwn-toads it to a PC or other access point 
subsequently, allowing the Internet site home page or sub-page to be called up and additional product information 
accessed. In addition, as discussed in more detail below, the product can be purchased, or the user can be directed 

*o to related products. 
As a result information can be stored when the user does not have access to the data storage and retrieval system 

itsel. The stored data can act as a remnder or prompt to the user. A particular application s where the identification 
information relates to a product represented in printed matter in vrtiich case further details can be retrieved subsequently 
and in many cases a direct transaction carried out interacting only with the data storage and retrieval system. 

os The stand-alone reader may be a hand-held reader. The printed indicia may comprise a bar code symbol and the 
stand-alone reader may comprise a wand-type bar code reader The identification information may relate to a selected 
product and the retrieved data may eomprse additional information concerning the product. The access point may 
comprise an interface to a personal computer or a dedicated down-loading port. The tatter allows use of the invention 
even where the user does not have access to a PC. 

so The Kfentification information may be transferred via a touch memory interface. The data storage and retrieval 
system may comprise the, the identification information may comprise a web site address and the retrieved data may 
be held at the web site. Alternatively the data storage and retneval system may comprise a closed computer network 
such as an intranet or LAN in that case the identification information may comprise an appropriate site or database 
location address conforming with the protocol adopted by the intranet or LAN The reader data storage device may 

so store data relatng to the reader user, and the reader user information may be transferred together with the stored 
identification nformation to the data storage and retrieval system. This assists in furiher transactions such as purchase 
and allows a customer profile to be assembled 

According t the one aspect th invention relates to a data processing system comprising a portable terminal and 
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torelayus rnputtothemountic p a maitscWolthecomputingfunction#. 
« provided at the t tmnal. the mou«<*"£"9* $tem comprsmg a standalone data t rminal. docking 

tn another aspect th rventon reia^s o a date P«* ^ ^ , u$#f ,npul ^ doclung means .ntedace 

means lor doclung m t rmnai andla tx*t r two.rv ^ # ,#rrTxnal „t#rtac, and. host Menace arranged 

^oM»in^ndproc^^eth«e^t3,a*,t^® **®*e 8ta,'on Optonalty. theretore. the majority of the proeessng power can 

M mantaried at the host, .lowing a thin dock,ng mean* or cradle 

Preferred feature* further ccmpfi** 

tarmurat and base station communicate via wireless communication. 
37. A method m whch the terminal and tase s»a comprises hventoryng ^formation. 

* a K— « «"■=" «“ 22 » M »t* «WW w—on. 
39. A method in wrttich the information nput to the s(ock eXchanoe related information. 

40. A method in whch m®the terminal to the base station at intervals tor 
41 A method further including the step of physeauy co"™*- n 
data downloading and/or battery recharging 

. ik« ^wanton orm/toes a oroduct nformation retrieval system comprising a portable 
According to another aspect the r a access zone in which the terminal 

terminal arranged to receive data trom one or mor J^Lnse to data received from the data output point 
i, arranged to display an image of a £*£10 is provtoed in a product access zone and 

and a method of relieving ^ £2** me term.nal displays an image of a product to be 
receive* data from one or more daUiOcrtf*ri ^lania portable data terminal for operation in an op- 
accessed in response to data r****1 r®f1^■ ^^^Sltermmed positions in the zone wherein the data terminal 
eration zone havingone or more physcalrtems to«i ^ disptey arranged to display icon's representative of the 

zoo.. TO. «»t—« «=•» • NVW —*-* 

to and human-error free file system to be implemented. 
Yet further preferred features comprise 

. rtata outout ooint by wireless communication. 
a9 a «vaiam in whch the terminal receives data from the data uip po* j . ( *2. A system m ww « a product n a vicnity of the teimnai. 

a, 2 
in the vicinity of the data output point J^^^^^^^^^product image corresponds to a product 
45 A system in vAiich the termnal ncludes a pos eig *Y 

» <•>. »*«** * P0**’0" at'ro2^0la, a mao d M p-cOpel accasa ioa. 

SO. A system in which a terminal producTelated to user preference derived 
51 A system in whch the terminal e arranged to display an 

as from the user identification inlormation. _ ^ p ©( an optical reader or a data pen. 
52. A system in whch die termnal further comprises o"*™***" 9 

S3 A system in which the termnal further "eludes *j^esizer 1<x reiayng product or other nformation. 
£ «««• aterm arranged to actwat.-me term^teave, me product 

tS3- » ap -a,, o. a P-Pdac, w « *» 

„ STSSTSS ~ ^ acc^. ». - • — * 
an image of a product to be ^ ^ termnal is provided in a product access zone 
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t b acc ssed tor sponti to data received from a data output porni 
GO. A portable data termna! lor oparation r an operation zona havng on# or mor physical Hama located at 

predet iminad poeilions in th zone vrfteretothe data terminal comprises a communications recaiv rand a display 
arranged to display icon's representatrv of ine physical item and/or its position m the ope'aton zone 

s 6t A data transfer apparatus comprisng a portable data termnai and a bas arranged tc receive the t rminal. 

th base and termtoal including means for mutual wir less communication, ihe t rminal composing data input and 

display means and min mum front end processing capability and the base comprising back end processing capa¬ 

bility tor processing data from th terminal. 
62. An apparatus in which the terminal further includes one of the group of a broadcast radio receiver and a 

ro television recover 
63. An apparatus in which the terminal further includes an optical reader portion, the optical reader portion being 

detachably connected to the terminal. 
64. An apparatus in which the terminal further includes a motcrVorentaton sensor, and means for controf&ng 

operation of the terminal dependent on the motion/orientation sensed. 
IS 

According to another aspect there is provided a terminal mount for mounting a portable data terminal. Ihe mount 
being adapted for wireless communication with the data terminal, wheren the mount is arranged to receive or derive 
display format information for a terminal to be mounted thereon and configure data to be displayed at the terminal 

according to the display format 
20 Further preferred features comprise. 

65. A mount to which the mount configures data for display according to one of a predetermined set of format 

options. 
66. A mount arranged to adapt data tor display based on the number of characters per horizontal line in the data 

» display format 
67. A mount arranged to scale the display size of data to match the available display format 

According to another aspect there is provided a data communications system comprising a portable data commu¬ 

nication device and a device mount arranged to reieasabiy receive the device, in which the device mount includes a 
30 user identification information input and a devce lock arranged to release the device on input of approved user iden¬ 

tification information and a method of monitoring access to a portable data communication device wherein the portable 
data communication device is reieasabiy received in a device mount, a user inputs user identification information to 
th mount, the mount releases the device it the identification ntormation is approved and. simultaneously, commences 

the timer, the timer« stopped when the terminal e reinserted on the mount and the identified user e billed for the timed 
* period between release and reinsertion of the devce. This arrangement is particularly suitable tor rental in a public 

place such as an airport or retail outlet (’self shopper* **). 

Further preferred features include: 

68. A system to which the portable data communication devce comprises a cellular telephone 
•o 69. A system to which, upon release of the devce. a timer s started, and upon reinsertion of the devce the time 

stops to allow billing to the identified user 
70. A system in which the mountis configured to carry out a status test on a device nserted therein. 
71. A method in which the device mount carries out a status check of the device when it s reinserted. 

*S The invention further relates to a data communication device including wireless communication means for com¬ 
municating with one or more access points to a local computer network the devce further compnsng cellular telephone 
m ans for conventional telephone communication when the devce is out of range of the access points to local computer 
network, a goods transport trackng system compnsng a communication device lor a transport vehicle arranged to tog 

receipt and/or delivery of goods and including means for wireless communication with a communication network and 
so means for creating a data file accessible via the communication network to provde receipt/tJoBvery information, a goods 

transport tracking network comprising a physcal network of transfer poets comprising transport vehicles and interme¬ 
diate stations and a communications network, to which an interface to the communications netvrork is provided at each 
transfer point and in which the passage of goods is logged at each transfer point allowing transport information to be 
accessed at the communications network, a rechargeable battery pack tor an electrically powered device arranged to 

** be received in a battery charger lor rechargng. n which the battery pack has predetermined recharging requirements 
and includes recharging control circuitry for controlling the recharge operation to meet the predetermined requirements 
and a battery recharger tor receiving and rechargtog a rechargeable battery pack having predetermined recharging 

requirements and responsv to rechargtog control means on th batt ry pack to control recharge operation to meet 
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Dm predetermined recharging requirements. 

Further pret 'red features ndud*. 

72 A svst m m which the communication device compose* a communicaton bas locatabie on a vehicle and a 
5 portable data device arranged tor wirel ss communication with the base and including means tor logging receipt 

*<w4 fy QOOdS- 

73 A system n^vhch th receipt/deliv ry ntormaton comprises on or more of goods received, goods delivered. 

wr»yte attempted delivered. . 
74A system in which the data file further provides current transport vehcie locatcn ^formation 

io 75 A system in when the data file creation means comprises a server arranged to create a network file . 

76. A network n which a routing table is developed at the communication network tor goods to be tracked 
77 A network in which each interlace comprise* a base station and a portable data termnal m mutual wireless 

78. A rechargeable battery pack in which a recharging requirement compnses the chargng rate 

if 79. A battery reeharger comprising a plurality ot battery pack receiving and recharging points. 

The invention further provides a data device arranged to communicate with a communication network including 
an adapter module interlace and an adapter module in which the adapter module carries network communeation 

capability and an adapter module tor a data device communicating with a communeation network n which theadapter 
20 module carries network communication capability for the device. As a result transparent network file access « achieved. 

Further preferred features include: 

80. A device in which the adapter module comprises an adapter card 
81 A device ri which the network communication capability includes at least one protocol stack and at least one 

» S'T^lceTwhii'^e protocol stack and network file system client run on a processor m the adapter module. 

83 A portable data communication device comprising data capture means, an adapter module nterface and an 
adapter module, wherein the adapter module includes an internal server tor creating an internet site and commu¬ 

nication means for communicating with an access point to the Internet. s 
M «4 a terminal in which the adapter module comprises an adapter card. 

85 ^ adapter card for a portable communication device, the adapter card comprising a device interface, an 

internal server for creating a network file for data captured by the device and a network >"lerlace 
86. A power pack for cooperation with a device to power the devde. the power pack composing rechargeable cells, 

charging circuitry and a connector for connecting to a power supply to recharge the 
38 87. A power pack in which th* charging circuitry compnses one or more o< the group of AOOC conventor. charge 

electronics, gas gage 
88 A power pack in which the rechargeable cells are replaceable. . 
89. An adapter for a battery charging system deluding a battery pack and a recharger * wh ch the adapter includes 

a battery pack interlace, a recharger interface and charging control circuitry. 

*0 90. An adapter further including a power input for direct recharging. 
91 An adapter further including one or more indicators tor indicating charging status 

92 A rechargeable power pack for a device, the power pack being rechargeable by a recharger unit and ncludvig 

charging circuitry and power cells in which the power cells are replaceable. 

4$ BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAWINGS 

The foregoing obiects and advantages of the present invention may be more readily understood by one skilled * 

the art with reference being had to the following detailed description of several preferred embedments thereof, taken 
m conjunction with the accompany* g drawings wheren like elements are designated by den teal reference numerals 

to throughout several views, and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an optical reader from above and the rear. 
Fig 2a shows a terminal according to the present invention arranged to link with the internet. 

Fig 2b shows a block diagram of the connection system shown at Fig. 2a. 

U Fig. 2c shows an alternative configuration according to the present invention. 
Fig. 2d is a flow diagram representing operation of the present invention. 
Fig. 3a is a perspective view of a data terminal according to the present invention; 
Fig. 3b shows an mplementatdn of th data t rminal according to th* present invention; 
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Fig. 5 shows a hand-held data teimnal. 
Fig 6 • a detail of a data terminal according t the present invention havng highSgfittog capabilities: 
Fig 7 shows a data terminal according to anoth r aspect ol th invention. 
Fig 8 shows an alternate configuration for th terminal of Fig 5. 
Fig. 9 shows a portable computer d vice according to aroth r aspect of the nvention. 
Fig. 10 is a block diagram of an mage captur mobile for the device of Fig 9: 
Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a multi-media modul tor the device of Fig. 9. 
Fig. 12 is a perspective view of a variation of th device of Fig. 9: 
Fig. 13 ie a block diagram showrg th components of a d«trtouted mail delivery servic according to another 
aspect of the inv men. 
Fig. 14 is a flow chart showing operation of a client portion of th servee of Fig. 13; 
Fig. 15 ie a flow chart showing operation of a server porton of the service of Fig. 13; 
Fig. 16 itustrates a bkxk diagram of a conventional wireless communication system with a terminal emulation 
program installed on the mobile units: 
Fig. 17 illustrates a flow chart ilustratng an access poet's action upon receiving a packet from a mobile unit 
according to the pror art: 
Fig. 18 is a block diagram of a general purpose interlace reader application according to another aspect of the 
invention: 
Fig. 19 shows the interlace between a scanning control and a control container according to a further aspect of 
the in vent on. and 
Fig. 20 shows multiple threads cf execution maintained by the control of Fig. 18 
Fig. 21 shows a hand-held pen-type optical reader. 
Fig. 22 shows the principal components of a pen-type optical reader. 
Fig. 23a demonstrates a use of the pen-type optical reader according to one embodiment of the invention: 
Fig. 23b demonstrates a use of the pen-type optical reader according to an alternative embodiment of the invention: 
Fig. 24a shows an aBemative version of the pen-type optical reader; 
Fig. 24b shows n more detail the principal components of the pen-type optical reader shown in Fig. 24a; 
Fig. 25a shows a further alternative pen-type optical reader; 
Fig. 25b shows to more detail the principal components of the pen-type optical reader of Fig. 25a; 
Fig. 25c is a view of the pen-type optical reader of Fig 25a from a different angle, 
Fig. 26a « a sectional view of an alternative pen-type optcal reader. 
Fig. 26b is a perspective view of the pen-type optical reader of Fig 6a; 
Fig. 27a shows one method of dewrvloading tolormaton Irom a pen-type optical reader according to the present 
invention; 
Fig. 27b shows an alternative method of down-loading information from the pen-type optical reader according to 
the present invention; 
Fig 28 shows a dedicated down-loading port from the pen-type optical reader according to the present invention; 
Fig 29 is a section view ol the down-loading port shown n Fig. 28. 
Fig. 30a shows an alternative configuration for a pen-type optical reader, 
Fig 30b shows the reader ol Fig 30a to operation. 
Fig. 30c is a partial cross-sectional view of a pen-type reader ol the type shown in Fig 30a and 30b; 
Fig. 31 shows a terminal and cradle according to the present invention; 
Fig. 32a « a block diagram of a terminal/cradle arrangement: 
Fig. 32b a a schematic diagram of a terminal/cradle arrangement, 
Fig. 33 is a block diagram cl a *thto client* terminal/cradle arrangement: 
Fig. 34a is a view of a further embodiment of a terminal 
Fig. 34b is a plan view of an alternative terminal; 
Fig. 34c is a side view of the terminal of Fig. 34b; 
Fig. 34d is a rear view ol the terrr.nai of Fig. 34b; 
Fig. 34e is another side view of the terminal of Fig. 34c 
Fig. 34> is a further side view of the terminal of Fig 34c 
Fig. 35 shows a schematic representaton of one possote use of a terminal according to the present invention: 
Fig. 36 shows a first ICON display on the terminal; 
Fig. 37 shows an alternative ICON display on the terminal; 
Fig. 38a shows a further alternative ICON display on the terminal; 
Fig. 38b shows a flow diagram representing operation of the terminal; 
Fig. 39 shows a battery pack and battery charger for the terminal; 
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Pm 40 * a block diagram I an alt rnalwe terminal con'iguraton. 

4 01 ec.dnimran.ion: 4 :l* -,«»*r. «*«—.-*. ,.m»**«.* .««*.«« 
Fig 43b shows a pendant type terminal 
F.q 44 shows a wir less n twork conl.guraton. 
Fm 45 shows a detail at a wireless network configurator. 41 ££ a .unhec *».d a ...... 
Fio 47 0 a block diagram ol an alternate terminal ccnfiguratcn. 
FS' sa * a block diagram ot an anematrve cradle configuration. 
4 «l a diagram ola tudha. anamali*. cradle con.,gordon. 
Fig 50 shows software data and control ftow in the termoaf. 

fJ S2 ■" *"***** 
4 53 a a block diagram show^ S"^e <**.: 
Fig 54 is a block diagra _ standard Client Device and File Access Card. 
Fig. 55 is a block diagram showing °P« ^ Qmnt Device and File Access Card system; 
cl™ ca * a htaek hardware digram of an alternative wiem « •« 4 “ : do,™ o. me f H. *ce« Ca-d lydam: 

Fig. 56 shows a hardware model for a web^bled terminal 
Fig. 59 shows a task structure for the arrangement <* Fig se. 

Fig. 60a shows a transparent web server. 
Fig 60b shows a transparent web server card; 
Fi« fita shows browsing in rotation to the transparent web senior, 
FiJ. 6ib shows another aspect of browsing in relation to the transparent web se e . 
Fig 62 shows an alternative inventive battery pack; 

n laitort rescript ton ot the Preterred Embodiments 

. Mrmt* ’rear* "uooer* "above*, "tower* and "below" are 

— ■—* has a ;ear end 4 ^a 9enara,N pbnar ^ •'* 

5 tks: 
generally by the reference numeral 1. having two generaHy opposed tong broad uppe 

generally opposed tong, shallow £,e rearfing arrangement may be any known conventional - 
A reading arrangement« mounted a "field of view" opt cal reader. Generally the arrangement 

arrangement, tor example a "flying spol «£ laser diode a beam focusing or directing arrangement and a light 

«*..««.». «*. <<*0, «..»«. 

arrangement is provided to detect the g „ provided on the upper surface 2a of the housing 
In order to actuate the reading arran9*"® oostoieSaicng the housing i such that it is easily actuable by the 

1 The trigger 9 is act'vated by depr^sxxi and ^ The^ngger mechanism itselt may be of any known arrangement: 
operator when the reader« ar^ve contact which form a circuit wrth contacts withm the hous.ng 
lor example the trigger may be spmg-toadeo ana nave w 

when the trigger is depressed to f^e ^^reader Light generated by the reading arrangement 
A scanning window 10 « posted on the Irani feaS rtthe reaoe, v^ ,0 by a bar code symbol ii 

passe, through the window 10 and • ranted' * ^r^ Vymbol « » * 
Accordingly the reader can be easily ****” * neypad 14 and a display 15 The keypad 14 may be used to 

Also provided on the upper face of the raader a ypao concerns the user is entered into the system 
initialize ate reading er.angem«,l.ocnira» ^ „ ,un concerning model d ooeralon 



firmation oi the operator's identity Pie<erably the display IS is a hquid crystal display (LCO). 
The reading arrangement can process nformaton derived from the bar code symbols directly or can send raw 

data to m xt mal proc ssmg device which can then process th information aceordngfy in addlion. nkxmation 
derived by the reader from bar code symbols can be transf rred to a memory device in order that a database oI 

5 information can be built up For example wh r the reader i$ used at a point of sale, buying patt ms can be stored 
and analyzed. Alternate ly. if the reader s b ng used for mventorying purposes then th inventory information can 
be stored The opt cal reader can transmit information in a variety of manners In the embodiments shown various 
diff rent tran mming devc s are provded n practc only one or mor o! the devees need be provided depending 
on the particular use to whch th reader ■$ to be put. For example the information may be transmuted by an acoustic 

»t modem 16 In that case, n formation can be stored in a buffer memory within th reader and then downloaded by the 
acoustic modem 16 at predetermined ntervais The display 15 could indicate when nlormaton was to be down-Ceded. 
Ateratively an interface connector, tor example an RS41 connector is designated by reference numeral 6 and provided 
at the rear ol the reader Suitable cabing can be inserted into th* connector 6 to down-load information or alternatively 
to toed data into the reader for example relating to the mode of operation. Once again, the display IS could provide 

ts an indication ol the functioning of the connector. The cable could be permanently connected to the reader as the 
connector 6 is provided at the rear ol the reader and hence would not be obscured by the user's hand. Alternatively 
the corrector 6 could be connected to a cable for loading or down loading of information when required and. for 

xample. when in&ated by display 15. In addition, a radio 17 or other transmitting device can be provided wfthin the 
housing t to allow real time data communication. An advantage ol that arrangement «that the operator may use the 

so reader in a 'confess* or ‘wireless* configuration allowing increased mobility Once agan the radio 17 could comprise 
a transmitter and a receiver in order that nlormaton can be sent to and from a remote processor. The radio link could 
be replaced by an nlra-red communication link or other wireless link of known type Because the reader * of ergonomic 
design, the transfer of information s easily earned out while the reader is actually in use. if required. 

As a further option the reader may be configured for connection to a telecommunications network or computer 
network, for example the 'Internet' 

One example ol where the reader may be ol particular use is n relation to the worldwide web When it is desired 
t access a web site it is necessary to enter the address of the site, known as the universal resource locator (URL). 
Often those URL's are long and complex, and are time consuming to enter and check manually. Furthermore the URL 
can, despite many checks, still give rise to error. The problem is exacerbated in the case of computer illiterate users 

jo The proposed manner ol overcoming this problem is to encode the URL address in a bar code symbol and read the 
bar code synfeol with the reader for automatic access to the corresponding web site, which will be quick and accurate, 
giving rise to tar less margin for error The reader may be used to interlace with a terminal for entry of the URL address 
or could be used independently. 

According to another aspect there is shown in Fig. 9 a data collection device comprising an improvement over 
35 known arrangements. The device comprises a portaAe hand-held computer for collecting data and do wm-loading the 

raw processed data to a central or peripheral device. The devee. designated generally as 20 comprises a main body 
21 and interchangeable data collection modules 22a. 22b. 22c 

The mam body 21 is provided internally with data processng means (not shown) and also comprises a display 
screen 23. for example an LCD display screen capable of displaying video images, a data collection module interface 

*o 24, an optional input information keypad 25 and a communication link 26 wheh may comprise radio frequency or infra¬ 
red transmitting means or an interface for down-loading information to a central or peripheral device via a physical 
cable. It wiH be appreciated that the LCO display 23 and input keypad 2S are optional features. Advantageously, how¬ 
ever, they allow tie user to configure operation of the device as a whole quickly and simply and monitor the operation. 
The main body s shown schematically in Fig 9. in practice it could assume an ergonomic shape such as that shown 

*5 in Fig. 1 suitable nterfaces etc. being positioned as appropriate, lor example at respective ends ol tie module. 
It will be appreciated that the device may transfer information to a host via any electronic data transfer scheme • 

for example the system could also use cellular-based telephone channels 
Alternatively the device could be configured for connection to a telecommunications network or computer network, 

for example the Internet*. 
5e The data collection modules are interchangeable with one another and may be. for example. CCD (Charge Coupled 

Device) based mage, video and bar code symbol data capture modules audd transducers for collecting and receiving 
sound information, laser image scanners or combined multi-media data collection modules 

An image capture module using a CCD could be used lor capturing images of obiects for storage or use by a 
processor application earned out by the main body or by a host, such mages including lor example people, landscapes, 

55 homes and vehicles for reference applications. In addition the imager could be used lor one dimens coal or two dimen¬ 
sional bar code symbols for decoding data capture. A laser optical reader scanning module and decoder would be 
used generally for bar code data capture and decoding only. 

A multimedia module 22 a shown in Fig. 11 and discussed in more detail with rtf fence to (hat figure below Such 



- caotur audio capture and playback and a cslutar telephony tub- ssrusi^sr a^L« z « jl*. ».«<i <*»**», - -—> *»• 
«t,cn mal*“‘JNUy rttobi, durable and suitable lb< Irequenl disconnection and reconnection, 
ponente should be slrcxig’ J #uooV the man body d the portable computing deve and may be 

The modules ar powered by a powe euppty __ |fl wdflf, r#duC# the burden on th central 
penally or dZaZZ**r*»Zn mgeiectrcncsvnmmmemodulwcanbeanangeqtopedonn 

modules As a result their module 28 (lor example containing a CCD imager or laser 
A ^ach module may contain only the media capture electronics without any pre-processing 

scanner) * shown ■" F*J,° nf0lnrabh, Z-Mains dedicated or programmable analog components 32 and digital 
33 to ease the processing load placed on the central process** unit of Ihe ma* 

signal processing (DSP) componen«3J o v' ^ ^ maJute may be ol a sngle electronic design common 
body 21 The digital signal processing ^ factory or customized on purchase or programmable by 
to dineieot modutedjnd — cb » a^btf. Pamela, madia module TNe tuncten progiammabilty 

alactrdbica a.. MOM. and Ma. -Mi. 
■a ovpoctod to ba Mnly r mcanv loaded lo me module via the mam body canlial processing unit Aecord- 

Inutactuie *dee»aied. approp.«.d«*ca»op,n.bl theccmponmu. 

aignal procoaamo subsystem XA3:end*—>«« maml^d above, ma signal piddaaalng electronics pralsraMy 

szrjssurr~ •» •js-—™ 
'‘"tSi.mgnm.loFig 11 me muni-media module 22 Includescocuery loienageAideocaptvte.audiocaptuvaand 

le playback and a cellular tewpnony inlomiaticm indcpender.it, olllie mam body ol me podable 
■FM modulo laarranged to ^ ^1. computing 

to the man body 2t «tne ponaow co. u u discussed above can optionally reside in a separate component 
transmitting an?Pf0C8S*'"9 at^r®|V ' ' \ example ol the type manufactured by Symbol Technologies. Inc 
such as a PCMCIA or other type p g- muiti-meda module to provide a full wireless muttt-meda 

« Pialeiably. I—- M «“*. oTrnlakJlink ma, contorm lo any Omkad 

S2S1 JSnS’iO^.o, sxampTloZS. GSM AMPS) mat» p..'«ebiy aawad lo alien. in, mdw applicalmn ol ma 

“TmulbMdm module a S25 
so input analog intermatwn to an analog to digrta conve «' ■ ^s^ub-system 45 Sendarty. information 

«“"*r ^ «dydm.p«S,Mccmpu,. 

« ™::- r * SJ=~ 

se 
^^r,“.!lr..^^c^o..52cump,.«eo»ya^l.kralp.co^'nS.^emS3an0.bmmm« 

to thanado trequency codec 03. Once again m mam body otmapodabla ecmpulmg dewy need nqiw mvoNad m 
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th* data transt f unless the user decides to mentor the tranaferln that case. 
Mbatedwrh r by the video data is sent to the CPU of th matt body 2t of the portable compute* devoe lor tfsptoy 
STZ; *£££. a. to the radio frequency codec 43 for transmeson allow** the capful *nage t be 

s ^^Lm^lr^TeT^pretera^ mounted so as to be rotatab. trough at 
the man body of the portable compulng oevee The may be achieved by nrgmg or pvofrg or otherwise arranging 

image while th user can smuttaneousV v. w the LCO scr en dsptay for received vdeodataor -mages Th rotation 
ol the mage capture portion of the module permits captur ot .mages d obiects n front of the user while the user is 

to speakef co^briatoo may be arranged to lace the user m a preferred, stanrterd 
of the device as a whole. The microphone may further be configured to swing or swivel away from the mam body of 
the portable computer devee and from the user holding the device if the desired audio data to be captured emanates 

^^/CTapp^priate arrangement include* a pivotable module head 22 and a swtogable microphone boom30 is shown 
in Fig 12. In the embodiment shown an upper portion 2ta of the main body 21 ts hrged to 0, 916 m“n 
bod?and rotatable around an axis A as shown by arrow A'. The muR-media module 22 is 
pomon and the upper portion has been swivelled such that a CCD image capture device 29 faces the userThe pivotable 
microphone boom 90 also extends from the mutti-media module 22 n will be appreciated that a number of pwotjng 
orieSltoJ arrangements can be provided, tor example a htoge or pivot could be provided wrthm the structure of the 
module 22. and the module could also be arranged to rotate through 180* about an axis transverse to axis A. Similarly. 
the microphone boom 30 can be pivotally mounted to the module 22 « any known manner. _ 

Accordingly it wilt be seen that the invention can be used to provide modular programmable muRi-media facilities 

i The invention can be used tor CCD based bar code decoding (in one or two dimensions at toast) * ndustnal and 
commercial users, for example for pool of sale processing or inventorying; portable, cellular video conferences by 
travelling business users, and digital photography/image capture tor insurance assessorsjaies 
many other applications that wilbeapparent to those skilled in the art It w*l be appreciated that the portable modules 
discussed above may be used in cordless scannmg implementations for example m 

o arise where such portable devices are not tethered in some manner as it is possible that they wil be tost, removed 

from the store, or otherwise misappropriated. 
To overcome the. # is possible to put surveillance tags of a known type into the scanner such that < the scanner 

is accidently taken by a customer an aterm will sound at the front of the store as « would if any other product carrying 
such a surveillance tag was earned out of the store. ... 

» Alternatively the scanner can have some »orm of internal alarm which sounds if the scanner a taken more than a 
predetermined distance from the base Where the scanner communicates with the base by wireless communications 
such as radio communication, the software protocol managing the radio session could control the range finder and 
alarm 

in order to locate portable scanners that have been misplaced an alarm or -beeper* can be placed m the scanner 
« and triggered by a signal from the base controlled by tor example, a button or the base pressed bythe user Accordingly 

when the user pressed a button the scanner could be located by foBowing the noise of the sound. 
A further use lor portable computer devices is the electronic mail box or mail delivery serve# application. Relerrmg 

to Figs 13 to IS the invention provdes an improved architecture for electronic mail box systems including Portable 
^ter devices. The improved system use. a distributed owssag. delve* 

<f atmg processes. Within a network a partcutar machine a designated as a server andrts .address becomes twbhc on 
thetocaJnetwork. The server is responsible for delivery of mail and reception of mail and also provides other machines 
on the local network with information regard** user message status, tor example whether a message has been re¬ 
ceived for an identified user, m which case the message can be forwarded to the user. The remaining machxws on 
the network are designated the client and carry out a corresponding process, o '1^ 

so to the distributed mail delve* service For example the client portion can present venous optio£to the user tor 
example the options of hearing audio messages or viewing text or still mages The options Presented mlfol course^ 
be based on the resources available to a particular machne, for example whether it has a sound card andtor graphes 

CaP^etorrtog specifically to F.g 13 there * provided a server 100 and a plurality (shown as 2 in the figure) of clients 
ss 101a.l0lb. The sever 100 tocludesan antenna 102 for communicating with remoteclents tOla^lOlb (for exampto 

portable computer devices), a transmission and receptor module 103. a message coder and decoder 104 (protocol 
stack) andaproeessng module 106 (query engine) tor handling queries from clients 101 lor example regards* « 
particular user message status, accessing any such messages tc Information is accessed from a memo* 106 whch 
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30 

, lla  __ 105 siso communeates with a mail user agent (MUA) module 107 

1M Tl. »™« «» « w •» ™* 

"“’C?1 iSSCST'’“ *• ■ ~ "*"* ~ *w>u'" 
network. lot example the •Internet* wlth (he s ^or toq ^ r *ith further modul s specific 

to the needs of th client Th cbe t ^ f and decoder 111 Th module iiO will include the hardware 
receiving module ii 0 communicating wi a 9® - recognized that at least some of the functions 
necessary for carrying out the ‘ransm.n^e^g^ Mjw«b. France to modules need 
P«— ^ ‘be module w* bearranged to .mutate hardware 

performance The message code and ^ a local data storaoe devce 113 and wilh optional modules such 
addition the mail user agent 112 communicates with a local data Morage oev^e u w 
as a display driver 114 and/or a sound driver ”5Jsee chenMOU) tt Figs. 14 and 15 Fig. 

Operation of the distributed rr«., delwery commencement of ^ration the client 
14 displays the steps earned o* by w graphes) available on the machine (step 120], 
autoconfigures itself base* on theHresou'Cei»£» ^Sction is estabfchU between the client and the server [1221 

The user logs in and enters a 1 ^ a «rvtecuon ^ « sont to the ssnrer ter verification (1231 
at vrfiich stage information en,ar®^ 9 lh ~,e 0fOcedure a exited (i 24] and must be recommenced 
«. kww. rn. ..rv« » not r«dy to «"”"«“*£"£? lUsJcrt « ..to. »lh, wrv., Ih. 

l'*r T*« «« h“ ™„u*m lh. *Mua ™»»9« 
* The cSent assesses whether the user beiow'with reference to Fig. 15 The client then 

” Th.c.«,^r..U™»..W 

1127] and awaits a further user M^tiorv exanvte a keypad and display means for example an LCD 

-^■Jr'^S^Ssss; ziszzzsz 35 speaker and microphone may pr . ^ the client ioi ln that case, autoconfiguratton o» the 
device such as that shown m F,g 9 may. for exampte^be usedas hec ten main body 21 of the portable client is carried out partially in dependence on the type of module 22 mseoeo mo 

computer device 20 . are shown. The server operates as a continuous 
Referring now to Fg 15 the steps of a typ stand-by mode where it simply listens to the local network 

40 process but. in order to save system resource J* xion a Jtabl.shed and the server monitors the connection 
Accordingly in step (1401.00 mrtation an open h subsequent steps but otherwise continues to monitor 
{141J. It any Queries are received (14S| the Query to establish which of the 
me connection lie, j. On 106 or!nai us« agent 107) and if 
M mal modules of ihs server» d®®^’**11 ‘ «Jm45? The request may be a HEADER which is sent to the 

as the request is valid [1441 the request type is d® * . J, m 25, and fi 26) shown to Fg 14); accordingly at the 

.- 

ar stored m respect of the identified user (lor ®* te\a\ton to steps li 48.149). The system then returns the client) and the data* packaged and sent as deserved above nreia.on to steps i i 

‘° TvS^s^t'tU H42-147, are carried out by the query engine t05 of the server, user message data bamg 

“ ,itri^re^^ ^® «®r andr^ are togged and an eiroc message a Mm 



the problem of mail box beaten# as weff as releasing the hand-heM host and the data storage and retrieval responsibility 
by treating th mail delivery serves as two cooperative and ^dependent processors that communicate with each other 

using base n twork protocols 
$ In effect, unlike conventional mail delivery serve systems the distributed mail delivery s rvee uses the underlying 

network to actively pr sent enquiries to the server regardng the message status relatng to a particular user, rather 
than us rig a directory structure and relying on a file system Because all enquiries are directed to one server, multiple 
connections for a sngi user can be identified and refused, the server « the only port ol connection 10 ext mal entities, 
offering a more seeur delivery system and the s rver oft rs a view of th mad deliv ry serve to the end us r which 

ro is indepsndent of the actual matt r stored by th server 
In additon clients are r Beved of th responsibility of storng or directly retrieving any of the actual data. Message 

ar delivered via the network on a demand basis, that is when required by the user, and the client portion of the 
distributed mail delivery service simply translates user requests into a series oI commands which are forwarded to the 
eerver ri the form of queries. If the queries are validated the server returns lh« necessary data to a cSent in response 

is to the queries By virtu# of the separation of tasks the system designer gains the freedom to modify components of 
the system independently. For example 9 may be iniially decided that the server should store message# using a simple 
mail box scheme, but if the capacity or speed or efficiency of the system subsequently needs to be enhanced as a 
result of the increased burden placed on i by an increasing number ol users and messages, the server can revert to 
using a complete database management system. Any such modifications will, however, remain hidden from the client 

20 portion and the client portion can effectively remain unaware of the undertyng structures of the server ndefinitely 
Similarly, fhe client portion may be modified for example to move from a character-based user interface to a graph¬ 

ical-type interlace r> which case the server may remain unaware of the modifications as the base data query and 
exchange mechanism is unchanged, the server remaining unconcerned about the manner of data presentation at the 
client portion. 

2t Accordingly a voice mal de&very system is implemented. The client portion may run on a PC compatible platform 
although 9 could be ported very simply to other platforms. The server can operate on UNIX or DOS platforms The 
client requires less than 256kbytes of local storage. 

It wil be seen, therefore, that the proposed delivery system offers multiple advantages over current mail box 
schemes, providing flextole and independent modules which are simpler to maintain and modify and which offers a 

M generic mechanism by which data transfers can be implemented over data networks. As it is a cfctr touted system it 
does not require the presence ol a network file system and simply relies on local storage. 

In particular, because a server is provided on each local network for dealing with the clients within a local network 
and also for communicating with other servers on other local networks the roaming capabilities of the system are 
enhanced. The distribution of mail processing between the vanous local networks is m contrast to the centralized hub 

25 system in conventional mail delivery systems and allows simplified and accelerated mail processng and transfer in 
combination with a roaming portable computer. 

Further aspects of the present invention will be discussed in conjunction with Symbol Technologies Inc spread 
spectrum wireless networks Spectrum One (operating at a frequency range of 902 to 928 MHz) and Spectrum24 
(operating at a frequency range of 2.4 to 2 5GHz). However, the embodiments discussed are applicable toother wireless 

40 communications systems. 

Part 1: ’symbol* Terminal Em ulster Program (STEP) and pan-basad mobile unlta/tarmlnala. 

The 'symbol* (a Trade Mark) terminal emulator program (STEP) is a tool used to format applicatons for pen-based 
4* mobffe units such as the mobile unit 21 shown in Fig 9. 

An example of the Spectrum24 system is shown in Fig. 16 The STEP resides in the mobile units 21 and works 
with an enabler development system 160 on a host computer 162 to execute a predefined set of commands sent from 
th host computer 162. The enabler development system 160 ndudes an enabler server 164. an enabler application 
program interface 166 and a timer 168. The enabler development system 160 receives input from the Spectrum24 

so access point unit 170. The host computer 162 is controlled by a terminal 172 to run host applications 174. 
The STEP provides the mobile units 21 with the interlace and logo tunctens necessary to communeate over the 

radio network, and controls ad input, output and display functions at the mobile unit level, including keyboards, displays, 
scanners and peripherals, and printer support 

The STEP provides commands that allow the administrator to create a selection of data entry fields fro the mobile 
*0 unit operator. For example, these commands would permit the operator to. (a) enter data from a keyboard and scan 

bar codas; (b) send multiple messages to the host in the same transaction; and (c) control the type of data entered 
and validate entered data. Further, for display purposes STEP allows the administrator to (a) display data at any location 
on the mobffe unit screen; (b) dear the entire mobile unit screen or dear a single Ine; (e) save and restore the mobile 
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u-wt screen and <d) control the backlighting »eatur to view the screen to the dark 
n. TlEPacte as a power manager to reduce demands on th battens mthe mobile unde 21. enabling them to 

kmat between charges and extending their overall We 
XJ3nTsT6Ponthemobil units 21 forms can be created and displayed on th deplay screen 23 (shown 

“ me can include m ssages prompts and data entry fields The perm,ts an op rator to recall a stored form 
e, * cut ion on the mobile unit 21. r peat the execution oi a stored form for on-tne batch processing, and rase al 
MM^i»m«anddstarmn the dat and time of the last form deftnSwn 

The STEP nabled mobile unss 21 allow the host computer 162 to read data files stored m th unit 21 sound the 
*»m. mnvlH uni, 2, -routactivity: aMlog <* * "*» un« 2, Iron, 162. 

The allows the operator to use the mobile unit 21 to collect data without being logged on to the host computer 162, 
set and save system parameters, download files Irom the host computer 162 to the memory m the mobile unit 21. and 

Tniustrates a typical conventional flow chart of the actions taken by the access point 170 when t receives 
a oacket ol data from he mobile unit 21 on the wireless network. If the packet a a registration packet, determined at 
step200 then the access port 170 processes the information carried by the packet at Mp21l^Tha itype ol asaocatcn 
adetermred by examining the IP address of the mobie unit's 21 home access port and dose the control 
sxchaiges accordingly at steps 216 and 226 II the packet is not a regatratwn packet as deteimmed by step 200. 
it^i iha oacket is decaosuiated at step 202. 

M lhaahort termaddress mapprg tables (ST-AMT) of the access port 170 has an entry for the packet a source 
MAC address, determined at step 204. then the packet has originated from the "WbHeunit 21 that a away_from its 
some stationary data Irk (SOL) network and processing passes to step 216 At st«J* *18J*® eo<^' 
sutates the packet within a UDP packet with the IP destination address set to that of the mobile unit s 21 home access 

P‘*!f the lono term address mapprg tables (LT-AMT) of the access point 170 has an entry for the packet's destination 
MAC address, determined at step 206 then the packet is meant for a mobde unit that is currently outside rtai home 

point group (APG) and processing proceeds to step 220. At step 220 the access point 170 encapsulates the 
wthin an UDP packet with the IP destination address set to the destination mobile unit $ toedlaccess‘ ***")• 

If the packet's destination MAC address is a broadcast address, determred at step 206. then the packet * for¬ 
warded at step 222 on its wired and wireless interlaces It the destination MAC address in the packet appears m the 

, __ oorfs mobile host table (MHT). determined at step 210. then the packet is encapsulated withr a wireless Irk 
toyTpacket and forwarded on the wireless interface at step 224 Otherwise, the packet is forwarded on its wired 

interface at step 212. 

Part 2: Assigning domains and IP addrasass to said pon-bassd moblla units 21. 

The fdlowrg embodiments of the present invention deal with assgning domains and IP addresses to the mobile 
uvts 21 to operate r a wireless LAN technology, such as the previously discussed Spectrum One and Spectrum24 , 

^Aooordmg to an embodiment of the present rvention the domains and sP addresses are hard coded. The hard 
» ;«Jed embodknent rvolves setting the domain and IP address of the mobile unit 21 r the configuration files associated, 

^ The hard'cod^ ^ttodimentprovides a relatively simple implementaton of domain and IP address assignment 
for Spectrum24 network retaliations when only a tew mobile units 21 are used that always use the same APG on the 
svnenetwork. In addition, a high degree of security is provided since the ability to detect and assign doman and IP 

ts addresses are available only «the configuration area, not in the operational area. 
The hard coded configuration of each mobile unit 21 ensures that the domain and IP address rtormaton arenon- 

voatile This insures that even cokl booting the mobile unit 21 will not require reconfiguration All the access ports 
. 70 n the target APG can be configured to use the hard coded domain The server can be set up to reserve permanently 
‘wrftoutanv timeout) the hard coded IP addresses for use by each hard coded mobile unit 21. 

so embodiment of the present riventicn invokes the application-se^ctcn of domatos andIP faddre“®» 
embodiment « suitable tor situations where a system admtoistrator manually configures the mobile units 21before 
Te«r use by operators by setting the domain and IP address In particular, wren mobile units 21 are the only nodes on 
the network or when the system administrator set domains and IP addresses by reterrtog to a master bst matotamed 
ai a network server the application-selection system is advantageous 

SS For situations where the operator must identify the selections as he moves between APGs or networks a more 
sophisticated applcaticn is provided to allow the system administrator to establish logical names fordemams and IP 
Skesses soSt operatorTcan ptok the appropriate settinge by choosng a meaningful name such as buck, ware¬ 

house. depot, tc. 



The appicaton-s lection method aflows roc m cynamc aspwnwi w whbh ir «wi«ww ucnw 
control acrose APGs and networks 

A further errtoodiment of the present invention involves the access pants-assignment of domains and serv r- 
assignment of IP addr sses. The method is suitable when the manual assignment of domains and IP addresses is 

s impractical due to many mobile units 2i or due to th complexity of the n twork. 
AP-assignm nt of domains requires configuring access ponts 170 to allow tor an automatic configuration Using 

me pomt 170 access control let (ACL) features, security can be enhanced by giving the access points 170 e 
list of MAC-layer addresses ol alt the mobile units 21 allowed The list can be larger than the number of mobile 
units 21 actually being sennced at any given time, allowing the hmesharng of the capacity of the acc ss point 170 

ro among a large set of intermittent use mobile units 21. 
Serv r-assignment ot IP addresses requires the xistence ol a mechanism wilhn the protocol stack, supported 

by services and utilities in both the server and the mobile unit 21. to allow dynamic allocation of IP addressee. BOOTP 
and DHCP are two ccnvnon mechanisms tor dynamic allocation. 

BOOTP works by having a file on the server lor each possible mobile unit 21. selected by the mobile unfs 21 
it unique MAC-layer address, that provides the IP address to be used tor that mobile unit 21. 

DHCP works by having a database on me server mat records the IP addresses mat are in use (by MAC-tayer 
address) and me IP addresses that are available tor dynamc assignment. When a mobile unit 21 requests an IP 
address, me database is searched for the MAC-tayer address H an IP address is already allocated to this mobile unit 
21. the it is simply returned If no IP address is allocated to the mobile unit 21. and one is available lor dynamic 

go assignment, it is allocated to me mobile unit 21. recorded in the database and assigned to me mobile umTs MAC-tayer 
address, and returned to the mobile unit 21. The DHCP server can set to timeout when a dynamically assigned IP 
address has not been used for some time and return it to the available list or to keep IP addresses permanently assigned 
once allocated to a mobile unit 21. 

The domains and IP addresses can be stored in volatile storage, but would need to be reentered fofiowing a reboot. 
gs However, me necessary address information can be stored onboard the flash of the mobile unit 21, or on the Spectrum24 

adapter card, or on RAM disks or PCMCIA storage cards. 
The AP/server-assignment methods provide me ability to program ACL information via a personal computer at¬ 

tached to the same hardwired router as the access point 170 Further, the AP/server-assignment methods alow for 
automatic assignment oI complying domain and IP addresses as needed, and allow mobility acroes APGs and net- 

90 works. 
According to another aspect the invention addresses the problem ot the necessity of a specialized program for 

parsing and interpreting high density data records embedded in bar code labels. In accordance with the nventon it is 
proposed to distribute not only the bar code data on a high density label, but also information describing how to create 
an interface capable of reading the data from the data record label 

A* Implementation of the invention will be familiar to the skilled man in the operation of me internet WBb Browser 
suitable tor reading, tor example. Hyper-Text-Markup-Language (HTML) files. Those files are used to descrtoe an 
int dace to be built by Web Browser. In the present invention me mobile unit includes a reader or Browser fa scanning 
a high density bar oode label that contains a program script such as HTML, VB script or a specialized compressed 
v rsion of either. The script is parsed and interpreted by Browser which constructs a user interlace at run time and 

*o presents it to the user. The user interacts with the interface by scanning data labels and interacting with any ot the 
program's controls presented to the user to properly process me data. According to one aspect a new data a interface 
level may be printed by the user that can be applied to me object being processed, it will be appreciated that, as bar 
code densities increase, the capability of storing me actual interface and the data record in a single bar code 
label will appear. 

u Fig 18 shows the system ol the invention in more detail The system includes a Browser 300 to which bar coda 
information 301 is input. An interface 302 is constructed at run time and an interface control 303 is provided. The 
Browser 300 further includes a bar code acquisition engine 304. a parsing engre 305, a printing engine 306 with a 
printed data interlace 307 and a communications engine 306 with a communicators nput/output interface 303. The 
user interacts with me interface via a further interface 310. 

so It will be appreciated that the manner n which me information is encoded in the bar code label will be familiar to 
the skilled man. and that the software and hardware required will also be famiiar to the skilled man 

This system is particularly advantageous with respect to transportation and denufication of goods. The shpper of 
th goods can distrfcute a program script label with the goods that is read by the receivers Browser. The program 
script label shipped with the goods contains me information required to allow the Browser to create an interlace at run- 

» time to read and process the data la the container of goods shaped. 
Logistical systems benefit greatly from a system such as this, because unidentified materials in the field can quickly 

be identified and processed by any unit containing the Browser. 
The administration ol the hardware and software contained in these systems is greatly reduced, because the 
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application program* ..^^.n^Kiwrth a general purpcs nt rface reader application (Brows- 
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Accor** *> «*" ■*£££1^^ and Sr coda data 0,0, a wire** 

Err*edc*ng)COM(ComponentOb|ectMrxieO objectdevelopment OLE control 
Ml As discussed in more deta.1 below »3 ^automation object contrt* a 
extension. It «iua becomes an in-process remote client The remote device enables a bar code reader and 
bar code scanning dev*, over a wireless the OLE automation object 
collects the bar code information, returning Tie ,Q ^ sWted man. In the present embodiment a 

ss °“ "** 
support 32 bit environments and arenot support8 OLE 2.0 deluding not only Visual Basic 4.0 and 

*• ^ “-*■ ^ 

rrr^.trt. 
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interfaces 404. each comprising multiple interfaces seamless Dart ol the container's environment. Through 

__ 

wireless ink410by erasing separate threads a®™* ^ conUrer 402 and control 401 communicate 
reader transactions over the wireless link. As show * • * & communicates wiih the OLE container 
via lines 414a to4l4t The OLE control includes a a ,*Jii6 Each ol the transaction threads 413a 
401 via fines 4l4a.4i4b and with a first tf3ns3*,“" * ^ container 402 Each ol the threads also outputs 
to4l3dcommun*atealongarespective *«41^to^ ^ dispatch function 418 and receives an input va a 
through a respective first me 417a to 417d to •*""**JV ,u0Ctj0n 420. The transaction start dispatch 
respective second fine 419a to 419d from a t'3"53*'**accent 411 via a line 422 and a transaction complete 
function 418 communeates wrth a transport teyer 421 ottie 421 ^ a 423 The remote client 411 inciudee a 

dispatch function 420 receives aput from *® Uans,**V J! ^ arrjva, na^er 426 and receives an input via 
corresponding transport layer 424 Jj*i harH3ter 426 outputs va line 429 to a bar code device 
line 427 from a command complete handler 428 code device driver 430 The bar 
driver 430 and the command complete handler r^^P^483J;^t)af code reader 412 via a line 432. 
code device driver 430 communicates with the searrn'* development tools like Visual Basic 4 0. The user 

As a re,u« users can develop applcatons us^gOLE^abled deve^xr ^ ^ n#ceMav «*. ,or event nct.- 

implementation of a foca. bar cod. scanner resx*nt 

so 
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tie wireless interface 
By virtue of the present invention th«r is in addition the capability of supporting futur visions to be datrbuted 

via the distributed component object mode) architects (OCOM) The m nac s between the coo trot container and 

5 the control itself are binary and can be implemented by the operating syst m as Remote Procedure Calls (RPC's). 

Accordingly the OLE control can be implemented as an Actrv -X control to control devices over an Internet or Intranet 

link. This technology allows Web authors and developers to creat a new generation of nteractlve Web pager and 

applications, lor exampl Microsoft internet Explorer 3.0 (Trade Mark) Ths implementaton e of particular benefit in 

proposed ystems wh reby users will wish to int grate bar code scanning capabilities into heir Intran l/lntemet-ena- 

*0 bted applications 
The Intran t arises from the application ol internet technology l provide industrial strength mission critical appli¬ 

cations to users within wi orgnisation on an isolated LAN (Local Area N twork) rather than lor external corned ion 

to the global internet. Single function handheld computing terminals can then be buit that connects to the LAN and 

execute predetermined applications to reduce significantly the cost per client when instafing a network system. In an 

>$ Intranet system, mission critical applications resde on the server, eliminating the cost of application deployment and 

lowering the cost of terminal configuration. The data oodected is transmitted and saved on the server so dlls or no 

local data storage is needed on the handheld terminal. It wil be seen, therefore, that such a system provides an deal 

forum for the OLE scanning control object discussed above. 

A conventional internet link is shown referring to the schematic diagram at Fig. 2a. and block diagram of Fig. 2b 

*0 and includes a remote terminal data device 501 comprising, for example, a lap-top computer, a PC or a mobile unit as 

discussed in more detail below linked toa server 502 via a suftabie link 503 which can be a telephone link, incorporating 

a suitable modem, a wireless fink or a cellular telephone link amongst other possbilities which will be evident to the 

skiled person. The server 502 is in turn interconnected via fine 504 to the Internet shown schematicafy at 505. When 

the user wishes to access a web site the web site address s entered at terminal 501 and server 502 brings up the web 

it alt 506 at the given address Irom the Internet 505. SimSarty when the user wishes to create a site, the relevant 

information ie entered at terminal SOI and the site ie created via server 502. 
Whilst the system shown in Fig. 2a allows centralised site access and creation, it wil be appreciated in certain 

circumstances the system is cumbersome, for example where it ie desired to create a site very quickly. In addition, 

whereas in some circumstances a user will simply know what information is sought, and wil ‘browse* through the 

so Int met to find a site containing that information, in some circumstances the user may be entirely aware of the exact 

He which he wishes to access irrespective of the information contained at the site. In that case the centralised system 

shown in Fig. 2a can give rise to unnecessary delays 
An improved system according to the present invention is shown as a block tfagram in Fig. 2c. Briefly within the 

client terminal SOI itself suitable server software 502 is retaned Accordingly the client is able to create an internet 

as site directly, the internet site 506 being stored at the server agan directly at the terminal 501 The client/server then 

accesses the Internet 505 via a line or wireless ink 504. As is well known, the Internet can be accessed generally by 

access points AP, to APN. 
As a result the invention allows a Internet site such as a web site to be set up at the terminal without the requirement 

ol accessing a dedicated server, as appropriate server software is rtcluded at the client terminal. When a thud party 

40 wishes to access the site, they will have or be able to obtain details ol the client server address and can thus access 

the client server via the internet. 
A particular implementation ol the nventicn arises in relation to clientrservers provided in remote, mobile terminals 

communicating with the Internet via an access point with which it is n wireless communication. In that case data is 

entered at the mobile unit, generally relating to the physical environment at which the mobile unit is presently located 

as such as an image of the surrounding scene. Users wishing to access that data merely need ihe client/server address. 

Th address is entered at the relevant access point to the Internet and the site is pufled up directly from the client/ 

server. It will be seen that the client/server can include a home page which is actually pulled by the user, the specific 

sub-pages at the site being accessible via the home page, once the home page has been accessed. 

The system can use a data lermnal of the type designated generally 510 in Fig. 3a. The central elements to the 

so data terminal 510 comprises a digital camera having a lens 512 and a wireless Internet link 518. 

Digital cameras are well known and the detailed structure will be apparent to the skilled man such that a detailed 

description is not required here Briefly, however, the digital camera includes a lens system 512 for focusing an image 

onto a CCO (charge coupled device) array. The image ie thus pixelised and encoded, tor example as a bit stream. The 

encoded signal is decoded and displayed on a visual display screen 514 or output as hard copy. A ‘still* image is 

ss obtained in the same manner but by recording an nstantaneous image The majority of the components of the digital 

camera are not shown in Fig. 3a for tie purposes of clarity A CCO camera is preferable over. say. a laser camera as 

images can be recorded from a greater distance. 
The data terminal 510 further comprises a keyboard 516. In order to record an image th# lens 512 of the data 
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. fllwyAl(, tw- - oraferabiy displayed on the visual display screen 514 
lermnai 510 » directed at the scene to be keyboard 516 is pressed w>d a stifl image recorded. 
IMhen adesved mageand required components The 

or*Kpal required component <s a w™'®“ optional* the data t rmmal StO lurther vicludes 

a ^atermktelSlO. a physical interlace 524 lor downloading ct information 
alternative or complementary operation of the date term«aov^ a prrt r output slot for 

stored in th data t rminal 510 to a t ^Z* deteil betow a bar code syrrOo. 
outputting a hard copy of the image adeWK»« . ^ above me tefmral further includes server software al- 
representatrve of the stored ^^e ^^ ^ 'or example, ratted images or sounds from 
lowing creation of a web site at the keyboard andtor the user’s recorded verbal commentary 
the environment of the terminal togdherj^^ ^ # 8y,tem (GPS) of a known type. The 
A further feature that can be ncorporated nto die motehownl fesu(t the specific geographical location 

GPS communicates with ^f^^®*"***"\ ^ Jn be provided as additional information broadcast by the 
of the mobile device can be snmediateiy asce _ , where an the devices are at a given time. 

*® W01' kn°^,°lhe,k,Bed readef ^ ^ 

tha purposes of clarity. af^^a**^f#archjlec,ure « designed to minimise the amount of date trafie over the 
in order to "™n“* ^^jSSTbe done for exampieTy selectng a communcation routs which utilises the 

highest cost communication Irks. This can be oone V, svstcm can be introduced ensuring that ccmmu- 
<*£»« a™*** M W»». •* e» thL. **+ <« 

icaly from the terminalWia t^arrangement disctcSd r US Application Serial No. 
An alternative lermnai configuratoncan be^ sowcrtication describes a modular type terminal having in- 

. J£ <— - w— ^ «. 

- M r“i:a:=rrrrr-, 
event, and record a fep°d Aecordr^fy a user wishmg to find out about the news event merely needs to access 
holding the report and other date. Aceorrtngiy a “*• available from a central site on the internet 
the site via the network The address couW be *^*£2" £££? ,t w,.. be seen ha. the technotogy 

- rr,rr^ 
a stand-alone server for creation of a web l!f^ol communication between the client/server and the In- 

According to the embodiment any suitableform °» "*®£® ^T^eby access points to the Internet arranged 
ee temet can be utiksed Such syste^re ^Mk^wnt^ v9anouS geograjiical points Known algorithms can be 

to receive communications trom mobile units are tc«a _ „mmun(Caton can tsell be by radio waves or an optical 
used for selecting which access point is the rT*js'*urtabj* h d advantages of the system is that the site is 
fink such as an ^ he cost that wood 

* o— - ——- - ——w— 
nection at a later time. A shown At step 5110 the desired data tor 

Referring to Fig. 2d a ftow ^ li^dala is then encoded at step SU2 mto a suitable format to 
example an image or an audio recordings cap _.,Mtn a ihw encoded date is processed to create 
be rendered as a web page, lor example by creating ^frmira<j k» the server software and any user input The 
a suitable web page according to the desired torma . terminal. When a page access request is received 
process can then branch to step 5116 where the page is ^ s displayed at the terminal web site, 
at Site by a remote user catted up the known MX^es, for the ermma. aJiW- ^ ^ 

According to an enhanced system, the process brancV ^ address and details of the page stored at the 
lor the pancutar data stored « th. gnren btermralsuch that more 
address are dapteyed on a home p.g«* ^ ?SSe u«r the remote user ha. the 
than one page is avalabte Accordngly when ^•n**£***™** « 

so 



pancular no HTML requirement An nsiantaneous web page can be set up usng th sarvsr sottwar , the mage t 
be dnptayed bang stored empty by pomting the terminal at a and 'chckvtg*. Once agan. the system can be designed 
w«h cost optimiiatkm in mnd ensuring that a minwnum amount of data traffic occupies high-cost communication Inks. 

Ret rrrtg t Fig 3b one mptementation of an alemative embodiment of the present mention a shown 
s Where, for xanvte- the pdce or other authorities, or an nsurance operative wish t record details of a scene shown 

generally at 530. the mage e captured as a sun digital camera mage by th data t rmmaiSlOn the manner discussed 
above The stored mage • OTCoded. tor example aa a M stream and ihe M stream is transmitted or relayed via the 
transmit! r 518 to a remot port. 

In the embodiment shown the image information is r layed from transmitter 518 to an intermediate booster trans- 
to mtoer 532. This cot either be one of a network spread across an area or can, for example, be carried in the data 

terminal user's vehcle or a carrying case. The use of a booster transmitter 532 reduces Ihe broadcast power require¬ 
ments of the data terminal 510 allowing more space to be dedicated to data storagefcrocessing means or accessorise. 
OTd mcreasing the battery lie. It wifi be appreciated that the booster transmitter is. however, optional and in many 
cases wil not be required. Transmission can take place via a RF wireless link microwave or other suitable wireless 

is communication method. Where the vehicle is part of a larger GPS monitored tracking system he arrangement of the 
present invention can be a module incorporated into tie system. 

Either the transmitter SI8 in the data terminal 510 or the booster transmitter 532 relays the image information to 
an access point 534 inctudrig a receiver lor receiving the relayed information signal. The received signal is input to a 
proc ssor/data storage/decoder device 536. The image can then be transferred to any desired device, tor example a 

10 central data storage device for the user to access on return to hs premises (for example an Intranet or LAN), or a news 
and information network (such as the Internet) where it is desired to broadcast the image, or to a police or other 
authorities' ^formation database where it is desired to record and document the image The transmitted signal from 
the data terminal 510 may also include information such as the desired destination of the image, additional information 
relating to the circumstances, encoded information representative of recordings of any verbal messages or recordings 

it of sound messages further explaining the circumstances as recorded by the microphone 520. Information relating to 
the circumstances, or the destination of the image can be input via keyboard 516. 

Where the web page a created on site at the terminal using a internal server, the transmission system described 
above can equally be used lor third party access to ihe web page. 

A block diagram showing the components of the data terminal 510 is illustrated in Tig. 4. The data terminal includes 
so various inputs comprising suitable transducers tor converting the input signals to electronic signals. The inputs include 

the digital camera input 544 including a CCD array transducer, an audio signal input 546 including a microphone 
trOTSducer and a bar code symbol signal nput including for example, a CCD array. Each of the signals is input to an 
encoding or digitising sub-processor respectively 550.552.554. and the processed signal from each subprocessor * 
transferred to a data storage and processing device 556. The data is stored, processed and relayed as appropriate to 

x various outputs. Data relating to the image captured by-tie digital camera 544 and. as appropriate, any bar code data 
or audio data is transferred to a transmitter module 556 and is transmitted as described above at output 560. A hard 
copy of the stiff image, or. as discussed below, a bar code symbol representative thereof is output via printer drive 
module 562 and output 564 Where it is desired to download stored information via a physical interface this is done at 
output 566 In addition the data store/processor 556 receives information nput to the keyboard 516 via a line 568 and 

*o • sends the image from the dgital camera input 544 to the visual display screen 514 via line 570. The system as a whole 
is powered by power supply 572, for example a battery Where the terminal is configured to create a web page on site, 
a server can be mcorporated in hardware (or software or a combination of hardware and software) as shown at S57. 

Accordingly it will be seen that in one aspect the image data can be captured automaticaly OTd transmitted to a 
common database accessble to authorised users. The images could be transported and/or accessed via video servers. 

« collaborative work group software and distributed multimedia, and implemented by desktop video teleconferencing 
Processing of the image can be carried out on the raw data once 4 has been transmitted to the main network, allowing 
a further reducten in the processing requirements and hence the power and space requirements for the data terminal 
itseff. 

A particular advantage of using a digital camera is that the image can be stored at high to medium resolution and 
to transmitted electron catty with a minimum of intermedete processng 

It will be seen that a wide range of applications are available, in particular re'ating to industries generally in which 
photographic (<*grtal) images are regularly taken in the field. An alternative to the murance claims documentation 
application discussed above, where bids/estimates were involved the item in respect of which the bidfestimate is pro¬ 
vided. documenting for example the work required on the basis of which the bid or estimate was based could be 

u recorded. Similarly where repair work or improvement work was contemplated, an appraisal could be made taking into 
account stored images. The system could be used as a general aid to documentation of items or circumstances. As 
discussed above, the system could be implemented in law enforcement. For example the scene of a crime or an 
accident could be stored and relayed or accessed, indeed f lone could be photographed OTd the image compared 
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. _ mimosas usrta known image comparison technique* The system can 
agsrat a suitable database >« estate docu^niaton of circumstances such as proofing andtor fast 

* ‘ ^ 10""" 
by mmarvsmg transmissions wet* JTappSwsarll an other applications th system includes particular 

As will be s en for aU of the abov possWeaw)^ thud parties privy to the mage 
and sv'rfcan* advanusg^. * parbcutar r-.^rgprocessingttna (aa a ra«uK 
dwtnbution network. providing aceass to « efficiency as a resut ol the avatebdify ol more precis ^formation 

- -»*■ ■ •—^ 
terminal including the basic con’4*5°®n,‘^ere A e desired to monitor lor fire, smoke, poisonous gases 
can be permanently or detachably nciudes a hazard detector ol any suitable type such as a smoke detector, 
or any oTher such hazard ^All these detectors are well known to the staled man and do 
a heat detector, a noxious substance dtftactoror in ^ ^ aJann tefTT1inal. when a heat detector detects 
net require further description here In the ease, ror activated to capture a stil or moving image 
that the ambient temperature ha. risen ove^“SEUae such a. the Hr. service, and the image » 
of Pie scene. At the same time the termnal jj, at tha fire #Jation. Accordngly the scene can be reviewed 
transmitted in a manner d^cusseo above to an ^ to which the increase in temperature is 
and t can be assessed whether a # re$uR ,alse alafms can be to a large extent avoided, it wit 
attributable can be <*'«**’*** rfwhazard detectors, where an mage ol the scene «transmitted 
be seen that a similar approach can be at**)‘*! furthef assessment before full mobilisation, 
to suitable authorities when a potential rsk is firs , rventi0n according to a turther aspect would be 

A turther implements tor which field of goods transfer, lor 

particularly suited and which ™****** ^ ,. f^Xed^re is no way to know mmediately the condition of the 
•ample parcel delivery When a damaged pa would however be able to acquire the image and transmit 

shipped The system ol the proM'SSSVL, be a«Lsed at the receiving depot 
it to a remote location or create a suitable P®9* whether the condition had changed in any way. An alternative 
and compared with the actual f*c*"*J*™*"° format the bar code Use! being attached to the parcel 
option would be to print the mage raeeivna depot once again to compare the image with the received 
itse*/The bar code symbol could under protocol PDF 417. The reader, 
parcel Evidently a high resolution r aftanQement ncludng a printer and printer slot 526. 
shown in Fig 3a includes the capabitay t*- such an 9® reiate to specific possible implementation el the 

It wiB be appreciated that the embcxlmenU^r^abcve * Fig. 5 a* data lermtia. 

invention, and that the invention comtortablJtaSthe paim ol the user's hand. As a result 
510 is configured with ergonomic considerations • (owards ^ to ^ recorded, using the visual display 
the data terminal 510 can be quekty and «wur ly __ ^ thfl keyboa,d can be manipulated comlortabfy using 
screen to ensure that the image is as des,r**n*taddjtlona, iniormation and so forth. Alternatively the termnal may be - 

r^<ro^ 
trigger tor zooming, which M^****™* uTbe nS^d As aliened above, a printer, lor example a 
zoom feature w« assist in takng close-ups1 fwkJwi as an addon, so that a hard copy ol 

<**C<Fig*8 shows an alternative configuratioolora^ta^rmiiraLjrh^^rTTii^ 

ponents discussed m nb!fction tothe ^.^^The grip portion is configured to sit comfortably 
shoot* design and includes a grip portion 5120 and P^V a tnoaer 5124 and a thumb wheel 5126 A 

and easily, with optimum balance, <n the user‘*^^ (aceo< ^ taTei portion 5122 to allow easy viewing 
display 5i 28 and optional keypad 5130 are ^ means ars provided on the front face ol the 
andinput access to the user The camera a. the directs 4 is desired to record 
barret portion 5122 (not shown) allowing,h® “ P°" United ^ acuvaion of the bigger 5124. Zoom can 
in. When the desired tocat®d tor optrSm ease of use by fh. usef. thumb when 
be controlled by the thumb wheel 5126 whehopreieraoiywca 

*o 

so 
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according to the eventual coal of toe system. lor example a slower and banco cheaper microprocessor can be incor¬ 
porated. For mor high-end apples!arts (he data terminal could adddenatty nclude an SRAM card to store the etdl 
images. In addition the visual daplay screen Si 4 can. as shown m Fig 6 ndude LCD (Squid crystal display) capabilities 
Accordingly using a suitable pen 100, the image can be alered lor example by rmgmg or otherwise highlighting areas 

5 ol interest, the alterations berg represenied on the LCO display as S’02 m Fig 6 The alterations can be deleted or 
revised additionally u mg the keyboard as appropriate. 

The range ot mptementatwns. and the speed and efficiency ot the system can be lurtoer enhanced by also incor¬ 
porating bar code reader capabilities rt . or r conjunction with, th data t rnunal. The construction and applications 
of bar code reader wifl be well known to the skilled man and do not require a detailed desorption here. Briefly however, 

>o a bar code symbol comprises on# or mors rows oI light and dark regions typically in the torm ol rectangles or, (or the 
case of two-dimensional codes, in the form of a two-dimensional array of light and dark spaces. The dimensions of the 
dark and light regions indicate encoded information to be read. A bar code symbol reader ifluminates the symbol using 
reading beam generating means and senses light reflective on the coded regions using reading beam detecting means 
t detect the rfimenswns of the coded regions. A decoder decodes the detected encoded information. Known symbols 

r* which include, for example. UPC/E AN, Coder 128. Codabar and Interleaved 2 of 5. 
One known type of bar code reader comprises a data wand as tfisckKed in US Patent No. 4.471.218. incorporated 

herein by reference. 
Fig. 7 shows a data terminal 510 cl the type described herein above further incorporating an optical reader 5110 

incorporated in the data terminal 510. The reader 5110 includes reading beam generating and detecting means and 
to the data terminal 510 includes processing means lor decoding the detected encoded information. The reader 5110 

may comprise either a flying-spot’ laser scanner including means lor scanning the reading beam or a field of view* 
optical reader including a CCD array as detector Both types ot reader wiB be well known to the skilled reader and a 
full description of the components and operation is not provided here 

It will be appreciated that a wide range of implementations can be envisaged lor the data terminal 510 shown in 
« Fig. 7. in particular it may be useful in many circumstances to be able to read information encoded in bar codes to 

adduce additional information to that retrieved by the data terminal from the external environment 
A particularly advantageous embodiment is shown in Fig. 7. In particular a book or other printer matter 5114 is 

provided vtfiich can be carried by the user including printed bar codes 5116 which are read by the reader 5110 and the 
information contained therein utilised by the data terminal 510. As discussed in more detail below the data terminal 

30 Sio in fact comprises an Internet server capable of creating a web site at the data terminal carrying, for example, 
information relating to the external environment around the data terminal for access by users elsewhere on the Internet 
In such circumstances the terminal might conventionally wish to download executable code from a host machine using 
an agent implementation language such as Java (a trade mark) This system can be cumbersome and time consuming 
in view of the level of communcations required between the client and the host. The present invention solves this 

44 problem by'storing toe executable code (applets) in the torm of twodimensional high density bar codes 5116 in the 
book 5114. Each bar code symbol 5116 is identified by a suitable short title or other identifying nformation in the book. 
When it is required to access an applet the user is merely required to read the two-dimensional bar code using toe bar 
code reader 5110. and the executable code • immediately downloaded to toe data terminal 510 tor the data termnal 
510 to use it as appropriate. 

The invention allows toe user to carry a conventional book - for example having five hundred pages of 2-0 applet 
codes. Such a book would not be cumbersome and would indeed be attractive to many users. The system allows 
greatly accelerated downloading of applets in as ttfle as fifteen seconds. Conventional downloading systems would 
still be waiting lor connection to the host in that range of time scale. 

It will be appreciated that any suitable executable code could be stored in a desired language in the two-dimensional 
4* bar codes 5116 A wide range ol different applets could ol course be stored according to this system and indexed 

appropriately. Indeed the system could be used for fixed or dedicated clients as well as toe remote, mobile client data 
terminal shown in Fig 7 

It will be seen that the data termnal can communicate with any suitable data network, tor example an access point 
to the Internet, or to a closed defeated system relating to the user or to whch toe user subscribes together with other 

44 users. Communication can be by way of RF communication or. if appropriate, infrared or microwave communication, 
or any other suitable wireless communication method 

It will be appreciated that any ol the features discussed in relation to one embodiment can, as appropriate, be 
incorporated in any other embodiment without departing from the teaching of the present specification. 

As used in this specification and in toe appended claims, the term *mdicia* broedty encompasses not only symbol 
<4 patterns composed ol alternating bars and spaces of various widths commonly referred to as bar code symbols, but 

also another one or two dimensional graphic patterns, as well as alphanumeric characters. In general, the term ’indicia’ 
may apply to any type ol pattern or nformation which may be recognized or identified by seaming a Bght beam and 
detecting reflected or scat! red fcght as a representation of variations n light reflectvtty at various points of toe pattern 
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„ „ „ -..mola 04 an *4HJtcta* which th# P'essnt mention can scan 
or Wormaten A bar code eymboi »«’ “"*** present mention • Doom n Pig 22. 

An embodiment of 80 XZL'£Z£ln lEZZSZSZ Em .£ be appreci^ mat any other hand- 
AXhough a pen-type optedreader (oft coniuncuon with th present invention Although spec he construe - 
held configuration would h* *JJ^P StalbetoSTTHS be appreciated that data storage/processing laments and 
tional details ar also discussed « ,--1--. ik* soaeific comoon nts discus ed n a manner that would be well 

sssrsrr---■—* 

and incorporated h ren by r f rence. Vand feader*) is gen rally referenced 690 n Pig 22 It 

^ ^'*M^^het^We?the wand reader as illustrated 690 may be exaggerated, tor example m 
win be appreciated that he •“*•**" orrr *&al components and how they interact In the embodiment shown, 
witfh. inorde''°»|£w ^ectearty ea^i P ^ the optical reader 693 «se« The wand reader 
me wand reader 690 composes a^aBjoe* per16tr S92xc^ • ^^ent such as a panel, a 

need not actually h®v8 ,^Td the opbcal'reader sub-system discussed in more detail below can be 

* * 690Tahown tcM-atidv a» a Mltpow P*> «*"»«• «•’ «>9a»»'«» 
The wntmg element ofthe desranated 692 and of any suitable known type. Evidently it is desrable 

. P*°i^ti<^rt^^"’®®,'®2^I.2fgg^g9^e^ra»pcMWetoallow maximum space tor me reader module, 
to reduce the srzeof these etom^to 6^^« far as poes«e ^ construction of the module 693 win be 

The reader module » gene ^ briefly hereafter lor the purposes of completeness The 

source egTfor example, a laler or LED and a reflector 695. A reading beam 
reader module 693 includes a ligni sou ce 695 a reading window 696. The reading beam b 

generally designated as 697. passes once more through thereadmg wndow 696 and 

is a fixed mirror and the detector1 S2S S . dEJ?* a^ofor *chematca.ly shown at 699 

***** 8 *‘aTi^y^i^yJ!r^e 694 detect?^ and 1 appropriate, motor 699 are connected to a processor, 
for scanning mobon The ^ etement 6l00 control 

eontm. and data processing device for bar code htormaten 
operation of the various cemponen , # ■ Msir0d to oown-load the information stored in processor 

■ read by the module 693. pod 6103 is provided fed by line 6102. 
foment 6100 at a later stage to an external>• « reacjer 690 may also be used as a, 

me output reading beam is used to highlight desired elements during a 

to consumer those products may cany a bar code symbol 6122 for example 
690j*™1 *r,a f®!f'001181 6^20 mav be interested n purchasing the product 6121 but may not be wining to commit, 
m UPC format. The consumer 6 20 y iheretore a nsk that me consumer will forget about the product or. 

relating to the product, and his memory ham9^^meffi 120 can read me bar code symbol 6122 using wand 
According to the present invention, w . element 6100 and. to me extent desired, processed. 

f*a^*f 690. Th®^00**8 me te^codesymboToi^ retaung'o the product 6121 is stored. As a result the 

'^^haTr^ 

^X^agTi^^^e wU?r^er 690 berg limited onty by the storage space in me processor element 

61°°a n-rtieiitaf inoiementation of the present invention allows me consumer to subsequent down-toad me infonna- 
Aparticular snpiementauonjwine P' _ jn ttwe detail below. In particular the information can be 

tion stored in the wand reader 690 m or data networt, The downloaded m.ormation 
pown-toaded to me product can be ordered or additional information 

^^^^^^^^^mT^^^cL^itorrTation TOrKemto^r^l*^pr^t^*^te™mtormatov^croes^rfewn&rw'to 
information concemin^he preset _gying 1<x ^ product This greatly simplifies the purchasing 

Jl2^*Stotl5 tor example a price check and also ensures that me consumer does not forget a product which has 

SO 



In addition, further mlormatcn can be derived according to the pr sent nventon For example the popularity of 
the product can be assessed for future martetng purposes Pr ferabty the reader wand 690 hat a dedicated user and 
carries us r idenUhcatan ^formation such as credit card number, or other idenuheaten carried under an approved 
system. As a result, during purchase of the product detaas f the transaction can be based on that information, in 
addition a custom r profile can be budt up based on the consumer's buying patterns 

The access port can be located withr the retaa outlet allowing the consumer 612010 access the information on 
sde and make a purchase daemon before leavng the retail outlet. Suitable acc ss points are discussed n mor detai 
bekwv.it win be seen that th bar code symbol can be carried on the product, or as shown at 6123 on the sh If adjacent 
the product Alternatively the products could be displayed graphically on a chart and the bar code symbol shown on 
or adjacent th product on the chan 

It will be seen that the system can be xtended to other applications For example where an abstract of text is 
printed together with a barcode symbol, the bar code symbol can contain information which, when downloaded, can 
provide access to additional or related text Assuming high enough resolution, the bar code symbol can even be read 
off a VDU or other visual display system in a dosed system in order to access addlcnaJ information on the Internet 
The bar code symbol can loflow any appropriate protocol. for example UPC or E AN and is translatable into the Internet 
Universal Resource Locator (URL). 

A further appfication for he system is described with reference to Fig 23b A catalog 6276 which shows a product 
6294 and also includes various data relating to the item number 6282. the quantity 6264. the color 6286. the size 6288 
and other informaten 6290. In addition bar coded shipping information is stored at 6292 and payment method at 6293. 
Such a catalog is of use. for example in home shopping applications. The catalog can also carry a bar code identifying 
the caller at 6280 which information can be used for consumer identification at the purchasing stage. The particular 
implementation according to the present invention requires suitable downloadable product information to be stored in 
the bar code symbols. In particular, the item number 6282 can in fact be in the form of a suitable computer network 
sit address. Alternatively the computer network site address can be stored at the other information field 6290. The 
remaining bar code symbols may not be required, as the information can be stored at the site address, but the em¬ 
bodiment shown allows alternative implementations dependent upon the hardware available to the user 

The user scans (he wand reader across the site address field and. if necessary, across the user identity field 6280 
and down-loads the stored information to an Internet (or other computer network) access point. The remaining product 
information is available at the Internet site and the options such as quantity, color, size, shipping method and payment 
method can be input at that stage. Accordingly a simple catalog-based home shopping system can be set up. It w8l 
be appreciated that such a system can be introduced in various environments, lor example when a passenger is in an 
aeroplane a suitable catalog can be provided Once again the system allows the consumer to consider carefully what 
products they should buy on the basis of afl available information, and also provties a useful prompt or reminder 
concerning products vrtuch have caught the consumer's eye to which the consumer • net yet commSted. 

Where the bar code symbol is for use in conjunction with the a or parallel system, the information contained in the 
bar code symbol effectively comprises an a address When that information is down-loaded to a personal computer 
the personal computer communicates with a dedicated server which captures the a address and user identification 
information and re-routes to the relevant product nformation site, (or example a web site lor nformation retrieval and 
delivery to the consumer's personal computer. Accordingly, the down-loaded information would enable the PC to go 
direedy to a relevant home page or a relevant sub-page. A resolution server on the system could be used to collect 
information from all users, not only for information purposes but also for billing and routing purposes. 

It wiB be recognised that alternative systems to the Internet, and alternative access methods are envisaged. For 
example the Internet could be replaced by an Intranet or a local area network (LAN), accessible by a limited number 
of users restricted either geographically or by some form of access authorisation instead of being down-loadable to 
a PC which processes the site address inlormation. puds up the authorization site and displays the product information, 
alt (native access points are envisaged. For example, following a system such as the Citrix (TM) system, the down¬ 
loading could be merely an access pont or terminal with minmum processing capabilities itself. The terminal transfers 
the site address information to a host computer which carries out the principal conversion to a URL, accesses the web 
sit and transfers the inlormation back to the terminal for display In ‘hat case the terminal acts as Sole more than a 
display and input/output device it is envisaged, therefore, that the system could embrace the new generation ’network 
computers' working on this princpal. The effect ol such a system s a considerable change in the architecture ol the 
system allowing reduced costs to the consumer who need only buy the tow level termnal for connection wiih a host 
computer linked into the man network. As a result the proposed inventen is yet further desirable and accessble to 
the consumer. 

Various akemative wand reader configurations are shown in Figs. 24 to 26. Referring firstly to Figs. 24a and 24b 
a reader wand 6iX includes a pen assembly 6132 including a ball pen cartridge lor example of the type eold under 
the trade mark Zebra F-refill and an actuating mechanism 6134 of a known type rotatable to extend and retract (he 
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_ ,. __ a troaer 6136 manually actuabte to enable a scan togeth r 
ball pan cartrxlge The wa^d®r , #xartX>t4 codaiTT KSC421 The reader W8nd 6130 mckxJ s a wand 
w^aeooparat^rtarna *wfl^^38u ^ Qu|^ „ also provded at 6137 Tha ayatam « powered by a 

bp 6140 lor readfig a Aiso^ctod** a beapar 6144 or other audible devee which can aound 
ban^y 6142 ol any read. that the battery power ia tow that there * 
to mdeate t th user ** * tones or sequences of audfcie tones can rapr s rt difleren, 

-ra—*- -**—-,o* 
atatua ol the wand r#^and®Cy va^d*i!eh^^appropriate. th same ralarence numerals have been used 

ss-t: zxxxzz rx steeped -is-. - - —a 
improved user alternative conliguraton schematically once again usdg the same reference 

Fig 26a and 2®“^ 24 and 25 various methods ol down-loading the information are contemplated 
numerals vf®r®appro^ “ " * «,.!«,red configuration shown in Fig 27a a personal computer 
Two approaches are shown r> Fl9*_27_ • t ( ^ course suffice. The personal computer 

ZTxZZmto communicate with the wand reader data output port 6103 In the 
6150 KhKSss adatt‘ ^ reader 690 is touched against the data input port 6158 on the 
embodiment shown, the output port firstlv commences the down-loading sequence and secondly 
pahonal computer 61 690 and the personal computer 6150 The interlace 
allow, accurate and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ be ol the -memory 

b*""*n th®W"Xj f0atlr.6f!L*fas°t*lby Oailas Semiconductors The actual interface is ol wen known 
btffion- or touch memory type tor wantpie as communcated to a memory button 6103 provded 

T r^ier 690^ inlormation « converted to a suitable term lor transmission at the 
at an appropriate point on the wano reaoer o=~ ^ « ol the oersonal computer 6150 the transmisson a 

m9m0ry toTeceive and convert into a suitable form hlormaticn transferred 
activated. The ^^^tn ^icu^2 hS^ISTcan be transferred m the form ol a senes of etectronic putees 

JESSES ^a“sX “es rise to a srnpte and substantial* errorTree rnterface allowing a user to down- 
representing Ms. sucn a sy 9 oersonal computer 6160 quickly and accurately, 
load information stored «ia .ovm-k^r^metho^are contemplated within the ambit ol the present 

As win be appealed,jranous^ a keyboard 6n 62., display 
invention. For example as shown a receves an audio signal from a corresponding 
screen 6163 and a mouse 6164 iKludes a meropnone o 00 deluded on the reader 

speaker data output 6168 on a reader wand 690 is converted to a 
wand 690 to activate trans*cn ^ mcophone 6166 and decoded. Ol course 

KSSZ SIZE, iSSSi w - w..« - « w- «■*-*•• -8 
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can be at the -Wink* (repetiton) ,r«toueocV '"“T^Sa^Tteta Oown-toading port6i70 deludes an orifice 

6172 for receiving a reader wand 690 The port oi rueem™ tha, u,0 port 6170 includes a data 

690 * • 6»», »«n. 

modem can form part d the port 6170 J ,v,lam w oown-loadtng scanned information 
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m an alt matrve ergoncme smbodment the reader nciudss tha component* discussed generally above but s vt 
a sfegptty different configurator Referring t Pig. 30a and 30b the reader 6200 is approximately the size of a eonven- 
tcnal pan but. in croes-saction to Ss tongitudnat axis, is substantially square Furthermore a scanning window 6202 

s is provided substantially at th top of one of the side faces rather than at the end itself. Referring to Pig. 30b it win be 
seen that an alternate reading configuration is thus achoved whereby th reader 6200 is held sitostantiafty parallel 
la ra&wr than substantially perpendicular to a page 6204 to be read Preferably in its embodenent. a duptay window 
6206 OTd orVoff trigger 6206 are provided substantially at the top of the opposing side face. As a result the trigger 6206 
cot be controlled, for xampte by the user's thumb, with optimum ease for rgonomie reading Smiarty the display 

io 6206 can be easily read by the user Of course a more complex keyboard and/or display layout can b incorporated 
as appropriate. 

Fig. 30c shows xnpartial cross-section ini mal details of a reader such a the one shown in Fig. 30a and 30b It 
«■ be seen that the arrangement shown in Fig. 31 includes a rounded front end. In practice this arrangement can in 
tact be circular in cross-section or square tn cross-section as shown in Fig. 30a and 30b. It wil be appreciated that the 

•5 OTWigement shown is not necessarily to scale At the rear end 62t Oof the reader 6200 one or more power cells 6212 
are provided and retained in place by suitable means such as a threaded cap 621A Mounted on a board 6216 tor ease 
at assembly are the principal reader components including a laser diode 6218 and a readbg mirror 6220. The reading 
mirror can be scartningly driven by a scanner driver 6222 controlled by appropriate circuitry 6224 also mounted on the 
board. Alternatively, of course, the system can be arranged as a static, field of view reading device Mounted over the 
scwmer window 6202 is preferably a sheet of transparent material 6226 of any suitable type Also provided at the 
scOTner window 6202 is a photodetector 6228 which receives the light beam reflected from the printed indicia. The 
reflector 6228 is connected to suitable processing circuitry at 6224 suitable to decode the information. 

In yet a further embodiment, a wand or pen-type reader of the type discussed generally abovs can be used in the 
detecting of counterfeit money. Devices are known for detecting counterfeit money based on various parameters such 

as at colour, print quality and so forth. It is proposed to incorporate such a device into the arrangements shown a lowing 
yet 6 further option for operation. There are currently proposals to nclude bar codes on high denomination Mb in 
which case the reader could be used for the purposes both of reading the bar code and detecting whether the bil 
scanned b counterfeit. In countries where there are currency restrictions, bills can be scanned upon distribution and 
information retained in the reader. Upon downloading of the reader using, tor example, a data weB, information con- 

30 ceming the notes in circulation can be maintained, yet further allowing prevention of counterfeiting. 
The range of applications of the system as a whole b evidently very wide. For example a consumer could use the 

wand reader whilst on an aeroplane or in other areas where access to the Internet or appropriate computer network 
wae not xnmediately available In addition to the applications described above, the system could be used to store and 
access information concerning items in many other applications, lor example in warehouse storage systems. 

36 It wil be seen that the above teachings relate to any scanner type suitable lor hand-held scanning and being 
essentially portable, capable of reading a bar code symbol or simiar information carrying symbol. The information can 
be down loaded from memory in the hand-held scanner by means of any suitable interface to a personal computer or 
other access point or computer network, and corresponding information called up from an web site or corresponding 
mam memory location. 

60 Figs. 31. 32a and 32b show the basic components of the system according to the present invention A portable 
terminal 710. for example a hand-held computer of the personal digital assistant type which can optionally carry scan- 
ningfbarcode reading capabilities is arranged to interlace with a cradle 712 via a physical connection. For example the 
terminal 710 is inserted into a suitable recess 714 in the cradle 712. The cradle 712 b itself connected with a host 
system 715 wrfiich can be a stand-alone computer, or part of an Intranet/IAN or Intemet/WAN. 

46 The basic components of the terminal 710.712 cradle and host 715 are standard and interconnected n standard 
ways using known interfaces and communication protocols except where otherwise indicated below Accordingly full 
hardware details ol the components are not discussed in detail here as they will be well known to ihe staled reader. 
A brief discussion of the various components and their uses and interconnections is provided below however. 

As shown in Fig. 32a the terminal conventionally comprises a user input 716. an 'other mput* 718, a display driver 
io 720. a remote link 722. a processor 724. a memory 726. and a cradle interface 720 

The user input 716 can comprise, for example, a keyboard with which the user can input information to the terminal. 
The user input is transferred to the processor and further processed as discussed below. 

The 'other riput' 718 can comprise. tor example a barcode scanner or other reader, video camera input, audio 
input or any other appropriate data input. Fig. 3i shows a terminal 710 including a swrivel mounted barcode reader 

44 head 718. The input information is transferred to the processor 724 for further processing as discussed below 
The terminal 710 preferably includes a display 719 for displaying information to the user. For example the display 

may represent input data tor checking purposes, or carry instruction or error messages tor the user; or even commu¬ 
nication messages transmitted from remote points. The display driver drives the display and receives display instruc- 



lions Iran the P"*®*** Ltoviscn display, a nal pans! LCO typs display or any other suitabis <*»plarTh* 
Th# i irnnai can be a COT type ts^nsoncisp y to compactness ol «ha tarmmal as a whole 

processor 724 «*ino*vstemsuchasaCPU Th processor allows csnuaiised 
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control management and transfer can be ^f^^^^^CJ^TtflftT^al 71 o to Ihe cradle 712 as we« ae transfer 

5SS!S2=2.“SSi5S;=r---- 
the cradle 712. _,__ kwi town m Pin. 32a. both arranged to deal with 

The cradle 712 also includes vanous c^P00 ^ ihs host and other peripheral functions, 
control and communication with the terminal?1 ° “ remainog components as discussed below as wsB as 

The cradle 712 ncludes a processor 730 forcon «*h^th"^^TbSween C(Bdto 712 and the terminal 

^e^S^where the cradle acts transparent* between the terminal 710 and 

th° tS cradle further comprises nt0^memory7^an^e)nemal by the procSsor 

*« - « processor .. »Ik. —•* «—V «• *- 

erab* makes use ol exlernal st^g^ces ^as tfsks etc^ rterface 736 communicating with the 

» The cradle 712 S«U P»V** ntertaces as discussed above. Mo* 
cradle interlace 728. The termnal and cradle ntertacee »e pree^p^ ^ 7l2 ,urth«f comprises a host 

mation to and from the termnal710rterface can be a wired rterface or a wireless interface of 

control* 740 can *»»«“**^ ^ ^ 

is communication protocols between the termnal 710 the JUS femote link 722 in the terminal 710. 

Th.rr^. 7 such as nirared ,0. rad» 

W ^IRto'cradle 712 can also mciudevanous s^^^awrtKiiehottadd^^ storat^01 

40 printer 744 or other component such as an enlarged display, a mocem nn* 

processing capacity and so lorth 73B ^ ** host 715. The host 715 can be a standalone 
The cradle 712 communeates «the host mterface 736 ^ fhe nost ^ * rt * ** Internet or another 

computer or part of a local area network be put in place 
wide area network, and it appropnate suitable 5ecurl*"™“* ,em „ Figs 31.32a and 32b In particular; 

«s Numerous portability, ease ol use. and suitability for mobile 
an ot the advantages of a hand-held termnal are avrautewe, sale use. stock exchange 
uses Particular applications ncUxfcr^^ input to the terminal tor 
formulations, auctions and so torth Because c_raf ^'^^^te.mnal and transferred at regular ntervato 
example as keyboard input or barcode formats » downloaded the memory in the terminal can be 

to to the cradle when il is nserted n the cradle. °r*-® transferred from the cradle to the terminal such that the 
cleared. At the same time control or appMWn datahcludss a battery charging 

„ •*»»•»««■ —«*—““ - 
application information from thehost to*®*®"^. data base with nformatwn from the terminal whilst re- 



Own n rtouc^g uht nwwps aaia uansw iw a vwnnvm o»*w o w 
download nkymatov The remote link further afcms nrndali update capability where nacaaaaiy. at the sam tima 
alowng this capacity to ba kept to a mnimum <by virtua of tha regular downloading aaaaiona) giving riaa to a corre- 

•ponding raduction n power dram. 
* As tfscussad in mor d tail batow. parteutar benefit of tha invention tie in a system in which tha basic system 

daseubed with r l inc I Figs 31.32a ana 32b is enhanced, and memory computing tasks distrbuted so as to allow 
maximum flexibility and minimum demand on tha t rmmal 710. Known hand-held computers are continuely being 

&ys redesipied to allow maximum memory capacity. data storage and application ava totality Generally this 
invoivas ncreasng the cost and complexity ol tha system, and w*1 lead to mcraasas m weight and bulk which m of 

10 course undasirabla r a portable system, m addkion the overheads on th system art vary high • updating ol tha 
corrxH/t r is eoatly and must ba dona on an indkridual basis, and based on added peripherals or aofttrara that wfll carry 
a considerable burden. This tendency to ncreased, internal capacity and capability leads to a greater risk ol delect 
or error aid tha attendant disadvantages Such systems are currently known by tha term Tat cSents*. 

Tha present mention, on tha other hand, slows an *u«ra-thn cfientV in principle, this is achieved by rerfecing tha 
r5 computing and memory burden in tha lermnal to the greatest possible extent and ncorporatetg that burden instead 

wttim the cradle or. a posable. h lie host keel. This also allows the cradle 712 to operate as a thin cHenf. Aa a reeul 
tha terminal includes the minimum capacity (or user interface, including the display capacity user or other input capacity, 
mrvnal memory and processing capacity and the communications capacity discussed above. The eradleftioet thus 
acta as the true computer, carrying a majority ot the processing and memory capacity, including disk drwes, commu¬ 

te neat ion interface and so lorth. Because the cradle acts as a thn client, its simpieity and adaptabiky can be maintained 
by ensuring that as much processing as possfcle is earned out at the host. 

A ha** architecture allowing an ultra-thin client is shown m Fig 33 Similar reference numerals are used to depict 
smlar features throughout the specification and explanation of the various features will not be repeated in detail except 

as appropriate. 
as It wfll be seen that the terminal 710 still supports various basic capabilities to the same extent as the version shown 

m Fig. 31. n particular the user and other inputs 716,718 and the cradle interlace and remote link 728,722 must retain 
many of their features in order that toe terminal 710 can perform its basic front-end (unctions adequately. However, 
the processor, memory and display driver are an consolidated intoa single, tower specification unk. once again sufficient 
to drive the required front-end functions adequately. Management of the transferred functions is therefore handled by 

90 the cradle svtfor host For example, processing of the data input to the terminal can be carried out by the cradle after 
the information has bean downloaded, such that the terminal needs to carry and store only raw data, requiring less 
memory space and processing power. The cradle also operates as the client in terms of external data storage and 
peripheral applications such as printing and display. The cradls 712 then communicates with the host 714. Significantly 
however, the host itself provides app&catioos support as discussed in more detail below In additon the host can take 

« on more of toe cradle functions as appropriate 5 it isdbsired to reduce the cradle specifications, as tong as tha cradle 
* retains k basic downloading and XitermerSary functions 

Returning once again to conventional Tat clients’, applications to be run by the terminal such as business appli¬ 
cations for objects to be accessed, data base. file. man. printing and directory services and other dedicated functions 
ar provided ntemal to the terminal Use*. This necessitates considerable memory and processng requirements, added 

40 complexity and bulk and the need for regular updating and quite possibly servicing. 
The present invention, however, operates according to a different system, the applications discussed above such 

as data bases, mail deSvsiy or further alternatives such as inventorying systems, premgtooding systems, spread¬ 
sheeting and word-processing applications are stored neither on the termnal, nor on the cradle, but on the host to 
which the cradle has access. These applications are provided and maintained by a central server or distributed servers 

45 on the host network as apprapmte. allowing central control updating and maintenance In addition multiple copies of 
the application software are not required for permanent storage on a large number of independent terminals vtoch 
would give rise to yet further software License cost burdens and maintenance and updating difficulties. 

When it is desired to make use of a specific application, that applcation can be called up at the cradle and cached 
for dynamic use. and deleted when t is no longer needed. As a result the amount of memory required is considerably 

so reduced. For example, where 1 is desired to process data input to the terminal following a specified application, the 
appfication can ba called up from the host and processed at the cradle 712. and the results storsd in th# internal or 
ext mat memory, printed out, displayed in a suitable display or downloaded to the host for further processing. In a 
further alternative the data from the terminal can be transferred from the cradle to the host as raw data with nstruetions 
to the means of processing and processing carried out at the host redueng the memory and processing burden on 

s* the terminal and cradle yet further. 
As discussed above, there art numerous applications tor the system of the present invention, ter example in 

transportation and fields, warehouse facilities, public safety, retail and any other enterprise relying on fast and 
efficient data flow and requvtog portable data collection and transmission. As will be discussed in more detail below 
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(m0lemenlaton conpraes a vehcl# baMd. wvefess cradle commurwating with access poinU v* 

T*. .»«. «*«* UMd *< «» Mat* to <»«*»«•»' - “"*«••■ 
utiStiAs oublfc safety orgamaations. fie© sale* and serves and any dhor mobile operations. 

Qm oMtibia *fnbodimant d to# t rmmal according to to prssant invantion a shown " mors datai «Fig. 34a. 
Thatarmr^i*7i0i»pr t rabiy shaped with rgonomic considerations at mind altovwig easy uaa. carrying and storage 

by tha user A sign.fcant teatura o( the termrai is th display 750 Th* may be an LCO or video display, ^ 
sufficient u» show detailed icon. and. preferably. delated video mage.-dtocuseed 

"more deian betovTTha terminal 710 carries function# suitable lor laser scanning andtor pen-based data cotectwn ZZ include a r ader compel 752 wh^ cant. 
i# arranoed lor laser scanning d graphic todeia such as barcodes and "eludes the base component 

features ol a reader namely a reading beam emitting means such as a laser diode, a reflected rearing beam detect mg 

mean# Jxl mean# lor scanning the beam d that is desired, lor example an oscllalng mirror fn the case of a Hying 

anot* ootcal scanner) II the scanner is a Held ol view* scanner, on the other hand, no scarmng means is required, 

«ndth<rdetector comprises a CCD (charge coupled device) array. Data collected by the reader 752a tioatmiu other 

mut* shown " btocH 718 ol Figs 32a and 33 in relation to the terminal, and the data is processed accordingly. 
^ntdSton thStormtoal 7i?Ln include a data pen 754. Such features are mown in the art. to parteular thedata 
pwi ^sTcanbe used to wnte directly onto <he dispiay 750 ol the termna. 710. erther lor data entry, tor signature capture 

and verification or other appropriate data collection and verification purposes The terminal 710 alsoinctodes an aurfio 

speaker 756 allowing alarm signals andtar other audio messages such as voice synthesised «P*«chor^“™*nwoe# 
tob^ output by th ^terminal to the user, as well as an audio input such as a microphone lor example lor two-way vote 

COmpi«,a*bto 341 show an alternative terminal implementation 745 The terminal 745 inctodes a rfisplay 746,controte 

747a.747b and a speaker 748. The terminal is arranged lor wireless communication with, lor exampto. a local W»K 

r££*. 745 » «p** or *. <^7 746. 
the terminal 745 alternatively the terminal 745 can relay basic "formation as to location or user xJentllcatxm. Preferably 

the display 746 « an ICON based display to which, lor example, the user is able to select messages to bereteyedto 
tha network by scrolling between suitable icons using control buttons 747a,747b The terminal 745 can afeo ndude 

2* capability either emitting a short 'beep* type signal when a message ie received or. " moreZZZL 
incoro^^o a voice synthesizer which can ndily the user that a message has been received or "deed speak toe 
£2Zge^?e terminams can also include a microphone (not shown) allowing audio messages to be relayed^ toe 

n twortrvia the terminal 745. For ease d use toe terminal preferably also includes a c8p 749 altowng it to be refeasabty 

attached to a user's clothing. .. 
The system preferably incorporates power managementfoistributed ^ 

portable components at feast the power supply is as efficiently used as posstote ensuring that toe luff lie ol a power 
uppiy is obtained in particular where toe terminal» capable ol performing different tasks usng drerent components 

thepower usage lor each component is preferably distributed by "dividual adjustment" relation to each component 

to ootimise power demand to meet toe necessary power requirements. 
°*A retail application ol the invention is shown in Fig 35. A customer 760 enters a retail outlet******, 

(as shown) or any other suitable store selling merchandise or products The retai outlet automabcaly 
7,0 «»d 4. • coovwi4M looto « »>.. «<»««.«*• ™ Th.eo.any TCP 

selects a teVminal 710 from a cradle 712. As shown the retail outlet sells a variety d products tor example at shelves 
762 or counters 764 Abo provided to toe retail outlet are a plurality ol rad© or other suitable wireless transmitters or 

the custwner 760^*0^abouUhrTretail outlet the access ponts 766 poto^SB^The 
710 uses known pr©ntising systems andfor algorithms to accept srgnals only from toe nearest accwe po"t 766 The 
access potot 766 transmits informaton concerning products available to the locality cl the terminal 710 for tfsplay on 

the display 750. The termral 710 receives the signals via toe remote fink 722 shown " F.g »a 
The "formation transmitted by the access pont 766to the termnal 710 cantake 

embodiment the terminal displays graph© icons repressing product ****** " **„*??%Zo— 
For example where the consumer is " the vein* ol the laundry sect«n and the tenwnal 710 

signal from toe nearest access point 766. products available " toe laundry “"****’ 
750 such as dishwashing or normal washtog up iquid. 770. 772 respectweyActual ^ 
oroducts can appear tor toe customer's ease ol reference Accompanytog "formation such as price, toealen and any 

special oflers can afeo be prov.ded at 774. Accordingly, the retail environment caribe tailored 
Editor a dedcated access pent 766 or each ofthe pferalffy d access po"fe 786 « *” •**££? 

mafl ol the retai outlets and the products found as shown in Fig. 37. Opt ©rally toe map could "elude a marxmf/o 
[Rating the current location d toe user - to© could be approximated by establ«h^wh^a^>^^s^^ 
to communication with that miinalorasiflrtptogsom^posilionsi9»»«d"eoddbstissd.todssdsuchaposff»sng 

so 

u 
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Vm positioning system rather than as Mtmwwd by th location of ihe closest access port. 
Tha termrial can indude a preliminary option screen, as shown in Fig. 36a. which a deployed to the customer 

when »terminat e first acc ssed venous eons are shown depending on what functions the customer wish s to 

s utise. The icons can be accessed and processed by th customer in various known ways, tor example by using an 

ntegral ‘mouse* type roller on tne scanner, by having a touch-sensitw screen, by having a digital pon arranged © 

Meract wth the screen or by usng a keyboard on the termstal. The cons can stduda ts tonowstg. personal identifi¬ 

cation information entry 780. map 782. product information 784. current offers 786. predicts in the user's vicinity 788. 

terminal parameters 790. depiction of a local shelf 792 and hep 794. it will be appreciated that many other icons and 

to twietions can be incorporated as wiB become apparent trom the following discussion. 
Operation of the initial screen and the subsequent set ens a r presented by the flow chart shown in Fig. 98b. At 

•tap 7100 the terminal is removed from th cradle which automatically initiates presentation el the option screen. The 

tammal then awaits selection of a given option at 7102 The system then moves to the stAmenu required by the icon 

780 to 794. 
is II the personal identification information entry icon 780 is selected then the terminal awaits entry at the relevant 

Momnation. This can be. tor example, by entering a credfl card or other identification number, by swiping a suitable 

nwgnetic swipe card through a slot in the terminal or by using barcode capabilities on the terminal to read barcoded 

personal ID information This is shown generally at 7104 Once the information is entered automatic credtting or debiting 

of items scanned and purchased by the customer can be initiated, or additional information concerning tha customer's 

20 buymg patterns and preferences can be utilised to target the customer wift selected product advertisements. The 

■formation c&t be relayed from the terminal to the access points via wireless communication. Alternatively, the user 

identification information can be entered while the terminal is in the cradle, for example via a swipe slot on the cradle 

Indeed this cat be used to release and instate (he terminal as an adtftdnal security measure. Once th* information 

has been entered and processed as appropriate at step 7106 the system returns to the menus screen at 7102. 
2t If the map option is selected Ihen, optionally, the user's current location is identified at 7110 and the map ie displayed 

rfiowtog this Mormatbn at 7112. The customer then has the option to return to the initial menu at step 7108. 
Where product formation is required at 784. the required product can either be typed in or can be selected using 

a senes of menus descending h scope - 7114 to 7116. Once the product is identified then the customer can be presented 

with various options as to what information is required - price, brands available, offers available, location and so forth 

20 m 7118. The user can also return to the main screen 7102 at step 108. 
If the customer wishes to view current offers, at 786. then the offer type of interest can be selected at 7118. For 

example ad current offers can be scrolled past the user, offers linked into purchases that the user has already made 

can be shown, oilers relating to a particular class of goods can be shown, or offers in the vicinity can be shown as 

•elected by an appropriate icon or data entry. The user can then return to the main screen 7102 at step 7120. 

2$ It the user wishes to find out *4iat products-are availablejp the vcinity then the user location a established at 7122 

wto broadcast signals trom the relevant access points 766 received and displayed at 7124. This option may be main- 

tamed in default to present suitable information to the customer as the customer proceeds around tha retail outlet 

Once again ihe customer has the option of returning to the main screen 7102 at step 7126 
If the customer wishes to select term rial parameters at step 790, the various parameters available are displayed 

vs at step 7128. Those parameters can be. lor example, display brightness, display size. language, volume (where a 
voice synthesizer is incorporated) and so forth. The parameter is adjusted as appropriate at step 7130 and the user 

can then return to Ihe main menu 7102 at step 7126. 
Where toe ‘local sheT icon 792 is selected, the closest she# can be selected depending on the customer's location, 

and the shelf displayed pictoriafly. For example where ihe customer is trying to find a specific product, ihe product can 
U be highlighted This option can be used in conjunction w«h the map system to identify a given shelf as shown by the 

flashing sign 7134 in Fig. 37. Alternatively, the she# representation could highlight products with offers on or any other 

relevant information, at step 7132. 
If the help icon 794 is selected then the customer is then invited to select wheh of ihe icons he requires further 

xplanation on at step 7136. The appropriate help message 7138 is then displayed accordingly For each of the options, 

so the customer has the option to return to the main screen 7102. 
It will be seen that the system offers a very user-friendly layout allowing the customer to dentify products, find out 

where Ihe products are h relation to the customer, become aware of special offers and so forth. Where customer 
identification information is stored then the customer can be targeted with marketingfedvertising information tailored 

to his specific stored preferences The system can be yet further improved by incorporating a voice synthesizer or 

st other audio message means n the terminal such that the terminal can 'speak* to ihe customer to pass on information 

concerning various products of interest and any other relevant information. 
The system can also have application in inventorying and stocking of the outlet (or indeed for warehousing and 

so forth aRhough the fotowtog dacussion « fimited to the retai outlet discussed above). For example, wtoere it is desired 



to re-stack the shelves a dwl m Is currant form can ba shown on th screen and rearrangement could be earned out 
vetually Aral by draggng end droppmg the relevant graphics t showth movement o< the actual goods on the she* a. 
The physical moves eould follow This would aBow both a gutie as to how the re-stacked shakes wOl took and also a 
vary helpful check t ensure that shell slackers were able to compare the steps they had taken with those that were 

s required. All mativ ty. for a gtven product or brand name or class o< products, by highlighting the representation of 
that product on scr an. r levant data such as memory, delivery, sales history and so forth could be presented to th 
user. A smear system of eons and steps could be used to those discussed w*» reference to Figs. 36a and 36b. 

terminals could be prowled tor these purposes in the r tail outlet discussed above. Alternatively, the shelf 
stacker, mventory otfic r or other relevant personnel could ant r their user identification information to the eradto prior 

re to removng the terminal such that the terminal » initialised appropriately « win be appreciated that the same system 
could be used for inventorying in warehouses or general product tracking, using graphic eons to represent the products 
«td allow quick. user-friendty accessing of background, orderng or destination information. 

It wil be soon that a variety ol other peripheral features can be envisaged tor the system. For example the system 
cm include a range alarm such that it a terminal is taken outside the store, or outside the designated area wihin the 

tt Kg, M atarm win sound. For exarr^ie if the customer carrying the terminal strays into an area where no access points 
are avatebte or where atrefs is generally restricted to staff then the alarm can sound. The alarm is provided within 
the t rmrial and can operate, tor example. on the basis of range signals from the closest access point to establish 
whether it has exceeded that range in which ease die alarm will sound. 

The termeial can be used in conjunction with a ’self •scanning* system by the user whereby the user scans those 
20 products purchased personally, removing the need tor check-out personnel and generally accelerating the shopping 

process. In that case the terminal can store the purchasing details against the user identification information - where 
appropriate - to update data bases on the particular customer's marketing profile. The scanner can also be used lo 
read codes directly from products in order that additional information can be called up at the terminal. 

The system described above is particularly useful for 'ultra thin* clients in the form of portable terminals. The basic 
» capabliies that must be carried on die terminal itself are the display driver, minimal memory and processing require¬ 

ments and communications capabilities and protocols tor communication both with the access points and the cradle. 
Information concerning products, maps and other relevant aspects can be accessed on demand via the access points 
from a host. Data stored concerning a given customer's buying patterns and. as appropriate, queries and other trans- 
art tons can be downloaded to the cradle after each use. reducing the memory requirements considerably- Sirrutarty, 

30 the exact functions required tor the terminal e.g. customer use. inventory use. re-stacking use and so forth can be 
from the cradle once the use has been identified whilst the terminal is stiff stored in the cradto. As a result the 

memory aid processing burden on the terminal itself can be kept to a minimum, allowing simplicity and reduction in 
costs, as well as ease at updating applications and so forth 

In an aftemabve arrangement each terminal can communicate with its respective cradle if ffie store is of suitable 
3f siz . Jtocordingly thejiltra-thffi cltont-lhn cradle anplementation can be achieved. 

The system can be yet further enhanced in various manners. For example the terminal could incorporate a de¬ 
tachable scanner portion, such that the scanner andfor terminal are each autonomous and mdepondondy accessfele. 
In some circumstances the capabilities at the terminal itself or the scanner itseff wil only be required and the additional 
burden of the other components would not be desired. This would be the case lor example where a portable digital - 

*o assistant was required. 
A further possibility would be that of adapting the display formal of the terminal. This would preferably be incorpo¬ 

rated as a software facility in the cradle, rather than burdening the terminal with the capability. The display format - i. 
. the number of characters in the horizontal direction - could be adapted to the horizontal length at the screen at the- 

temsnal. To make the system as user-friendly as possible it would preferably be the case that the terminal communi- 
u cates the display dimensions to the cradle such that the server/cradle could automatically format the display pegs to 

fit the screen without the requirement tor ’wrap-around*, that is, an intended single line at text being split into two or 
more lines. As an alternative to automatic formatting, a predetermined selection at available predefined format options 
could bo accessed, and the suitable option adopted. An alternative method ol avoiding wrap-around for text ines would 
be to scale the text down to create a smaller typeface size allowng a single line accommodated without wrap-around, 

so In addition to is down loading ptoadin^ mlialising. security and storage capabliies, another mportant function 
fulfilled by the cradle « a battery recharging function. Whenever the cradle receives a terminal, a battery level check 
is carried out and d the batteries are below lull power, or a predetermined threshold power level then recharging will 
automatically take place during the down time of the terminal. The terminal carries suitable contacts arranged to mate 
with charging contacts on the cradle used in a known manner Battery recharging technology wil be well known to the 

to skiled person and a not described in any detail here. 
A charging configuration is shown in Fig. 39. According to this configuration the terminal 710 nckidee a recharge¬ 

able battery pack 7010 which it removably insertabte into the terminal and includes suitabi# powering contacts 
7012.7014 to cooperate with corresponding contacts in the term rial 710. The battery pack 7010 includes a pluraSty at 



ifMbatMiy pack a* %£%& The charger 7020 is powered from a suttaWe power source shown 
of battery paek rec rvmg slots 7022.7m«.70»>. ~Lks lobe recharged si ihe same time, such *at a plurality 
•PMnaUcallyairoM <** »*"* «*** 
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'**' w «*#>> andcomplenty d «• l»«« "““Of P<*“ xcM*,), 
ctrcutry * provided r thecharger rtsen.jeaxjng m> •» p«*ided ^ ^ ^ pack tself 

for example on a bottom face ^ utef ^ ^nery pack 70i0ean be inserted into in the appropriately configured 
7020design are greatly sxnpified. In pa k 70l0 aia^ operation aceortfngly The user 
charger and the adapter cucukry 7030 provided &(y j>ec ■-talaeted. Vkt further enhance* 
ttteretore does not have to spend time ensuring that the corred charger 7020 las been selected. >et further ennance- 

in a suitable recess such as that shown at 7604 al or append ttto baneo^ ^ ^ rec#s. 760* of the adapter 

cor**™*', =«-.. »««* « 7606 to P0W« 

* EEPHOMS, input/output and so forth. T*®** number and so forth The smart batteries, however, 

" •«**"*’'• •*>— oa’,r'^ 

and used repeatedly ns-L/chamer arwgements. In known systems, battery 
Fig*. 63. and 63b MM. y« 'uRR.« ^ , houWg „ 

packs are charged by miniature chaf9*f>y^ a _tt ^y Both solutions require, external to the battery pack. 
U in a plastic module which s externally attached .7—63- 530 any such external charging device to charge 

either cord or module parts. In the arrangements ^^^7632^. 63b, a char£ 
the batlenes is eliminated by prcvtong a battery aU «S^rated as permanent components, 
component such as an AC/DC convertor, charge •bcboncs. ^ ***£*» „ the individual 
Two alemative types of battery package 76» are propos^. ^ 7630 *<****. for example. 

cells (no* shown) reach thex litetme limrt.® ootSSly mounted) allowing the ce«s 7638 to be replaced 
a hinged cover 7634 (on which the retraciabtep 9 ^ y***, * p ^ suitable contacts 
after they reach their life lim*. it wil be seen that the battery pack 7630 

7640against whch the cells ^^v^-Vtfle term.nais *or example where used the terminals 
in one embodiment 4 mi* be deeded to altow on the temtnal andtor some form of powerfcccess 

a at a premium and optonaTThe crade terminal from the cradto. or cannot use the terminal, 
lock such that, without authorisation, the user caw*®* --amnia iwena a credit card or ottier user identtying 
AUhorisation can be obtained released ar5*T!eer can remove and use the terminal 
means through the cradle. If authorisation • gnren th lock* released anoewiww 

so 
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At the same tme th reteas time* docked so iha» me user wi« be Mied for the rental timeunUth terminal * r turned 
to the crarffe at which tvn th timmg clock wil cease t increment Bdlmg can be earned out automatical* wher 
aepfopriate to the user's credit card One capability that tha terminal could incorporate woold be as a portable t lephona 
or 'cellphone' n which case th termnal/eradie would be a mark tmg tool lor rentng cellphones lor a period of lima 

* Whatever th desired use operational checks can be carried out by the cradle when th t rmnal is return d t « to 
ensure that t • operative and has not been damaged during the rental period it damage has occurred then the user 
wo be identified by the identification information and can be billed appropriately In addtion nlormation can be stored 
euch that in future, the user is not authorised to use th termnal or only at a premium rat 

In -mM where the terminal is. or incorporates a calutar telephon an automatic facility can be provided in which 
»e the temunaVtelephone operates over a wireless LAN as a preferred defaun option, but if me terminal a out f range 

of me access point (as defined by a predetermined level of communications reliability) the system uses the cellular 
telephone capability Accordngly. the user can connect to me desired destination even it he moves outside the wireless 
LAN area, making the calling network transparent to the user whose only concern is that guaranteed communications 

ar provided. 
t$ tt is further desired to allow individual portable terminals to network with one another This networking can be 

carried out using any sulable protocol, lor example me system set out in the article "Routing in Arttwc Networks of 
Mobile Hosts'. David B. Johnson. 1996 IEEE Pages 156-163. In particular a protocol specific to the network of mobile 
hosts is required taking into account the mobility of the hosts and the Ivnited transmissron range. A source host finds 
a route to a target host via intermediate hosts by broadcasting a query packet which records its route to the target host 

30 The request pack carries a request identifier so that mtermediate hosts ignore all but me first copy of me request packet. 
The total number of steps is Irnited. As a result the shortest path can generally be found with a minimum of commu¬ 
nication overhead. Although me routes are discovered mis way. the route may also be maintained and problems can 
arise where one of the mtermediate hosts in the selected route moves out of transmission range. To overcome this 
rout maritenance is carried out using a hop-by-hop acknowledgement system such mat if there is a transmission 

M problem mis is reported back to the original sender and me route discovery system recommenced. 
K jg «i«n desirable, in a mobile computer network, to ensure that the current location o( the mobile terminal is 

known, not least for the reasons discussed above in relation to message routing. One method ol doing this is to ensure 
that me current location of each moMe terminal is periodically communicated to a network centre. As a resu* a dy- 
nwncalty updated map ol the location of alt oMhe mobile terminals can be maintained which can be further used to 

30 determine routng of messages. Similar systems are known, lor example, in relation to cellular telephone networks and 
systems. A suitable system is disclosed, tor exarrple. in US 5.612.703 which relates to a cellular communication system 
(i whch the position of a selected user unit can be determined by issung a timing signal Irom a node, analysing a 
tknrig response signal from the user unit and determining the position ol the user unit based on me round trip trans¬ 

mission and receipt time. 
3t us patent Application Serial No. 08/614.068 commonly assigned herewith and incorporated herein by reference 

relates to a portable terminal hetudhg a data input and data display and a motion detector. When movement is detected 
a controller activates relevant crcuitiy For example where the terminal is sensed to be in a first positional orientation 
a first function can be performed whereas when it is sensed to be in a second positional orientation a second function 
is performed. It Mil be seen that this capability can be incorporated in the termnaIs of the present invention. For example 

*o it can be used to activate the terminal and deactivate it when it * removed and reinserted into the cradle. 
Yet another preferred variant ol he invention is shown in Fig 40 In this case the termnal 710 is an ultra min client 

retyng on the cradle tor the majority of the computing and processing burden. In (act the terminal 710 can be repre¬ 
sented by two basic components, a notepad tacitly 7140 and a wireless communications component 7142 The exact 
details of these components are not shown in detail as may will be well known to the skilled man Effectively the notepad 

a facility allows the input of data to the terminal and display of relevant information at the termnal The processing burden 
at the terminal is largely restricted to this basic inputfoutput capability together with control of the wireless communi- 
eations consonant 7142 The wireless communications component communicates with a corresponding component 
7144 m me cradle 7i2. As a result raw data nput to the terminal 710 is transmitted straight to the cradle 712 without 
me need for processing (other man lor communications reasons) in me termnal. leading to a concomitant reduction 

to in the processing »d memory capabilities and thus power consumption of the terminal 710. instead the bulk of the 
computing capability is held at the cradle, including a data processor 7146 incorporating memory space as appropriate, 
addlional memory space r the form of for example disks, a prnter peripheral 7150. and ethemet communicators 

7152 altowng the cradle to form part of a larger wireless network connected, for example, to a hoet itseff 
pan of m Intranet or having access to the Internet. In effect, therefore, the portable terminal 710 is no more than a 

it display for a conputer hetd n me cradle, communications being earned out via the wireless communications link using 
for exOTyXe RF or nfrared protocols or any other suitable link. Rather than communicating directly with the cradle the 
terminal can communicate with one or more nearest access povus. each themeelvee communicating with the cradle, 

allowing a greater rang for the t rmmal. 
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Such a system s partcutarty useful. Kx sxampio. ioc o«bw» a -*- 
Tha dealers cancarry out thsir transactors us*»g th# handful displays. Kx sxample buytogtoeftng *tocks. koaptog 
uo to dale with their currant holding* and a« other unable transactons without h« need tor major processing, memory 
or pcrwjf requirements tr. the terminal. When the t rmmal * not required « can be returned to the cradle kx downtoedng 
ot any lurther toformaton that is required, tor updating ol rts internal applicatwns t>y the cradle and for batt ry recharging 
Aa a rasutt a useful, ti^tweght and highly mobile t rnrunal is provoed with the background apptcatons expected trom 

a tul scale personal computer or squVaient 
Yet lurther vrplementatons envisaged lor th ienmnal mciude the provision of an AM/FM radio and/or broadcast 

f tmrwrm receiver incorporated ot th t rmmal. As a result the user may use the unit lor ntertarvnent as well as 
a.«■»*Th.,.o«.lncIUdM>*P«»T154««,i.e<ai««l 

not only for presentaton ol text and icons, but also vtoeo images The t rminai fften furher "corporate* a keyboard, 
for xample a full alphanumere keyboard 7156 allowing operation of the terminal either as a personal cfigftal assistant 
or m conjunction with a wireless link, as a tow level personal computer The terminal 710 further include* additional 
controls 7150 allowng the selection and/or control ol a TV or radio facility • tor example vokxnVbnghtness/chamel 
wid so forth. As a resu* a portable computer is provided which makes adtftional use of its display functions by alowing 
a TV. receiver to be incorporated, as wel as optionally a radfe laciJiy. 

In an alternative configuration when can be used as an enhancement or adaptation of the above embodiments, 
Of M a stand-alone product, the portable terminal can comprise an internet "browser*. This allows operation in con¬ 
junction with the 'ultra thin* client facility In effect, the cient. apart Irom basic processing <*spbying communication 
tocifctim carries browser software allowing the user, via the wireless link to the cracSe, to browse Sts Internet lor relevant 
appBcations and information. Using this basic facility, applications and/or data can be called up on demand and stored 
in a lower level short term memory for as tong as they are required As dedicated software and appScatons are not 
required or. the terminal itself the storage and processing requirements are correspondngly radioed. An icon-based 
dfeitey can be incorporated on the terminal a Bowing user-friendly access to the Internet or Internet access as one of 
various possible options on a selection menu. Such a system can. tor example, be implemented using as a basis the 
corouter language Java (a trade mark) and supporting software avaBable from Swt Microsystem* (a trade mark). 

These ports are of particular relevance now that Internet Web "pagers* have moved on from being static entities 
viewable using a browser to true applications or "applets" Systems have been developed on existing local networks 
in which browser capability to introduced to existing hardware, forming a "web top" In many appBcations this comprises 
the first step to a move towards a true *lhin client* - it is envisaged that conventional "tat cSerts* are generally truly 
required only tor dedicated use high volume processing appBcations. Introduction of such browsers alows the user to 
n—rT. ^ internet via the Intranet tor downloading of appBcations and information togeher with correspondng broed- 
castaig ol information. In addition to browsing serves* the system can support mail services, administration services 

and so forth as is weB known _ .. . 
» As to a certain extent elsewhere, the advantages of tha system rclude securty update at run time and 

virus/tan^ering monitortog. AppBcations are developed more quickly because of the level of use to which they are 
subjected and hence testtog. Because applications are stored at the server, administration can be centralised and 
user can oblain the most recent update consistently across the system The system can support muttimeds applica¬ 
tions largely irrespective of the client platform - for example a telephone-type system including a display, personal 

40 assisto"^. set-top boxes, pomt of sale devices/kiosks, entertainment facifities and so forth. 
Systems tocorporattog the termral/cradte facility discussed above are of benefit, tor example in mobile operations 

such as packaging, tracking systems and couner systems. Such a system to shown schematicaly in Fig. 42. The user 
7160 carries a portable terminal 710. preferably having laser scanning and pen-based data capacities as discussed 
above. The terminal to rechargeable at a cradle 712 mounted to the user's vehicle 7162 and can also download "for- 

In the embodiment shown the cradle to installed on the dashboard although it can also be mtaled on titeseat or 
floor. The cradle 712 to connected to the vehicle battery 7164 or if required an auxliary power supply. This connection 
provides the basic power trom the vehicle to the terminal for battery charging and communications functions Battery 
charging begins automaticaly when the tenmnal is inserted toto the cradle The cradto preferably carries a dtoplay 

so indicating when the battery to being charged, and when the battery to fuly charged, and a cut-off facility is "eluded 
uch that power is no longer drawn from the vehicle once the battery to fully charged The terminal can of course use 

modular battery packs allowing a first battery pack to be in use while a second battery pack to being charged. 
The cradle tocorporates or cooperates with a vehicle mounted wireless wide area network modem allowing trans¬ 

mission to and trom an access point 7166 itself communcatrg with a host 7160. As a resuR. va the host, twoway 
u wirelessfta|a transmission is achieved between remote operatton sensors and mobile Bald personnel. For example, 

pick up and delvery times, work orders, activity reports, transaction records and an other relevant information can be 
comnunicated between the user 7160 and the host 7166 quekly and efficiently In particular the ueer 7160 can input 
information to the t imtoal 710 via the keyboard or via a scanner or pen reader or other suitable "put interface and 
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■wait downloading information each time the wmnal 710 a placed in to# cradle 712. Alternatively the trrrwW 710 
c«i commonicat va a wireless knk with toe cradle 712 tor eistantaneous data transmesion at an appropriate level 

Pref rabty toe system tocorporates an automatic ‘return recept requested* lacflly. where the terminal 710 is an 
Intranet server l rminal A server t rrranal of the type ie described in more detail m copending U S Application Serial 
N tiled 26i*> March 1907 commonly assigned herewith, which is incorporated herein by reference in s- 
sene toes rv r termnal stciudes toe server software withm the t rmmal iseB allowing direct creatcn of Internet files/ 
“wsbiilsn* without the need lor complex communications with a remote server. In such an implementation, toe cradle 
712 is provided to toe vehefe 7162 as shown m Fig 42 and th us r 7160 takes toe terminal 710 to toe package 
recipient to sign for toe package, noting the tme ol delivery As to t rmmaUcradie is a server (in an alt mative imple¬ 
mentation toe server software can be incorporated to toe cradle with no toes n efficiency and a reduction to the process¬ 
ing burden on toe termnal), and toe server can communicate over a wide area network to the host or depot, an interface 
can be provided to the internet allowing toe sender of the package to determine at any tine i toe package has been 
delivered yet or whether a delivery hae been attempted but toe package hae not been received. Accordtogly. toe 
delivery company can set up «i additional tacMy to attract and satisfy customers, giving instantaneous information, 

via the Internet, on toe status of any delivery. 
The detailed implementation of this can be carried out in various ways. For example the tender of toe package 

can access toe delivery company's website and then trace the progress of toe particular package of interest using, for 
example, ® code number assigned at toe tene of ordering the delivery. At the same time the progress of toe package 
can be logged by the user, or delivery agent by entering toe delivery or attempted delivery times against the code The 

can, fcx example, be read by a scanner provided in the terminal from toe barcode provided on toe package, if 

appropriate. 
Logging of the progress of toe package can be improved yet further by togging transfer of the package at toterme- 

diata stages between toe sender and recipient, for example, at each stage of toe depot chain. The development of a 
routng table is of particular importance in the general case where toe exact route to be taken by toe package via toe 
dftpqj chain ie not decided at toe time toat delivery ie ordered. This can facilitate double checking of toe progress of 
the package. It ie prelerred that toe routing table featuree details of the ultimate delivery truck as this will be easier to 
trace than individual packages. Preferably the sender pays a premium for this system of ‘instantaneous return receipt* 
to that the burden ol transmitting toe status of every package is reduced and need net be accessible on a real time 

basis except where paid for. 
Reterrtog to Figs. 43a and 43b a partcutarty useful implementation of a portable terminal is shown for use with 

toe delivery rnple mentation discussed above. In such implementations it is desirable for toe user to have both hands 
tree tor delivery of packages. Accordingly a ‘pendant* type scanner 7170 is used, hanging around toe user's neck. 
The terminal includes a scanner window 7172 angled so as to point in toe direction of a package held at waist height 
by toe user. Such a package is shown as 7174 The terminal 7172 is thus able to scan toe package and any barcodes 
held on it with optimum ease. For simplified manpulation toe terminal further inctodes controls 7176 and a display 
7178 on an upwardly facing surface such toat toe user can manipulate toe controls and read toe dsplay without havng 
to remove the pendant scanner. The terminal 7170 can in addition communicate with, or interface with, toe cradle 712 

in toe manner discussed above. 
As discussed above any uses can be envisaged lor the terminals of toe type discussed above, including ware- 

housing and generally logistics-type arrangements. The *thn client* system as described above is particularly suitable 
for incorporation with existing infrastructures including toe hardware • PC's systems, networks and data tools, and 
software - databases and so forth which are already in place. This applies throughout toe relevant areas of the market 
tor example retail distribution or manufacturing. Such a system wil preferably incorporate a central server carrying a 
suitable database together with appropriate clients - for example wireless terminals of the type described above incor- 

4g poratrvg a graphical user interface to the user. The system introduces the benefits of real tme operation whch shortens 
Itii lead time on instructions and provides optimum implementation of both staff and hardware, at toe same time allowing 
checking to take place on an immediate, continuing basis Inventory information can be dated and processed in real 
time. Levels can be tailored accordtogly and optxnized/minimized. The user wil automatically know where items are 
stored and be able to locate them promptly. At the same time toe administrative burden a decreased. Al of this is 

to achieved without costly across toe board changes to the existing hardware infrastructure. 
The use of an icon based user terminal means toat toe system can be introduced quickly and with simple training 

only, but toe system can also be extended to more complex systems including wave planning, resource scheduling, 
productivity measurement and real time assessment and ordering of jobs As the inventory is continually updated there 
is no down time for physical inventorying. Management, data, inventory, stock and other relevant reports can be ob- 

« tained at any time again decreasing toe admtostrative burden. 
A central server can run both ckent-types instantaneously- In addition to wireless terminals run via some form of 

radio network controller, PCs or other fixed terminals can also be wired to toe system either at toe base station or 
remote. Standard interfacing communications protocols can b incorporated together with standard network archtec- 
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riQwnd 
TemwiaVtradto arrangements ol «i# type discussed abov provde compact base stations allowing high speed 

data networking at the same tme as battery charging tor th termnals The systeme are approprate tor transportation 
* ** logistics companies, warehouse facilities. pubic sat ty r tail and other appropriat organisations. Preferably upon 

eutiation. th cradle powers on and performs seB-diagnoeis to nsure prop r system operation Battery charging pref¬ 
erably begrts automaticaly when the terminal'm seated in the cradto and ndcators such as LED's can be provided 
on me cradle to rxfcale when power is on and when charging is taking place Oata transmaawn can be quickly and 
efficiently achieved with a host lor sample by modem u ng standard communications protocols. Mastsr cradles can 

»• be hiked to. tor exanpls. a host PC or another cratfls cham Preferably standard mtertac s such as RS232 and RS465 
art provided for use with a variety of portable prnters and p nph rats 

The system ew also be mounted in a vehicle where appropnat . lor transportation and courier companies, utilities, 
pubic safety organisations, field sales and service and other appropriate operations The crade includes the capability 
for twehcle battery charging in two-way wireless communication, it can be installed for example on the dashboard. 

tf Mat o, floor ol the vehicle and cm take power from the vehicle battery The system can allow two-way wireless data 
transmission between remote operation centres and mobie field personnel, slowing rapid transmission of pick-ups 
and deliveries, work orders, activity reports and transaction records. 

In etfher 1 wii be seen that the provision of an ultra-thin client reduces the weight and power requirements 
of the hand-held terminal making it yet more suitable for the portable uses envisaged. 

go Many of the components forming the detailed embodiments discussed above, are individually known to the skilled 

person and do not require detailed discussion here. 
It wil be seen that it • highly desirable to create clients that are *web enabled*, that is, configured tor connectivity 

to the Internet In many esses it is desirable to remove previous operating system based terminals using, for example. 
DOS and move nstead to. lor exonpte. HTML (hypertext mark-up language). Referring to Fig. 56 he hardware and 

tt software design for a web optimised terminal is shown. The hardware model presents the major sifcsystems The 
software model deserbes how the radio and HTM. software coexist. 

The digital portion of the design is fairly simple. The primary CPU 7400 can be, tor example, a National 486 SXF 
or SXL (Trade Mark). It is a highly integrated CPU that includes a variety of peripherals inclutSng LCD 7402 controlket 
ORAM 7404controller, timers, serial ports, etc. It also has an onchip code cache and extensive facilities for low power 

30 operation. It executes 32 M protected mode 386 instructions however it cannot run DOS or Windows (Trade Marks). 
Thera a a smgla 128KB flash memory chip 7406 containing compressed object code. When the un« starts up the 

ttrtt is decompressed into the ORAM 7404 and executed from there The 128KB should contain about 256KB of 86 
object code. This code contains the radio firmware, setup routines, and sufficient Web Client code to download the 
actual runtime code from a server. 

3f There wit be a single IMx 16 QR8M7404 on the un it. ,prov icing 2 MB of ORAM. This will be capable of low power 

and eelf refresh. 
The scanner interface 7408 wilt be. for example, the pre-programmed 8052 used on the currently available SEi 222 

decoder board. The decoder board itself will not be used, just the components from it. The 486 wil communicate with 
it via its integrated serial port. A scanner 7412. for example the SE1200. is also incorporated. 

<e The interface to the radto 7414 will be preferably a simple 8 bit parallel port, although a PCMCIA can be ueed. The 
radk> module wil be a pure radio capability only or "dumb ‘kappa*1 unit that does not have its own CPU. flash. RAM. etc 

There are two options tor LCD support The 486SXF processor 7400 supports up to 320x200 display. Use of the 
488SXF allows a ‘dumb* LCD unit without built-in controller. If the SXL verson is used, the LC0 controller must have 
its own controler 

44 The keyboard 7416 is just basic switches. Debouncing is done by the 486 processor 7400. 
The entire system runs oft a tingle 5 volt supply. The radio 7414 requires 5 volts and so does the 486 processor 

7400. This costs some power but eliminates the need for a separate 3 3v supply thereby reducing the associated costs 
The moet cost effective model is a two board setup, the motherboard and the ‘Kappa* tado module On one side 

of the motherboard are the *keys* 7416. LCD 7402. and whatever parts can be assembled hereon. On the other tide 
so «the radio module 7414 (attached directly to the motherboard) and the rest of the parts. The whole thing can be H* 

to V high. - 2V wde. and 4-6* long. The scanner 7402 also mounts on it. The goal is to elimnate alt the flex cables, 

further reducing costs. 
The software on the design shown in Fig. 58 is built around a smalt, non-preemptive multitasking kernel that cur¬ 

rently rune on known radb cards such as the Spectrum 24 card (Trade Mark) (available from the assignees' radio 
ss card). There are tasks tor handling the user interlace. Crux or Cetus 418. sending and receiving, and roamng. They 

communicate via shared variables and message passing. There is an idle task that is th# lowest priority task and it 
may be presorted. This task forms the basis tor a single, polled loop structure * which the protocol stack and HTML 

runtime exists 
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received on tha RF mt rlace it ona has baan. tha packat is passad to a network pfotocot ,l*c*tf** processes « 
^ t^tware model has be n used successfully on known systems tor pagers and modems_tor example th 

Swn^onre^notCKiierSpectrum 2* pager and Modem. Accordingly turth r detail s not required ^®®ef w*f*l0n 

SSs tharadto firmware. UOP/lP protocol stack, pagsr protocol nterpratsr. and ^^J^*****® runn,nfl °" 
a srgle 00188 CPU th HTML runtime code has been designed to fit mto tha sngie task, poflng modal 

Known cradles have various basic requirements 

. Full hardware signal compatto-Bty at tha connect between me cradle and the host ^J™*”**1 d0*# no* 
raauire modification, and full hardware signal compatibility with a serial port present on the to"™**1 

. insi^onSca connection between the termhal and cracke allowing frequent and preferably unhmt ad removal 

. fS hLS^rTegister compat*8ty within me terminal with existing communication software, lor example IBM PC 

. SS^w^^n^^umSlTcradles to a single host serial port. In one embodiment a 'mj"j*^**** * 
pSSi tor connection to th. host, and supports a large number of -slave* cradle. T*o access mode, must ba 
suooorted sinale access mode and multiple access mode In sngle access mode, ona ternvnal at a time receives 
e^TOsle and the host serial port and all of the teiminala experience results equivalent to no cable at- 

mod., .»SLn« «• «*»* 

modification despite the occurrence of muRplexng. 

. The terminal/cradle should be mplementable in a vehicle configuration as discussed above. 

. it is Drooosed to use IrOA (Infrared Data Association) compatible optics for me zero insertion force interface to 
aBovTuseofthe terminal with read.* available (non-dedicated) HOA compliant peripherats and host computers 

Solutions to the various points are discussed below. 

Sokrtion 1 

Each terminal comprises two pairs ot optics (two transmitters and two receivers) as does aachaade. Accordingly 
„ 1,,, duotex datapaths are provded. Each cradle contains a microprocessor plus two paw <* optics per slot (for 

recervrigaUerminal) in this lour slots design, a sngle microprocessor handles al tour slots. The primary optical ehann* 

SS^ Se cradle and a terminal carries me data part of a full I8M-PC compatible 9 wire series ntsrfaj*. tor axangto 
TXD RXD and SG The auxiliary optical channel between me cradle and a temwal carries (° 
ard RTS), status intormation. (DSR, DCD, CTS, Rl) ol a full IBM PC compatible 9 wire serai ntsrtace and bus mtor- 

" ZZSZ&im taMw. M <**• «* »»"«« V •» “"»■ «*■“? “7*" 
is communicated over the auxilary optical channel. Wthn the terminal ttaf. control, status, and bus nformauon are 

used to produce me effects of single or muRiple access mode as required. __ 
Mukjple 4 slot cradles could be chained together (up to 4 physeal cradles, for 16 stauvjhs 608 *'9na,# (BREQ 

and bacio are oassed as -tokens* from one cradto lothe next to provide inter-cradte multiptoxng. 

The BIOS of me hard-held computer implements me cradto protocol and provides both IBM PC-compatible serai 
»os»™M.Sine..««My. <W-<*«■»; 

m^ation. pyogram Mt«l BIOS mi™. 9°*>a »i«ly » «<• 
the cradle support standard communications applications. Sines ihis is also true of th. phyweal ssnal port tha 

so * not a particular hardship A single slot version of these cradles has al me same functonaWy ^of «ha 4 
ei-ept .does not support chammg Smce only one slot is present and the chammg toge e not required, *®*?"*^® 

is somewhat simpler. Therwo epical channels are handled identically. however, and the tsmxnal BIOS code 

* '^An^ttemative single slot configuration is simpWied and does not nclude charaMily or an optical '"terface A 
« modular (phone jack) style of connector can be uwd to provide eOhercabtedwra, 

cable) or can be used as me cradle -docking- connector, which provides a wired path tor bom cl the data channels 

a" •»•»«*• W"** M .M. i. M IBM PC M«i ~~ 
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mformabon) between ttM auxdeiy optical channel and the 'unutalsr UAHT roQssiri. This bridging is dons vssq s 

-super-Slats* mode ol the Chpe and Technologies P8680 meroprocessor in the isiminaJ Since al software 
in this devic runs n real-mode, most *wsa-behaved* IBM PC-compatibte sens) oommurwstcns programs could be 

s used 
One solution t reduce the cost ol multiple cradle installations is eliminating the microproc ssor in all but one (the 

•master*) of th cradl s in each ’char* of up to tor xample 60 cradles 
in order to meet al of the common requirements for cradl s (especially chaining), a m thod for synchronising 

access to th cradle bus from multiple hand-held computers, without a processor in each cradle, is required. Th 
ro rnechwusm can be a variant of CSMA/CO (Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Colaon Detect**). In this matter, the 

processors in th hand-h Idconput rth msehres. with th cooperation of th sngl processor in th ’master* cratf . 

manage al required bus control. 
Unike the above variants a single data channel is used, thus freeing up a UAHT on the terminal and reducing the 

number of optic pairs n a tsrmnal ♦ cradle combination from 4 pairs to 3 pairs (2 transmitters and a receiver in the 
is cradle and 1 transmitter and a receiver in the terminal). The third pair (a transmitter in the cradto and a receiver in the 

terminal) is required to allow the Carrier Sense and GofSsion Detection. 
T allow lor Werchainhg wt* different cradles, a switch on the ’master* cradle is used to select which type oI 

emulation to support. This feature allows a chain of cradtes to be placed at the end (farthest from the host) oI a different 

free cradle chain. 
20 To provide IBM PC-compatibtty, an approach similar to that discussed above is used to emulate the IBM PC serial 

cxmmuncations interlace Since no direct data channel is available (since there ie only a single data channel), data, 
control, and statue information must travel on the same channel. This requires that the 'emulation’ be more complete 

The emulation is done using support hardware in the terminal ASIC interface and control. This involves using I/O 
register traps to generate NMI (non-maskable interrupts) to allow the cradle support software to emulate toe results of 

g$ appBcation aocaasest0 UAHT registers. Using an open system based on the 486 processor, intended to run pro¬ 
tected mode software such as DOS extenders and Windows (trade mark), the potential number ol interactions with 

the cradle support software is effectively infinite. 
In a further cradle approach a modular (phone jack) style of connector ie used to attach a serial adapter cable to 

attach to the cradle. The cradle, however, simply passes the signals through to the cradle serial port connector. Since 

X the serial port ie IBM PC-compatible, toe cradle « as well 
Where the device and its cradles do not support internal battery chargng. the cradle is effectively reduced to a 

’port repficator* or ’cable extended* and a stand. 
As a further development is 4 proposed to make full use of irOA capabiity. in particular using IrOA for wireless 

communication and usrg the sare IrOA optics as the cratfe interface to avoid to unnecessary duplication of hardware 
X Using IrOA 9 wre emulation mode (called IrCOMM) to the standard protocol stacks.designed for this type of ap¬ 

plication allows toe cradle to be at liOA+IrCOMM to RS-232 converter with muffiplexing. The multiplexing could be 
relatively simple (i e. the token* passing scheme discussed above), hence it can be implemented in hardware as an 
ASIC. Alternately, the multiple eng could be performed by the processor needed to run the IrOA protocol stack and 

I rCOMM layer. 
x Adding a processor to each cradle may stiff be more efficient than putting different sets of optics on each hand¬ 

held computer. Stoce the IrOA optes are hal duplex, they cannot easiy be used in central constant cradle schemes 
Use of the IrOA+IrCOMM standard protocol stack layers a the logical method <* using these optics. In the cradle, since 
these protocol layers must be converted into RS-232. a processor a mandatory. 

Within the termnal, emulation ol an IBM PC-compattole serial port is stiff required An approach similar to that 
x darusted above could be used to ’wrap* the IrOA and I rCOMM interfaces and make them look like a standard COM 

port. Alternately, to avoid the software interactions that the emulation approach experienced, it is possible to add another 
microprocessor (such as an 8031) to the hand-held computer itself This processor would then emulate toe “hardware* 
interface of the UAHT and run the IrOA-drCOMM layers. This approach would eliminate any possible software incom¬ 

patibilities. 
x It is further desired to develop a subsystem for use in a terminal that complies both with external standard such 

as IrOA and any dedicated ntemaily determined standards The subsystem must be capable of communicating with 
other internal standard or IrOA equipped computing devices, with internal standard andfor IrOA, and must be suitable 
for use in the implementation of non-physical connection cradles. These cradles must be capable of providing emulation 
o» a ful RS 232 serial port (with and without cradle chain) A suitable system covers the functionality of the subsystem, 

x the hardware and software needed to implement the subsystem (both at termnal and cradle portions) and toe design, 
implementation. interface and tie characteristics of to# subsystem and dentfies the functional hardware and software 
requirements for the complete ntemai standards rOA subsystem (both the terminal and cradle portions) 

Referring to Figs 44 to 51 the wireless communications strategy lor the system is based on two fundamental 
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(IfLAP. IrLMP. Tiny TP and IrCOMM) will b« used to a&ow transparent mt r-operation amongst the two •menaces ■» a 

^ be used .n any or alt ol the tottowing thre operational modes Pormo-mullpomt ‘Air Net- 
wortl» point -to-pont *S nal Port Emulation* mode, and mu«i-point to point *Cha«abte Cradle' mode The system 

provides lor one or more of th tottowing configurations as shown m Tabte 1: 

TABLE t 

» 

Configuration Name Technology Used Mode Used 

Vehcle Cradle Internal Standard and/or IrOA Serial Port Emulation 

Depot Cradto Internal Standard Chainabla Cradle 

IrOA Peripheral IrOA Air Network 

Supporting the combination technologies provides optimal connectivity and flexbility IrOA provides fairty high band- 
widdi (115 2 K Baud), line-ol-sight. short range (sub-meter), low power communications, plus compatibflity with ndus- 
tryetwidard IrOA perpherals The internal standard provides a lower bandwidth (19 2 K Baud), omnidirectional, me- 
<*um rwige (3-6 meters), higher power communications By providing a single integrated solution that supports the 
two technologies and allows them to be used interchangeably, Ihe system should maximize the potential tor wireless 

‘‘“show, an IrOA 'air* networtr allowing IrOA wireless communication between a terminal 7100 and each ol 
an IrOA equipped server 7182 and an IrOA compatble printer 7184. IrOA communication between IrOA equipped lap¬ 
top or other portable computer 7186 and each ol the server 7182 and printer 7184. as well as IrOA communication 
between the terminal 7180 and Ihe lap-top 7186 In Fig. 45 serial port emulation is shown tor IrOA andtor ntemal 
stOTdard technology A terminal 180 communicates with a cradle 7188 by IrLAP. IrLMP, Tiny TP and IrCOMM and either 
ol IrOA or the totemal standard technology Where IrOA technology is used the cradle 7188 communicates with a boat/ 
server gate way 190 via a RS-232 C interlace. Where the system uses the internal standard technology the cradle 
7188communicates with a printer 7192 via a RS 232C interlace. _ . 

The IrOA and/or ntemal standard technology chained cradle shown in Fig. 46 includes communication between 
a plurality ol terminals 7180 and respective cradles 7188 communicating by either ot IrOA or ntemal standard tech- 

Aogies together with IrLAP. IrLMP. TnyTP and IrCOMM. The cradles communicate with each other via a cradle bus 
and a master cradle communicates with a host/server 7190 via an RS 232C interlace. 

IA the n-termtoal hardware desist with IrOA and ntemal standard shown in Fig 47 a CPU 7194 communicates 
with a multiplexer 7196 directly and via a UART 7198. The multiplexer 7196 communicates via IrOA drivers 7200 with 
the IrOA optics 7202 and via an internal standard specific unit 7204 with an antenna 7206- The terminal as a whole is 

^ISelringtoFig 48 a cradle 7210 incorporates the serial port emulation hardware design with IrOA and the internal 
standard cooperates with a microprocessor 7212 having RAM memory storage 7214 and ROM memory storage72i6 
H its CQfs The microprocessor 7212 communicates to the host (shown schematically at 7218) via a UART 7220, an 
RS 232 driver 7222 and an RS 232 connector 7224. The microprocessor 7212 communicates with a multiplexer 7226 
directly and via a UART 7220. The multiplexer 7226 communicates with IrOA optics 7230 via IrOA drivers 7232. The 
muRiptexer also communicates with an antenna 723* via an ntemal standard unit 7236. 

Referring now to Fig. 49 a chamable cradle design wRh IrOA and internal standard technologies composes a 
microprocessor carryng RAM memory storage 7240 and ROM memory storage 7242. The microprocessor 7238 com¬ 
municates with an arbitration unit 7244 directly and via a UART 7246 The arbitration unit arbitrates between the com¬ 
munication to the next cradle away from the host and communication to the host or the next crarte towards the host. 
The arbitration unit 7244 in either case communicates with a dedicated RS 232C connector a d#<*‘ 
cated RS 232 driver 7250a.7250b The microprocessor also communicates with a multiplexor 7252 direcST?' or via a 
UART 7254 The multiplexer allows communication with an antenna 7256 via an internal standard unit 7258. The 
multiplexer 72S2 also communicates with IrOA optics 726C v a an IrOA driver 7262. The cradle « shown generally at 

?2$4 
The software data/control now within the terminal a shown schematically n Fig. 50. The irO applications 7264 flow 

via TnyTP IrLMP IrLAP 7266, Real UART 7268 and Ihe IrOA optics and drivers or internal standard units in antenna 
7270. Legacy applications 7272 flow via emulated UART 7274; IrCOMM 7276 and then follow the same pa* as the 

IrOA applications. _ 
Fig. 51 shows software data in control flow within th cratfle. Flow Irom IrOA to RS 232 bhdg# 7278 - RS 232C 



to 
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oanmetef 7200 • viaUART 7282 vx)BS 23ZC onvers rzo# ueia now ——- 
and optiea/intemal standard uni and antanna 7286 « va IrCOMM 7288; TvryTP. IrlMP. IfLAP 7290 and UART 7292. 

Many client devices are wfigured to receive an adapter card slowing them to perform network acem The 
components of such devces »U adapter cards are welt known to the idled person and wfi net be described in detail 
here One example of a network adapter >s the syst m sold under th trade mark SPECTRUM 24 by the assignees of 

the present appleaten 
In known systems such as that shown in Fig 55 it is often desirable tor a Client Device to perform Network Pile 

Access using N twork Files System Clients (NFS) va Network Protocol Stacks on Network Adapters, lb accomplish 
this the Client Device 7350 must gen rally utilize a PCMCIA slot to hoW the Adapter Card 7352. AdcfltionaRy vanous 
Softwar Components such as a PCMCIA Card Onver 7354. Protocol Stack 7356. and Network Fie System Client 
7358 must an be present and executng on the Client Device 

For small low cost Client Oevees. the secondary storage needed to hold these Software Components may be 
large compared to the total secondary storage capacity of the device Addftionaly. the RAM required to execute these 
Software Components may be large compared to the total RAM capacity of the domes. FnaBy. the processing power 
requited to execute these Software Components may be large compared to the total processing power of the device. 

Since many of these Software Components may need to be Client Device-specific, configuration and deployment 
of N twork File Access on various Client Devices may be difficult. Additionally, the secondary storage required to hoU 
the required Software Components may require the use of a second PCMCIA slot which may nof be practical or 
desirable dependtog on the capacities of the Client Device Finally, the configuration and maintenance of a network 

20 can be very difficult and time consumng. 
The client device and network adapter card interface via a PCMCIA interface 7362. In the case of the exist ng 

Aftapiar card 7352. the software consists of an autonomous radio control program 7360 with an interlace 7352 to the 
OOI or NDIS driver 7355 in the Client Device 

The invention as shown h Fig. 56 *U 57 incorporates the functionality of the Network Adapter Card 7370 into a 
as System which also Deludes Network Protocol Stack(s) 7372 and the NFS Ctient(e) 7374. The entire System «then 

packaged into a PCMCIA card that emulates a standard PCMCIA ATA card. This allows any Client Device 7376 which 
ie capable of accessing a PCMCIA ATA card to transparently access files from a File Server. Since the only interface 
between the Client Oevice aid the System is the ATA/lOE interface 7378. the Client Device need have only an ATA/ 
IDE driver 7380 NOT a network adapter driver. Network Protocol Staek(s), and NFS Cfient(e). 

jo The File Access Card 7370 consists at a Processor. RAM, Flash and a conventional ratfio 7388 for example at the 
type sou number the trade mark SPECTRUM 24 by the assignees of the present invention. This ie basicaly the same 
design as the existing Adapter Card. 

The fundamental difference in the proposed solution is the software running on Processor 7382. The interface to 
the Client Oevice OOI or NOtS driver a replaced by a direct interface to an OOI driver 7390. one or more Protocol 

x stacks 7372. and one or more NFS Clients 7374. all withei the File Access Card 7370 itself. Al of these Software 
Components then run on the Processor 7382 in the File Access Card 7370 The software necessary to emulate an 
IDE disk drive is present to provide the interface to the Client Device. 

The software further Deludes a Radio Control Program 7394 unchanged from standard Radio Control Programs 
except that instead ol interlacing to an OOI driver n the Client System via the PCMCIA interface 7378, it interfaces 

*o directly to the CO driver 7390 runnng in the same processor within the File Access Card 7370. The Protocol Stack 
( ) 7372 and NFS CBent(s) 7374 load on top of the OOt driver 7390 in a similar manner to the way toey would on a 
Client Device. The ATA/lOE controler software 7396 must emulate the ATA/IDE interface 7378 and use the services 
of the NFS Ctient(s) 7374 to access the files on the NFS server in response to Client requests via the ATA/IDE interface 
7378 to access the emulated disk. _ 

4* m order to support mulple Protocol Stacks 7372 and NFS Clients 7374. the File Access Card 7370 must either 
have multple Protocol Stacks and NFS Clients, with a mechanism to select which one to use. or must provide a means 
tor loading the desired Protocol Stack and NFS Client. 

The File Access Card 7370 further Deludes suitable Radio Hardware 7395. 
The Conventional Adapter Card Olivers require certain parameters (such as Net ID) to be specified. A mechanism 

to must be provided for specifying these parameters. Additionally. Protocol Stacks 7372 and NFS CBents 7374 typically 
require setup parameters (such as address, log on name, password, etc). A mechanism is provided to specify this 
information 

Numerous solutions to the problems of toadingfupdating Protocol Stacks 7372 and NFS Clients 7374. and setting 
parameter information can be devised Since the hardware implementation con la ns Flash Memory 7386, this is the 

44 obvious place to store these varying types ot data. One method • to use a portion at the Flesh memory 7386 to emulate 
a disk (in the same manner used by ■ normal ATA Flash Card). This disk contans tie standard Protocol Stack 7372 
and NFS Client Files 7374. as well as the configuration files (NET. CFG, PCTCP.INI, etc) used to configure toe Protocol 
Stacks and NFS Clients Al of toese files are located in the root directory or in subdirectories of tie ATA drive, and all 
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breach, t is possbie to use, vanous copytf this file lor the use of the Protocol Stack 

"•-sr—80 (s) 7372 and Nhbw»eni » _„_isto,8 lo ^ client Oevice it does not represent a security breach. 

***£*due to the need to power cycle the Fie Access Cart 7370 *hent«edin pc»M 
^^^tTLS^^Tanv^ne the card is removed from the Client Oevice. it loses power. The design of the 
25123?is completed fu* or not at * This is a standard desigh const™. <* 
ATA ooriroOer 7396 ^ FHe Access Cart 7370 must taka this precaution one step further. A write 
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The hue access v<wu sionificant length of Ume and access.® the cart may needle 
whenever power a applied to the card^wmay air J^noMtotew«h ATA cards, where the time needed to ‘spin 

be delayed until th* "9“C^ata/1DE 7378 toSf^provides the mechanism necessary to delay access 
up* a hard disk may NFS activity to get the data, ndmdual. 
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ponenta to the CUent Device, i ne appi Pfatoco, etackfs) 7372 The end result a that Client Oevice appfca- 
muneation layer, mstead of talkng Protocol Stacks 7372 executing on the Client Device Suitable apps- 

" ^tton^^MMw^tek«^|fknwwirtoVie skilled person and are not described further here For example th. ,nt.daces 
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provides support lor wireless access to files on file servers from any Clant Oeva such as a PCMCIA slot ana supports 
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configuration lor access lo NFS File System « snowed Once a card has been configured tor use veto a given sat of 

protocol stacks. NFS Clients and File systems Scan be freely moved from Client Device to C Sent Device with no change 

in configuration tequeed Becaus no protocol stacks or NFS Chants need t be present on the Client Oevic reduced 
s memory and secondary storage requirements tor Client Devices ar achieved, allowvig yet thinner cients The protocol 

stacks and NFS Clients run * the File Access Card processor rather than si the Client Device proriding consistent 

pertOATune across multiple Client Devices Th re is also potential reduction in the number ef PCMCIA state required 

to support a given application Since all software components required to support file server access are present on the 

same card, many cient devices may avoid the use of additional PCMCIA storage cards. This may alow Client Device# 

to withonty a ingle availabl sk* to access file server files successfully 

According t another aspect th re is provded an embedded storage device for use in an embedded PC-based 

system altowrig a stag* standard storage solution supporting directly executable storage (e g. 6106) and secondary 

(• g. disk) with field upgrade abilty. suitable tor use in al PC-based embedded computing systems. Hereafter 

the entoedded storage device is simply called the Device and the embedded PC-based computing system is simply 

is caRed the System. 
One kiplementation of the nvention is in relation to a ^portable server*, that is. a moMe terminal carrying server 

capabiity as described in mors detai in copending US Application Serial No.filed 28th March 1997 commonly 

assisted herewith, which is incorporated herein by reference. As shown in Figs. 60a. 60b. 6ia and 6ib. web server 

capabiity can be implemented in a plug-in card, lor example a PCMCIA card. A mobile device 7500 stoich can be any 

30 —mobie device such as a terminal of the type discussed above, personal digital assistant, dgial camera and 

so forth including a card interlace port 7502. tor example a PCMCIA or compact flash slot receives a card 7504 at the 

interface. The card 7504 carries server capabilities tor example for the internet or worldwide web and tie system thus 

acts as a transparent web server. Referring in more detail to Fig. 60b. the card 7504 includes a PCMCIA or other 

yritaMA interface tor communication with the mobile device 7500. flash memory 7506 and an AT A (AT attachment) 

it controler 7510 used to implement the hard drive. The memory 7508 is for storing data produced by the mobie device 

wwJ the card 7504 further ncludes a CPU 7512 which accesses the data and operates a web server software routine. 

The CPU 7512 is configured to run a suitable radio communications module 7514. for example cf tie type available 

from the aesipiees under the trade mark ’SPECTRUM 24 RADIO’. CPU 7512 is also configured to handfe the TCP/ 

IP protocols. The mobile device 7500 carrying the card 7504 to thus able lo communicate with a sutable nearby access 

JO point and then to a efient PC via aerial or antenna 7516. 
As a result the efient PC can display a web page representative cf data stored in the memory of Ihe mobile device 

as desired. The card 7504 can thus convert any device, as discussed above, into a server lor the web. The ie shown 

in more detail n Figs 61a and 6ib. The mobile device 7500 collects data at a data collection point 7518 which can 

be. for example, a still, video or rfigitafcamera. a bar code reader, a microphone or a data input point such as a keyboard 
jc Th* i* stored, tor example in the card 7504 making use of trfb ATA controler 7510. The card 7504 cooperates 

with the device 5700 to act as a transparent web server and transmits the data from the card 7504 via the antenna 

7516. The transmission is received by an antenna 7520 to an access point 7522 connected to the Ethernet backbone 
7524 Connected to the backbone 7524 is a client PC 7526. Accordingly when, for example, a worldwide web browser 

of any suitable type is run on the client PC 7526 and calls up Ihe ’web page’ at the mobile device sending an HTTP 

so request tor the desired Universal Resource Locator (URL) the request is routed via the backbone 7524 and acts as 

point 7522 to the transparent web server formed by the device 7500 and card 7504. The data cdected at the mobile 

device is transmitted back to the access point in response to ihe request and the web page is rotfed to the client PC 

7526. 
Turning to the physical requirements of the Device: 

4< The Oevice is into»emented in one of two physical embodiments: Modular and Component 
The Modular embodiment of Ihe Oevice consists of a single, self-contained circuit board (or equivalent) which can 

be mounted on a circuit board (or equivalent) within the System. The subsystem implemented by the Component 

embodiment shall interlace to toe remainder of toe system via the set of interface signals doserbed below 

Modular entoodenents of toe Oevice interface to the System via a standard connector of salable type. Thiscon- 

to nector provides the set of nterface signab described below. Additionally, this connector to low cost low profile, and 

highly immune to shock and vtoratien. The connector is not intended to be used for frequent inserten and removal, 

since this aspect is concerned with embedded, non-removable applications. 
All embodiments of the Oevice interface to the System via the same set of interface signals. Thesesignals represent 

a subset of the ISA bus signals, the additional signals) required to interface to a standard BIOS EPROM, plus signals 

« used to control Device options. The set of required signals is listed below: 

Power signals, lor example 



♦5Vdc. 
♦l2Vdc. 

Ground for varous appleatona 

_. ._valid address valid data, zero wait state lor current bus cycle. 

Mi«na«>l»w » isssl slat.-«« '*~r^.*«5<»nc..»d 

strobe command. 
I/O device write strobe command. 

iTsinal is present indicating that *ne System is capable ol and wiling to participate « 16 bit EPROM memory 

eyCl#*‘ . is Kit i>n evcie e reauied This signal must not be used by the Device unless the 

USEKDl ^sigrvUBi present indicating that the System is capable d and wiling to participate vn 16 bit MD cycles 

indicate that the System eao^wj appropriate address lines are valid Indicate to the System that the 

MPaection access is complete and that the X1P section data a avaiable on the data BrnesJI this does not occur 

SlHaUHtoilpKCMS MUMi Dy ths RESET signal» eorppWsA TKs SyMsm snail nol aura *. »P asaspi 

!<*»«, RESET until «a .** upd*. «» ccnt.nl. ol in. IPL suM.ct.on ol M X1P 

^ — «*•"— 
commands are sent to the Device by the System). 

* to enter is lowest power state as soon as poestole. Power consumption - 
Indicate that «he sys ^ Qnc9 ^ #usp6nd state, the Device need not support »P or D»k 

S^JSTTSi.1« OoaotnstaO -u™«» «* d“c“ya'ln« » 

client sospsod .1*. ol m. 0»nc II*. 0*no. is ounM* •> *“«*« ««»• «•'- 

sassss 
t» oJl 5 th. oil*..du-mg«,«*c«y «*~m:»P up«.orOMr«n» opmlion. • 

- consol* os*, M mianM. indicates that the Oeviee is permitted to use tul power m the background and when me oeviee is acuiawy 
££ but is not **MI ». M u«d » .V* "• « » ■»»« *•"» «" •«*** 

requested XIP update or Disk write operation. 

. s*. .<* «» . g. « ™ **. - 

suen^yctua Tlv»SDs!nos ouiuo.* Misinsf to us. S and 16 bn cycle* aoo pdicatss Pis chocs lo Ihs Syilsm va 

Oeviee using such cycles. The Device decides whether to use 8 and 16 bit cycles and svacates the choice to the 



Address Signal*, for sample 
1b address the (up t 256K o» ) »P section of He Device. the System. 
if an implementator) ol th Oevic ehoos s to expand the saeof the X1P section beyond 256 KB, &&Kienal address 
Ms may be used t address the extra memory. The Oevee can assume that ALL address bits are valid when th 
acoraprtte signal is present. The design ol a System using the Oeve must therefore ensure that he approphat 
skmal generation takes into account the upper address bits if a System were to generate that signal any time th 

bit* contained th right values, without regard to the upper address bits, then he 0 vice might 

memory other than the int nded X1P section. 

• Data Signals, for example 
When the appropriate signal hdeates the need lor an 8 bit memory cycle, then only a first range « used, if the 
signals indicate the need lor a 16 bit memory cycle, then the first range is used, but the latter range may only be 

ueed after signals indicates the readiness of the upper data lines. 

• Intemipt Signals, for example 
IRQ sifpal supported by the Device. It» used only for IDE interface emulation. This signal may be connected to 
any available System IRQ fine, but for compatibility, it is suggested that it be tied to the standard harddisk interrupt. 

All programming votlage(s) required to access the storage within the Device are generated within the Device from 
ether a single 3 3V or a shgle 5V supply voltage. A System need only provide one of these supply voltages, but may 
optionally provide both. The Device must be capable of obtaining its normal operating power from either supply. These 
supply votages are provided via the standard Device nterfaco described above. 

"The Device shall constrain its operation to conform to one of three power states as determined by the two Device 
option control signals discussed above. For example the signal may indicate that the Oevice should enter Is lowest 
power mode and not respond to XIP or Disk section accesses or that the Device is tree to use lull power at its own 

dtocrebon. 
In the absence of either signal, the Device shal support an access operations, but must perform higher power 

operations (such as erase) only within the duration of an operation explicitly requested by He System (e g XIP update 

or disk write). 
If the Device supports background operation (mewing blocks, erasing, etc.) it may only use fuH power during back* 

ground operations when the appropriate signal s present and must terminate such background operations it that signal 

is deactivated. . 
The Device must be capable ol changing states wXhin mdliseconds from the time the signal changes. The Device 

must report whether or not it is in suspend state via the appropriate signal. The Device must report any background 

use of full power via the appropriate signal. 
Table 2 describes the relationships between the power control and status signals and the power limitations for 

each state . 

TABLE 2 

State Name Enter Lowest 
Power Stats 

Signal 

Current 
Suspend State 

Signal 

Full Power at Nil 
Signal 

Device using 
Ful Power 

Signal 

Maximum 
Permitted 

Current Load 

Suspend active active (within 
fins) 

don’t care inactive < 1mA 

Busy inactive inactive active An 
explicitly 
requested XIP 
update or Disk 
writ# operation 
is in progress 

don't care 50 mA 



TABLE 2 (continued) 

1 State Name Enter Lowest 
Power Stale 

Signal 

Currant 
Suspend Stat 

Signal 

Full Power at Nil 
Signal 

Oevice vising 
FuR Power 

Signal 

Maximum 
Permitted 

Current Load 

1 Background 
1 Me 

inactive nactive active No high 
power 
background 
operation is n 
progress 

inactive 20 ma 

1 Background 
I Busy 

nactive nactive active A high 
power 
background 
operation is in 
progress. 

active 50mA 

1 Normal Idle inactive inactive inactive No 
explcilty 
requested XIP 
update or Disk 
write operation 
is in progress. 

inactive (within 
1ms) 

20 mA 

1 Normal Busy inactive inactive inactive No 
expfidtiy 
requested XIP 
update or Disk 
write operation 
is n progress. 

inactive (wilhin 
1ms) 

50 mA 

40 

41 

50 

55 

II He Device support# an lOE lormaned section, then is shaB support the standard idle and Sleep commands of 
the ATA specification lor controlling the power states of the IDE Disk controller. 

Since the Device is intended tor embedded applications and especially mobile embedded applications, size is d 
si^uficant concern. A system design incorporate the Devce must balance capacity vs available space. For example 
several discrete sizes wil be standardized in each oI the two embodiments (Modular and Component). 

The functional requirements ol He Device are as loltows: , ^ ^ ^ 
Relerrng to Fig. 52. a block diagram showing the logical structure of a typical mpiementation ol the Device. Ihe 

Devce 7300 provides support lor two storage sections: An X1P (execute In Place) section 7302 and a Disk section7304. 
The XIP section oI the Device 7304 supports adjustment in size ranging Irom OKB up to 256KB in 64KB increments. 
Larger XIP sections (greater than 256KB) and/or smaller adjustment granularities (less than 64KB) may optionally 

be supported, but must not prevent compatibility with the above requirements. . _ 
The Device contacts two logical controllers 7306a.7306b and two logical storage areas 7306a.7306b. Although 

specific tnptemenlations ol the Device m0it combine the functions ol the two controllers or storage areas, these terms 

are used herein to descrbe the required functionality. 
The XIP section 7302 ol the Device 7300 is subdividable into 2 subsecbons the IPL (Initial Program Loader) 

subsection and the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) subsection. For use n a specific System each Oevice is con¬ 

figured for the use ol the required subsections). , 
The IPL subsection ol the XIP sect on of the Device, i configured lor use by the System, « 64KB n size and is 

addressed as the first 64KB ol the inear addressable area ol the XIP section. N the design ol a System requires the 
IPL subsection to be interchanged with the BIOS subsection, then the System must provide the logic to adjust the 
address lines suppled to the Device No XIP section remapping logic is required to be implemented wkhin the Oevice. 

IPL subsection sizes larger or smaller than 64KB may optionally be supported, but must not prevent compatfciity 

with the above requirements. 
The BIOS subsection ol the XIP section ol the Oevice. i! configured for use by the System a adjustable m size 

ranging from 64KB lo 256KB in increments ol 64KB A BIOS size ol 2S6KB is aBowed by a Device wSh a 256KB XIP 
section only if the IPL subsection is not configured tor use. II the design of a system requires remapping ol areas of 
the BIOS, then the System must provide the logic to adjust the address lines supplied to Ihe Device. No XIP section 
remapping logic is required to be implemented with the Oevice. 
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compaitxtty wflh th# above requiremartu 
For Modular embodiments of the Device, the partitioning of th Oevic nto the XIP section and Iho Disk section 

« posstoie via a separat «xt mal configuration fixtur# to wtieh tha Devos it connected via th# standard connector 

s described abov . 
For Component embodiments ot the Device the partitioning ol th 0 vice nto the XIP section and the Disk section 

is pmsiWe other n-circuit or via an external configuration fixture (* the System board aself is equipped with the standard 

Oevoe connector). 
The actual configuration of th XIP section of the Device is accomplished via the standard configuration nterlac 

to described above. 
It is permissible to require SV (for radio) or 12V supply voltages (in addition to the standard 3.3V or $V operating 

vfffwgte) for nnofiauration purposes only These supply voltages must not b used except when the appropriate signal 
m oreaant. This signal identifies that the configuration supply voltages are valid and that Oevice configuration a per- 
mated. At a mnenum. the configuration supply voltages and the signal would be provided by ihe external configuration 

rs fbrtur via the standard Device connector. The configuration supply voltages and the signal are described above. 
The configuration of the Devos, once performed, must be stored within the Oevice in a nonvotatle manner. This 

may require the use of a separate configuration storage area. Although it is possbte to reconfigure the Device in the 
event of an erroneous configuration, this e considered an infrequent event It is therefore permissfcte to limi the number 
of reconfigurations (to altow use of a tinted re-write configuration storage area). In any event a minimum of lor example 

ao 100 reconfigurations are supported. 
It is poestole to detect the capabilities and configuration of the Device. The XIP section capabilities and configuration 

are determined via the interlace deserted below. 
The Disk section of the Oevice conforms to one of two formats: I0E or FTL A standard mechanism exists for 

det rrrxnng which of the two formats is supported by an implementation of the Oevice. It a permissfele to have an 
» implementation of the Device that supports both formats. In such a case, an additional configuration option must be 

provided to select the format that wA be used as the 'primary' or 'boot’ device The selection and detection of the disk 
section configuration is not required to permit read accesses to the XIP section interleaved with accesses to the 1^ 
mtertace of the XIP controller As a resul. the System may not execute from the X) P section wtiie updating or configuring 
the XIP section via the XIP controller. 

JO A Disk section supporting the IDE format provides a complete emulation of an I0E disk drive and is configurable 
to operate in any ol the following modes. Primary IDE master. Primary IDE slave. Secondary IDE master. Secondary 
IDE stave. The selection ol the mode is determined by the settings of the appropriate signals described above. 

The management of the log cat disk drive within the disk storage area is performed by the Disk controller within 
the Device. Access to the logical disk drive is via lDE.$pmmands sent to the Disk controller by the IDE driver within 

a* the SOS. ' ■ ’* 
A Disk section supportrg the IDE format is configurable to operate in either 8 or 16 M wide modes. The data width 

is selected by the System, va the appropriate signal. Although this signal may be dynamically controlled by the System, 
it would normally be tied high or low depending on the capabilities ot the System. When the signal is present, the 
corresponding signal is used by the Oevice to indicate to the System that 16-bit accesses are required. 

*o A block diagram showng one possible implementation of the Device with an lOE format Disk section is shown in 

Fig. S3. 
The Device implementation 7310 shown contains separate XIP 7312 and Disk 7314 controllers and separate XIP 

7316 aid Disk 7318 storage areas. The XIP controller 7312 handles the configuration and updating of the XIP storage 
area aid the Disk controller handles the emulation of the IDE drive usng the Dek storage area. 

At a Disk section supporting FTL format is shown in Fig. 54 in block diagram and presides a standard mechanism 
lor accessing blocks for storage withm the XIP storage area. This standard mechanism must be the same regardtess 
of the technology used to implement the disk storage area within the Device and is described below 

The Device implementation shown contains a sngte controller 7320 sensing as both the XIP and Dak (FTL) con- 
trofiers and a angle storage area 7322 serving as both the XIP and Disk storage areas. No IDE support is provided. 

so and Ihe XIP and Disk controfler functions share common logic. 
The BIOS of every System that utilizes the Device must include both IDE and FTL drivers to ensure that all imple¬ 

mentation of the Oevice may be used on all Systems 
The XIP section of the Osvcs emulates 8-bit. byte-addressable read-only linear memory (e g equivalent to a 

simi tarty-sized EPROM). Address bits sufficient to address up to 2S6KB are provided by the System to the Device and 
ts they are decoded as necessary within the Device The approprate signal is provided by the System to the Device to 

identify that the XIP area • being addressed Address decoding required to produce the signal from a widar range of 
address bite is Ihe responsfeiity of ths System. 

16-bit EPROM emulation may opt orally be supported, but must not prevent compatMity with Ihe above require- 



m«nu « supported. IT'S 16-04 EPROM emulation mod than bs enabled by the System via the appropriat signal. 
ABicutfi the Ural may be dynamically controlled by ihe System, < would normally be tied high or low depending on 
Ihecapabitties o» the System When th signal is present and the Device supports 16-bit mode, then the corresponding 
skral is used to mdicate to the System that 16-bit acc ses ar required 

f jh* contents ol the X)P section ol the Devic . 4 configured lor use by th System, are updatable, in circuit, via a 
standardized programming menace Th Devic supports the standard XIP section programming menace descr ed 
below regarrfless ol the specific technologies used in ihe impiemeniaton th XIP storage area <4 the Devce 

The IPL subsection ol the XIP section ol the Oevice. 4 configured (or use by th System is independently protectable 
Irom upda>a via a signal hat ’protects* or ’unprotects’ the IPL subsection. 

to The Disk section shall be updatable, in cvcuit. via Ihe standard DOS rfisk driver and the standard BIOS IDE or 
FTL drivers, regardless ol the specific technologies used n the mptementation ol the 0«k storage area ol the Device. 

The rated storage capacity ol the Device is defined to be the size ol the Disk section supported by the Oevice 
when an XIP section o1256KB has been configured. This should provide a worst case measurement lor al implemen¬ 

tations 
is ARhoutpi a « permissible tor an irrplementation to extend the size <4 the XIP area beyond the requirements ol this 

specification, this extra space shall not be considered to increase the rated storage capacity o» the Oevice unless 
incorporated into ihe Disk section when the XIP section is configured to a size to 2S6KB. 

The XIP section oI the Device provides pertormance sufficient to alow direct execution of code from the emulated 
Istear memory Since the Oevice is interfaced through the ISA bus. the maximum speed of access may be limited where 

» appropriate by the 8MHz ISA bus speed. Use ol ISA bus extended war states (through the use of the appropriate 
s&tal) is permitted n the event ol delayed access to XIP data, but the maximum number <4 wait states shall be no 
more than 10 and the average number ol waff states shall be no more than 2. 

Although the System may optionally support the abiity to ’Shadow the BIOS or other system code Irom the XIP 
area rito system RAM for mproved performance, this must not be required to meet the performance requirements 

as above. 
The programming requirements ol the Devce are as toflows. 
A special I/O interface is provided by the XIP controller within the Device lor determining the capabilities ol the 

Device. This includes, but is not Um4ed to. the foiowing information 

so • Granularity of adjustment ol XIP section (granule size) 
Specified as an integral number ol KB 

• Maximum size ol XIP section 
Specified as an integral number ol granules Must be greater than or equal to 2S6KB ^ 

• IDE format disk section presence flag 
X • FTL format disk section presence flag 

• Size ol FTL erase blocks (if FLT format is used) Specified as an integral number of granules 

The Oevice is not required to permit read accesses to the XIP section interleaved with accessed to the I/O interface 
<4 the XIP controBer As a result, the System may not execute from the XIP section while updating or configuring the 

to XIP section via the XIP controBer. 
A special nterface is provided by the XIP controller within the Device tor determining the current configuration <4 

the Device This includes, but is not limited to. the following nlormaton: 

• Current IPL subsection size 
to Specified as an integral number ol granules 

• Current BIOS subsection size 
Specified as an integral number of granules 

• Choice ol IDE or FTL formatted drive as the ’boot* devce 
When both are present 

f» 
The Oevce is not required to permit read accesses to the XIP section interleaved with access to the IO interface 

ol the XIP controBer As a result, the System may not execute from the XIP section while updating or configuring the 
XIP section v\a the XIP controller 

A special WO interface is provided by the XIP controller wrthn the Oevice tor selecting Ihe desired configuration <4 
ft the Device. This includes, but is not limited to, the following nlormaton: 

• Current IPL subsection size 
Specified as an integral number ol granules 



• Current BOS subjection size 
Specified as an ntegrai number of granules 

• Choice of IDE or FTL formatted drive ee (he *boot* device 
When bother present 

The D vice is not required to perms read accesses to th XIP section mt rieaved with accessed t the I/O interface 
of the XIP contraler As a resufl. the System may not execute from the XIP section whd updating or oonfigumg the 
XIP section via the XIP controller. 

A special I/O interlace • provided by the XIP controller within the Device for updating the contents of the XIP 
section. This includes, but is not fanned to, the following functions 

• Erase IPI 
• Wrie I PL 
• Erase BIOS 
• Writs BIOS 

The Device is not required to perms read accesses to the XIP section interleaved with accesses to the I/O ntertace 
of the XIP controller As a resut. the System may not execute from the XIP section while updating or oonfigumg the 
XIP section via the XIP controller 

When the Disk section supports die IDE format, then the standard IDE corrvnand set is supported. The System 
BIOS IDE driver is used to update the IDE format of the <Ssk section. 

When the Disk section supports the FTL format, then a special interface is provfoed by the Disk controSer within 
the Device for updating the contents of the Disk Section. This includes, but is not limited to, the following functions: 

• Erase Block 
• Map Block 
• Write Block 

The Device permits read accesses to the XIP section interleaved with accesses to the I/O interface of the FTL controSer. 
As a result, the BIOS FTL driver may execute from the XIP section while updating the Disk storage area via the FTL 
controSer. 

Without further analysis, the foregoing will so tuty reveal the gist of the present invention that others can readily 
adapt to various applications without omittng features that, from the stand point of prior art. fairly constitute essential 
characteristics of the generic or specific aspects of the invention and. therefore, such adaptions should and are intended 
to be compounded within the meaning and range of equivalents of the following clams 

REFERENCE NUMERALS 

21 • mobile unit (from Fig. (9)) 
160 - enabler development system 
162 - host computer 
164 • enabler server 
166 - enabler application program interface 
168 • timer 
170 • access pont 
172 • terminal for 162 
174 - host applications 
200 • registration 
202 • decapsutate 
204 • source MAC 
206 • destination MAC 
208 • broadcast 
210 • destination MAC 
212 • forward 
214- horns AP 
216- create entry 
218 • encapsulate 
220 • encapsulate 
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222 • forward 
224 - forward 
226 - sand 

Claims 

1 An lot <n t fil access system. wh r .n ore or mor internet files each hav a dedicated file addr ss. whereto a 
graphic ndicia e provided represent^ ^formation identifying the file address and wherem an optical reader « 

id provided to read the indicia, derive the file address and access the corresponding internet file. 

2. A method of accessing an Internet file having a file address, comprising the steps of representing information 
iderttiyng the file address in a graphic indicia, reading the rdicia with an optical reader, deriving the file addrses 
from the identifying ^formation and accessng the corresponding Internet file. 

,S 1. A computer network file retrieval system, the file having a network address, wherein information identifying the 
n twork address is represented by graphic indicia, and an optical reader is provided to read the indicia, derive the 
Hlg address represented thereby and access the file on the network. 

go 4. A data terminal connectable to. and remote from, the Interne! compnsng a data input and an internal server tor 
creattog an Internet s<e representing the input data and having an internet Protocol address, the terminal further 
eomprisrg a network link cooperating with the server to provide access to the site to users elsewhere on the 

Internet. 

at %. A data terminal connectable to. and remote trom, a data network comprising a data input, means for creating a 
user access tole data file representing the input data and having a network address and a network 8nk arranged 
to receive access requests from users elsewhere on the network and provide access to the fits 

«. A terminal as claimed to claim 5 in which the data network is governed by a network architecture designed to 

99 optimise cost. 

7. A terminal as clamed to clam 6 in which the network architecture is designed to minmise data traffic over high 

cost communication finks. 

as 6. An Internet connective data system comprising a data terminal deluding an Internet interlace, a data processor 
and a reader tor reading machine readable indicia, and a printed indicia display, whereto the printed indica com¬ 
prises machine readable encoded Internet related Applications, the reader is arranged to reed the ndica and the 
(jgl3 processor s arranged to decode and execute the applcatons 

40 9 a method of accessing an Internet related application wherein a data terminal is provided including a reader for 
reading machine readable todicia. a data processor and an internet menace, wherein a plurality of machine read¬ 
able printed ndicia encoding Internet related applications are provded trom printed matter, one or more indicia 
are read by the reader, the Internet related application is decoded and executed by the data processor for interface 

as appropriate with the Internet. 
4S . 

10 An Internet connective data system comprising a data terminal including an Internet riterface. a data processor 
* and a reader for reading machine readable indicia, and a printed indicia display, wherem the printed indicia com¬ 

prises machine readable encoded internet related appleations. the reader s arranged to read the ndicia and the 
rfaHa processor a arranged to decode and execute the applcatons 

so 
11. A method of accessing an internet related application wherein a data termnal is provided inckxling a reader tor 

reading machine readable indca, a data processor and an internet mertace, wherein a plurality of machine read¬ 
able printed indicia encoding internet related applications are provided trom printed matter, one or more indicia 
are read by the reader, the Internet related application is decoded and executed by the data processor for interface 

ss as appropriate with ihe Internet. 

12- A "wand* type hand-held optical reader comprising reading means tor reading a printed indicia representing data 
wid data storage mesne tor storing the data represented by the pmted ndteia. arranged to read the printed indicia 



to a cbant processor to retneve additional data reiaung to the product *» which the chant processor«linked t a 
computer network and the printed indicia contains a file addr ss corresponding to a network file containing the 
additional ^formation r lating t the product 

13. A data processing system comprsng a portable terminal and a t rminal mount whersn the mount includes a 
terminal m dace and processor capability for processing data received from the terminal and the terminal includes 
a user mt dace, a mount int dace and processor capability sufficient only to relay user npul to the mount for 
proc sang and data from the mount to th user int dac 

14. A system as claimed in claim 11 further comprising a host processor, the mount including a host interface and 
processor capability for processing data from the host processor for r lay to the t rminal. 

15. A system as claimed in claim 12 in which the terminal mount includes cache means for caching applications down¬ 
loaded from the host via the host interlace 

14. A system as claimed in claim 11 in which the mountAerminal interlace comprises a wireless fink 

17. A system as claimed in claim 11 in vfftich the mount includes terminal power supply recharging means. 

18. A system as claimed in claim 11 in vrttich the mount further includes computer peripherals. 

19. A system as claimed in claim 16 in when the computer peripherals compose one or more of the group of a display 
printer, a disk drive, a modem. 

20. A system as claimed in claim 11 in vrftich the mount is arranged to be provided on a vehicle. 

21. A data processing system comprising a stand-alone data terminal, docking means for docking the terminal and a 
host network, the terminal including a user input and docking means interface arranged to relay user input to the 
mount and the mount including a terminal interface and a host interface arranged to relay the user input to the 
hoot, for processing. 

22. A method of relaying data between a portable terminal and a base station comprising the steps of inputting data 
to the terminal, relaying the data to the base station with mnimal processing and processing the data at the base 
station. 
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